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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this s tudy was to provide information concerning 
factors that could relate to the self-concept development of four-and 
�ive-year old children. The factors studied were : age, sex , birth­
order, family size, socioeconomic status, whether or not · the child 
had attended a nursery s chool , day care , or Head Start, how long the 
child had attended the preschool program , and the type and quality of 
the preschool environment. 
Se:!..f-cc��e;t i� one of the mo�t int!'lguing <:md enigmatic aspects 
of personality. Researchers , psychologists , personality theorists, 
all seem to  have their own definition of self-concept. Jersild (1960 , 
p. 26) stated  that the meaning of the idea of self is "a composite of 
thoughts and fee lings which constitute a person's awareness of his 
individual exis tence, his conceptions of who and what he is" and that 
the self-concept is the process of identity development and maintain­
ance which occupies . each human life. Sullivan (1947 ) said that the 
self can never be isolated from the complex of interpersonal relations 
in which the person lives and has his being, and the self is heavily 
affected by the "reflected appraisals" of the society in which the 
person lives. McCandless {1967 , p. 254) ma in tains that "From the 
learning point of view, the self-concept is the apex--the culmination 
of al.l the social and personal experiiences the child has had." 
McCandles s also points out that the self-concept is a complex thing 
and a function of the importance (or reward value) of its various 
facets and the feeling, positive or negative, about them. LaBeene 
and Greene (19 69, p. 10) defines self-concept as a group of feelings 
and cognitive processes which are inferred from observed or manifest 
behavior and that the self-concept is the person's total appraisal of 
his appearance, backgro\llld and origins, abilities and resources, 
attitudes and feelings which culminate as a directing force.in 
behavior. 
Despite all its meanings, the study of self-�ncept is still 
fairly new. Cooley ( 1956) originated the notion of the social or 
"looking gl�ss" self., To him m� 1 i.deas about h:tmself lrrer� !'eflect-
ions of how others saw him. Mead (1956 ) divided personality structQre 
into the I and Me. The .!. was the part of the self that was partly--
perhaps largely--genetic in origin, the continuing part of personality 
present in eve_ry special situation. The Me was basically social, a. 
- . 
reflection of society's demands. Each individual was made up of many 
�'s, as many as he had distinct social roles. 
Part of the confusion of studying self-concept is whether one 
thinks the self-concept is conscious, as the above authors do, or 
subconscious as Freud believed. Because of Freud, our notion of self-
2 
definition has required that its origins be in early childhood and that 
\ 
it be developed from the e�eriences we have had in that most intimate 
of circles--our family (Gordon, 1969 , p. 375 ). 
In a compilation of self-concept studies {Wylie, 1967) points out 
that research of self-concept is filled with conflicting and confusing 
evidence. Wylie ascribes the confusion t� the great methodological 
difficulties inherent in the measurement of self-concept, and to the 
bewildering array of hypotheses, measuring instruments, and research 
designs being utilized. • 
Importance of the Study 
Despite the difficulties encountered in self-concept research, 
many educators and educational psychologists believe that cognitive 
development and social success are significantly affected by self­
concept. One of these psychologists (Coopersmith, 195 9 ) studied 
elementary school children's �eJ f-P.steP.m � Cn�pel"'f'Tl'l • 1-h folmd tha.t 
those children with low self-esteem or self-concept had poor grades,. 
and those that had h�gh self-esteem had high grades. 
The Educational Policies Commission in 1966 advocated two year 
programs of early childhood education prior to first grade for all . 
children.because a child's self-concept cannot be separated from his 
· total development. Head St;art also recognized the importance of the 
self-concept by making as one of its· goals "to develop self-identity 
and a view of self as having competence and worth" ( 1966). 
Recent self-concept research supports the Educational Policies 
Commission's emphasis on self-concept development in the preschool 
years. Purkey (1970, p. 34) believes that the early years of life 
are most critical in forming.the child's opinion of himself. He 
stated that the se·lf is formed from the experiences woven in everyday 
3 
/ 
life, concealed in everyday occurrences, hidden in the deep comm\.Ul-
ications of unspoken feelings and affecti9n, so that the child becomes 
the way he is treated. By two and a half years of age, the child is 
using the personal pronoun "I" but long before that the self, for 
better or worse, has been formed as t_he child defines his relationship 
with the significant people of his life. 
Numerous studies in the area of self-concept have used preschool 
children for subjects. For example, there have been studies relating 
self-concept to reading readiness and achievement (Wattenberg and 
Clifford, 1964) and to school achievement (Ozehoskey and Clark, 19 70; 
and Purkey , 19 70 ) .  
Acccrdin� to FJam Pr (J971)1 the pres�hool p0rio� i= critical fc� 
personality and cognitive development. It is a time during which many 
characteristics of paramount importance are establishe� or modified. 
Even before two years of age, at perhaps six months, the infant 
displays behavior reflecting his concept of himself. He soon learns 
4 
to be different things to different people (King, Kerber, 196 8 ,  p. 47 ) .  
Yarrow, Trager, and Davis (1965) state that during the earliest 
years of life, parents or surrogates are tn�most influential social 
force acting on the child's self-concept. Inc luded as parent surro­
gates would be day care centers and home day care centers· which provide 
all day child care. To a lesser extent.Head Start is a parent surro­
gate and private nursery schools can be considered a parent surrogate 
to some extent. 
Whether the self concept of a child who has been to some type of 
. 5 
preschool program differs from the self-concept of a child who h as not 
attended a preschool program will be studied in this paper. 
Statement of the Research Hypotheses 
The.purpose of this research was to investigate the relationship 
between outside-of-the-home preschool experience or home experience 
only, and some designated sociological factors with self-concept scores 
as measured by the Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Test. T he 
following research hypotheses were advanced: 
l. Experiences outside-of-the-home will have a significant 
correlation wi h self-concept �cores. 
a. Those who had preschool program experience outside-of-
the-home will have significantly h.igher self-concept scores than 
the median of the total sample. 
b. Those who did not have outside-of-the-home experience ' 
will have self-concept scores significantly lower than the median 
of the total sample. 
2. There will be a significant positive correlation between 
,,--
total self-concept scores and length of preschool outside-of-the-home 
experien.ce. 
3. There will be a significant positive correlation between 
self-concept scores and age, sex, birth· order, socioeconomic status, 
type of preschool environment, perception of what the teacher and/or 
mother thinks, arid quality of· the preschool environment. 
In order to reject the null form of the above hypotheses, the .os 
level of significance was used. 
Definitions 
Self-concept--the score achieved on the self-referent form of the 
Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Test. 
Total Self-Concept for home group--the scores achieved on the 
. self-referent and mother referent forms of the Brown IDS Self-Concept 
Referents Test. 
Total Self-Concept for prescpool group--the scores achieved on 
the self-referent, teacher referent, and mother referent forms of the 
Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Test. 
6 
Preschool experience or outside-of-the-home experience--attendance 
at a private nursery school, or at Head Start, or at day care centers, 
or at home day care centers. 
Limitations 
Participants in t he study were already pre-selected by the 
pa.I'ents as to whether the child would attend a preschool .experience·or 
not. Therefore, there could be biased feelings about px'eschoo ls 
verbali.zed by the parents to their children. 
_The subjects in nursery school, day care or home care centers 
were from the city of Aberdeen, South Dakota and the Head Start sub­
jects were from Bristol, South Dakota. The participants were limited 
to those children given parental consent to be tested. 
Self-concept was limited to the measurement on the Brown IDS Self­
Concept Referents Test which was given once. 
When testing the children in their own homes, the mothers often 
chose to stay nearby which could have influenced the following child­
ren's answers: identification numbers 2,_s, a ,  10, 12., 15, 18, 19. 
Even before administering the questionaire, the mothers would comment 
7 
on the child's appearance before his picture was taken. These comments 
were often reflected in the child's �espon.se to the questions ·(identi­
fication numbers: 11, 16, 20). In order to determine whether or not 
the presence of the mothers influenced these children's answers, a 
chi-square test was used, and the results tabulated in Tables 23 and 24, 
Appendix F. Dased on this information, the mother's presence had a 
negligible influence. 
Summ� 
The purpose of this study is to determine if a relationship 
exists between self-concept of four- and five-year old children, and 
certain sociological factors and whether or not a child has attended 
some type of preschool. 
The study of self-concept has been confused by the great variety 
of definitions for self-concept. Jersild, LaBenne and Greene contend 
that self-concept is basically what a person thinks of himself; where­
as, Sullivan, and McCandless believe self-concept is a culmination of 
all social experience and reflected appraisals by society. 
Reseai"ch has shown the importance of the preschool years for the 
study of self-concept deve�opment. 
Three hypotheses were postulated in p·ositive statements relating 
high self-concept'with preschool program experience, length of 
preschool experience in a program, age, sex, birth order, socio­
economic status 1 type of preschool environment, perception of .what the 
teacher and/or mother thinks, and quality of the program environment • 
• I 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
King and Kerber describe the relationship of early environmental 
social �lationships and the formation of a child's self-concept from 
the. moment of his birth. They state 
"self- concept. is not a biological phenomenon with which 
the infant is born, but a phenomenon that evolves from the 
social and environmental aspects of living. The child be­
gins to acquire awareness of his own attributes through 
his experiences with the people that surro\llld him as early 
as his first weeks of life. As he develops, he reflects 
these experiences in his personality and behavior. If 
people have been accepting, his reflection will be one of 
a liked, wanted, able per�on; if people have rejected him, 
then he wil l  see himself as a failing, ineffectual, unsuc­
cessful individual." (King and Kerber, 1968, p. 46). 
Gordon ( 19 69, p. 375) supports this viewpoint by postulating th�t 
"once it (self-concept) has developed, it becomes the evaluator, 
selector-, judger, and organizer of future experience and the child's 
behavior may be seen as organized to enhance, and maintain this view." 
Change is possible, but the longer a behavior persist s, the more 
difficult it is to change. 
Changes in personal esteem or self-concept are not measured as 
easily � cognitive changes. Perhaps this is so because many more 
factors influence the development of sel£-concept. 
Because this study will be comparing the relationships of several 
factors: age (four..-and five-year olds), sex, length of attendance or 
non-attendance in a nursery school or day care or Head Start, birth 
order, socioeconomic .status, concept of mother's and teacher's 
9 
perception (the relationship of s.ignificant others), quality and type 
of preschool experience, the following re�earch literature has been 
divided and described under each of the above variables. 
·The·Relationship·Between·Nursery·school·E�erience·and Self�concept 
A study which showed the importance of the preschool years was 
conducted by Westman, Rice, and Bermann (1966) to determine any cor­
relation between nursery school behavior and later adjustment. A 
group of 130 middle class children attending a private nursery school 
from the years 1945 to 1950 were followed through their high school 
careers in private and public schools. Most of these children, 
al houzh !'e�rese�tin8 � variety of religiot!s and racial backgrounds, 
were children of university families and other professional people. 
Records kept at nursery school were compared with the eighteen-year 
old's records on the following variables: relations with authority 
figures, relations with peers, apparent autoplastic symptoms, academic 
achievement, participation in extra-curricular activities, and 
problems in family relations. 
This study contradicted the old notion that children outgrow 
behavior. problems revealed in early life. The findings support the 
idea that drastic shi�s in manifest behavior tend not to occur during 
the first eighteen years of life. The children who had behavior and 
adjustment problems in nur�ery school tended to have similar problems 
later in school life. 
11Low early adjustment rating to nursery schools was found 
to correspond with later use of mental health service and 
high early adjustment rating to correspond with no use of 
mental health service later. Relations with peers in nur­
sery school correlated strongly with . later relations with 
authority figures, later autoplastic symptoms, and later 
relations with peers. Behavioral eccentricity correlated 
strongly with autoplastic symptoms. Non deviant family 
structure correlated strongly with later academic achieve­
ment and deviant family structure with late family pro- . 
blems. Looking back from later.adjustment to nursery 
school criteria, later autoplastic symptoms were strongly 
forecast by three nursery school i terns: relations with 
peers, behavioral eccentricity, and pathological family 
relations. " (Westman, et al. , 1966, p. 727-728). 
Hargrove ( 19 72) studied 80 black and 62 white children from 6 
different kindergartens to determine the relationship of attendance 
or non-attendance of nursery school before kindergarten, the rela-
tionship of race and the relationship of .sex to self-concept scores. 
·ll 
Sh� adm.in ·ste!'ec. �oolP-er' s Preschool Self-Ccnccpt Picture Test in tha 
fall and then again to the same children in the following spring. 
Hargrove's conclusions from this study were that race and n ursery 
school experience had mot'E! significant correlation with self-concept 
than had sex (g ender) . 
Recent research (Ettline, 1971; Braden, 1971; and Meir, Nemnicht 
and McAfee, 1968) has shown the influence of instructional environ-
ment and self-concept. In Ettline's study, 48 subjects from each of 
2 elementary schools were randomly selected from all first year 
students who had been administered the U-The Children's Self Percep-
tion Scale at the end of the year. Ninety-six subj ec-t:s c;cores were 
analyzed using a design having environment, sex, and readiness as 
independent variables and self-concept as the dependent variable. 
Observations as well as responses on teacher's and principal's 
questionnaires were analyzed and compared. Half of the children were 
placed in an experimental classroom and the other half st ayed in . the 
same-type classroom that existed in the schools . The results showed 
that the experimental classroom was superior for higher girl's self­
concept s core s; whereas , the control environment was s uperior for 
· higher boy ' s  self-concepts . 
Braden conducte d  a similar research of environments by studying 
treatment e ffects of planned experiences on the s e lf- concepts of pre­
s chool , kindergarten and first grade �hildren . One hundred eighty­
six children were given Thomas Self-Concept Val\Jes Test, Monroe ' s  
Language Abi lities Tes t ,  and Draw Self and Draw Best Friend Test . In 
1-he treatmP.nt �roup � the 'teachers w�re taught techniques to enhC\_n�e 
self- con cept. The teachers in the control group were· given no special 
instructions . There was a signi ficant positive correlation between 
language abi lity and positive self-concept in the experime�tal treat­
ment group, n ot the control group .· Draw Self Test would appear to be 
a good instrument for the classroom teacher to use for assessing 
growth in se lf-con cept. Draw Best Friend is related to the way a 
child fee1s about himself. 
The New Nursery School Research Proj ect at Colorado S tate College , 
Greeley, Colorado , directed by Meir, Nemnicht and McAfee included 
45, three -and four-year old environmenta'ily deprived children with 
Spanish s urnames .  Along with environmental deprivation, these child­
ren had a di'fferent culture and language fran those of English-speaking 
middle so cioe conomic status children. 
13 
The program was organized as an autotelic responsive environment. 
In a responsive environment an activity is autotelic if the activity 
is done for it s own sake rather than for rewards or punishments .. that 
have no inherent connection with the activity. 
The new Nursery School tested the effect of pre-kindergarten 
school experience on self-concept using the Brown IDS Self-Concept 
Referents Test to discover how the children felt about their relation-
ships with significant others. Each child looked at a Polaroid 
picture of himself while answering a series of fourteen questions with 
mother, friends, and teacher used as referents. 
"The results of the-pilot testing with the New Nursery 
School and matched deprived younsters without New Nursery 
School experience at the first grade level indicated some 
significant differences between the gro�ips in favo� of 
New Nursery School graduates. However, there were not 
many negative responses from either of the deprived 
groups. Item 2 (clean-dirty), Item 12 (strong-weak), 
Item· 14 (likes the way his face looks-doesn't like the 
way his face looks.) and the total score discriminated 
best. Responsive Environment Children unhesitantly made 
all positive responses toward themselves with each 
referent. " (Meier, Nemnicht and, McAfee, 19 68 , p. · 389). 
The Relationship Between Sex and Self-Concept 
Although Soares and Soares (1970, p. 5-17) were basically con-
cerned with self-concepts of disadvantaged children including.three 
ethnic or racial groups in five grades (4-8),  they also compared self-
concept with sex. Results indicated no significant differences in 
self-coneept between the sexes. Some. differences appeared with both 
sexes between the disadvantaged and advantaged groups. In comparing 
boys with girls, advantaged girls tended to have higher self-concepts 
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than advantaged boys and disadvantaged boys had higher self-concepts 
than disadvantaged girls. 
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To assess the relative degree of association between a preschool 
child's sex role aspects and two components of this self-concept: 
self-esteem and parent identification, Flammer (1971) studied �9 boys 
from the ages of three years five months to five years three months 
and 35 girls from the ages of three years ten months to five years 
one month, all from middle and upper middle class families. Flammer 
used the Children's Self-Social Constructs Test. Self-esteem was 
shown to be associated most closely to high sex role orientation for 
boys and low sex role adoption ;for girls; while father identification 
for boys only was related to moderate levels of sex role or!entation 
and sex role preferences. Sex role development in preschool years 
seemed less intensive and important in personality development for 
girls than boys. 
Horowitz (19�3, p. 135-148) researching a pictoral method for the 
study of self-identification in preschool children gave a pictoral 
test to 8 girls and 16 boys in order to identify their age, size, sex, 
eating habits, race and familial position. She found that sex and 
familial �osition were the most generally correctly identified aspects 
of the self. 
Ozehosky and Clark (1971, p. 195-199') compared verbal and non­
verbal measures of self-concept among kindergarten boys and girls. 
After teacher ratings of 1,042 ·kindergarten children, high and low 
self-concept criteFion groups were established (25 highest boys and 
. I 
girls and 2 5  lowest boys and girls). Each child was administered the 
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Quantified Self-concept Inventory (a sentence completion test) and the 
U-Scale, a new non-verbal test by Clark and Ozehosky. Results showed 
no s_ignificant difference in chronological age between the boys in the 
h.igh self-concept and low self-concept criterion groups. However, the 
low girls were significantly yo�nger than the girls in the high self-
concept criterion group. No signi�icant differences in the non-verbal 
self-concept scores were found between the high boys and high girls 
or between the low boys and low girls. However, the scores of the 
low boys were significantly superior to those of the low girls. The 
non-verbal self-concept scores of both the high boys and girls were 
. . f. 1 • 'h f h 1 b d s.igm.. ic�nt_y superior to t.�ose o t c c:.t oys � The selZ-
concept scores derived from the sentence-completion test showed no 
significant differences between the scores of the high and low boys, 
whereas the high girls were significantly superior to the low girls. 
The Relationship Between Significant Others and the Child's Self-Concept 
Wylie (1969, p. 35) stated that from all the research she could 
find concerning self-concept that two reports made by the child are 
correlated: one report concerning his self-concept, the other report 
concerning his views of his parent's attitudes toward him. 
Combs and Soper (1963) studied three questions in a two-year 
study which dealt with perceptions of self, his world, and his current 
behavior and achievement in school. They also explored the changes of 
self and environment and the changes in behavior and achievement, and 
the predictive powers of self-concept. The subjects, 61 kindergarten 
students attending the University of Florida Laboratory School, had 
a mean age of 63. 7 months at the beginning of the study. Trained 
staff observed the children \lllder five conditions: classpoom obser­
vations, play therapy session, picture-story test, interview, and 
situation test. School records and the teacher's observations and 
rating were the scores of behavioral data ·recorded on a Behavioral 
Data Score Sheet. These scores were used as the Behavior Prediction 
Scores which were placed on file for one year. The following year 
they were compared with the behavioral ratings made by their current 
teacher. Combs and Soper drew the following general conclusions: 
J.. The child's feeHnc� of p���on.:i.l .€'.ViPS.''ccy is of '.�tmost impo!'t�n�e 
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to him; 2 .  The judgment teachers made concerning the children's 
behavior revealed the teacher's own values; 3. The children's 
perception of their behavior and the teacher's description of their 
behavior showed·a positive but low correlation; 4. Changes reflecting 
more negative attitudes occurred in the children's perceptions and 
in their behavior as they progressed from kindergarten to first grade. 
They felt less confidence toward themselves and toward their teacher's 
attitudes about them; s . Although specific behavior is difficult to 
predict, significant predictions concerning behavior can be made a 
year in advance. 
Taub. (1972) investigated th� relationship between parent and 
child self-concept measurements. He administered the Tennessee 
Self-Concept Scale to 41 fathers and mothers, and the Pictoral Self-
Concept Scale to 41 children. Taub found these results: 1 .  the 
mean self-concept of parents having simil� self-concepts was not 
significantly related to their child's self-concept; and 2. there 
was a significant correlation between the mean self-concepts of 
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parents having dissimilar self-concep�s and their child's self-concept. 
When the difference between parent's self-concepts was compared to the 
child's self-concept, a significant correlation was found; however, 
the correlation between spouses' self-concept was not significant. 
When there was no dissonance between mother's and child's self-concepts 
there was significant correlation between both the _mother's and child's 
self-concepts and the fathe:'s and child's self�concept. When there 
was dissonance etwee �ot�er and cPild'�·self-concepts, the.re was 
still a significant correlation between father's and child's self-
concepts. 
Purkey emphasized the importance of parents and especially the 
mother by stating 
"they determine the child's environment by giving or with­
holding love and af fection, rewards and punishments, and by 
serving as models and examples. The mother is in a part­
icularly strategic position. Through the presence or 
absence of her smiling, kissing, nuzzling, rub bing, teasing, 
·playing, and all the rest of mothering behavior, she tells 
the. baby how wonderful and wanted, or disgusting and 
unwanted, he is." (Purkey, 1970, p. 31). 
Tocco (1970) researched the important correlation between the 
mother's self-concept and the child's self-concept by usjng 323 
Florida Model Follow Through �indergarten and first grade children and 
their mothers at the h_eginning of the 1968-1969 school year (pre­
rneasures) and at the end of the year (post-measures). The children 
were given the Children's Self-Social Constructs Tes t and t he mothers 
were given How I See Myse lf Scale and the Social Reaction Inventory. 
The findings showed the mother's self- concept measures are related to 
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the children's self-concept measures and that the mother's self-concept 
measures taken at the beginning of the school year are related to 
change in the children's self- concept measures after the course of the 
school year .  
Another recent projec__t ( Davis , 1973) studied the s e lf-concept 
and the mother-concept in black and white pres chool children. The 
total sample was composed of 7 black females , 11 black males, 14 white 
females an d  10 white males from "two.preschools with varie d  social 
��s backgrou.�dz. Th� children were giver. the Childre�'s Apper-
· ception Tes t , the S tory Completion Technique, the Picture Self-Rating · 
and the Adje ctive Check List . Although there were no significant 
differences between self- con cept scores obtained from the black and 
white children , the findings showe'd significant positive association 
I 
between these young children's concepts of themselves and of their 
mothers . 
Further study of significant others is the work done by Franco 
( 1965) on the child's perception of "the teacher" as compared to his 
perception of the "mother". All the children in two kinde
_
rgarten 
classes had a common first experien ce with the same teachers , without 
ever having had any previous nursery s chool experience . The 75 
children were five to six years old from predominantly Catholic 
background of Irish and Italian decent with about an equal proportion 
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from Protestant and Jewish backgrounds. The children were given a 
"structured pro j ective test" that contained incomplete stories devised 
about teacher-pupi l  and mother-chi ld situations at the beginning and 
the end of the s chool year. The highest degree of perceived s imilarity 
between "the teacher" and " the mothertt was 3 8  percent of the children 
at the beginning of the year and 40 percent at the end of the year. 
All of them showed expectations of _ physical and violent punishment 
from both teacher and mother. These expectations were unrealistic 
and reflected a distortion in the children ' s  perception of the teacher 
which was related to their perception of mother. Franco found that 
there is a cons iderably larger correspondence than could be expected 
by ch �nee be�-reen !dndergarter.. children ' s  perceptior.s of their te�chcrs 
and their mother . 
Kagan, Hosken, and Watson ( 19 6 1 , p. 62 5-6 36 ) studied first and 
second graders with ages from six to eight years. Fifty-nine boys 
and 39 girls were interviewed on three occasions for their conceptual­
ization of their parents and themselves. An instrument was devised 
to assess the child ' s conceptualization of father, mother, and ·self 
on eleven polar dimensions : strong-weak, big-small, nurturant­
nonnurturant, competent-incompetent, punitive-nonpunitive, dangerous­
harmless ,  dirty-clean, dark-light, cold-warm, mean-nice, and angular­
rounded . Both the boys and the girls conceptua lized the father, in 
comparison to the mother as stronger, larger, darker, dirtier, more 
angular , and more dangerous . The children conceptualized themselves 
as being more similar to the same sex than to the opposite sex parent . 
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Answers to the incomplete pi ctures revealed t hat t he mother was labeled 
as more n urturant and less punitive but also less potent t han t he 
father. 
The Relationship Between Socioeconomic Status and Self-Concept 
Deutsch and Whiteman ( 196 7 ,  p. 354 ) conducted research t h at shows 
"that cultural deprivation, occasioned by �onditions associated with 
poverty may result in some cognitive and learning deficits relative to 
t he demands of the early grades. "  Early failure in academic tasks may 
impair t he chi ld' s self-confidence so that learning is difficult and 
unrewarding .  
Watte ber� en d Cli fford ( 1962 ) collected data on children from 
two socioeconomic groups in order to determine w h ether low self-concept 
leads to poor performance or whether poor performance generates a low 
self-image. Twenty-five middle class subj ects and 32 working class 
sub j e cts attended pub lic s chools and 34 middle class sub j ects an d 37  
working class sub j ects attended Catholi c schools. The Detroit 
· Beginning First Grade Intellectual Test Measuring intellectual ability 
was. given at the close of the second semester of kindergarten and 
textbook. series for measuring reading achievement was given at the 
clos e of the second grade. Self-concept was measured through teacher 
ratings, sentence completions, and tape recordings of subject ' s  remarks 
as they drew pictures of t�eir families. Wattenberg and Clifford 
found t hat self-concept was more predict ive of reading achievement t han 
was ment al abi lity ,  and the self-concept and intelligence measures were 
not highly correlated.  Socioeconomic status seemed to have no influ-
en ce.  
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Soares and S oares s tudy previously mentioned revealed that their 
dis advantaged group had higher self-perceptions than the advantaged 
group . A plausible explanation was that "the ensuing associations and 
challenges for the disadvantaged have an effect upon the aspirations 
they hold for themselves and which others hold for them . S ince they are 
functioning accor ding to expectations by teachers and parents , they 
are satisfied with themselves--hence , a positive self-concept and 
reflected s elf" ( S oares and Soares , 19 70 , p .  16 ) .  They also called 
attention to the high expectations advantaged children are pressured 
with by their parents and other adults .  If the chi ld feels h e  does not 
measure up to the ir expectations , the res ults may be lower self-esteem· 
and 10wer ( though pos itive ) self-perceptions . In the final analysis 
both dis advantaged and advantaged chi ldren in the elementary schools 
indicated pos it ive self-perceptions t which were neither. overly high nor 
unduly low . 
Another recent research ( Trowbridge , 19 72 ) supports the findings 
of Soares an d  Soares that low socioeconomic status children s cored with 
more positive answers than middle or high socioeconomic status chi ldren . 
One hundre d  thirty-three classrooms in elementary s chools from both 
urban and rural parts of Iowa were tested with the Coopersmith Self 
Es teem Inventory . Data indicated that socioeconomic status differen ces 
were the mos� important , though race and population dens ity differences 
were also s tatistically significant . Self-concept appeared to decrease 
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with age , and varied little by sex. Low socioeconomic status child­
ren had consi stently higher me ans than middle socioeconomic children . 
Self-concepts of black children were higher than those of whi te 
children . The rural-small town children had higher self- concepts than 
the urban-suburban . IQ differences did not change the results • .  
Long and Henders on ( 1968 , p .  41- Sl ) researched disadvantaged 
s chool beginners ' self-so�ial concep ts . They used 36 Negro boys and 
36 Negro girls soon to begin the firs t grade who were all in a Head 
S tart Program , none h ad attended kindergarten . Their mean Otis IQ 
was 90 . 4, the ir mean number of s iblings was 3. 7, and 42 percent had 
been s eparated from their natural father. From thi s  group 80 percent 
of the occupations of the chief ean1e.(· :.lell in tht! lowest; ·twu cate-
gories of the Hollingshead ' s  Occupational S cale . The authors also 
teste d a .control group of 36 white boys and 36 white girls beginning 
firs t grade of whi ch 45 percent had attended kindergarten. Their 
mean Otis IQ  was 110 . 8 ,  mean number of siblings was 1. 6 ,  and 7 per­
cent were s eparated from their natural father. Forty percent of the 
chie f earne r ' s occupation fe ll into the lowest categories upon . the 
occupational s cale . The pres chool form of the Children ' s  S elf-Social 
Constructs Tests was administered. There were s cores for con ception 
of self ,  for realism , realism of color and relation to parents . The 
chi ldren were tested the last week of a seven week . Head S tart Program 
and the c�ntrol was tested three weeks later during the first week 
of s chool. No ratings of behavior were made for the control group . 
The dis advantaged children were found to have a lower s e lf-esteem , a 
less realisti c  self-concept for color , less identifi cation with father 
and greater identifi cation with mother and with the teacher than the 
control group . The dis advantaged boys were on the whole less 
identified with adults than the girls . 
Egbert , Ballif , and Hendrix (1968 ,  p .  42-45 ) st udied 40 pres chool 
children ' s  self-identifications by socioeconomic levels . Twenty 
subj ects enrolled in a local Head Start came from homes identified by 
the Office of Economic Opportunity as being below the poverty line 
( upper lower and lower lower) ; the other twenty children came from 
upper middle and middle middle class homes . Each ·child was tested 
by being photographed in six positions after which the child was to 
identify himself. ThE: miudle class p�e::»chool children were 
significantly better able to recognize themselves than were the lower 
class pres choolers . 
Brown ( 1966 ) 1 devised and tested a technique designed to assess 
some dimens ions of self-concept held by four-year-old ch�ldren . This 
te chnique was used wi th 74 Negro and white children . In this study 
the child was required to assume the perspective of each one of the 
significant others (mother , teacher , peers ) toward himself. The 
subj ect was then aske d to report his perceptions of the views of him 
held by each one of these referents on 14 des cr.iptive dimensions . 
1 Brown,· Bert R. The assessment of self-concept among four-year 
old Negro and white children : a comparative study using the Brown I DS 
Self-Concept Refe�ents Test . N . Y . : New York University ,  N .  Y .  
Institute for Developmental Studies , Office of Education (DHEW) ,  
Washington , D. c . , Apri l 1966 . 
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The des criptive dimensions were constant across a11 · "obj e ct" and 
"subj ect" referents . Subjects were th us  required to characterize 
themselves from their own view ( s ubj e ct )  and from their perceptions of 
the ways they were seen by mother, teacher , and "other kids in the 
class" ( object ) .  All items were presented in an "either-or" item 
format , the more socially des irable choice being in random positions 
within the 14 items . Each of the children ' s  picture was taken and 
placed in front of him during the questions . The subjects came 
from three pres chools · in New York City.  The first school was located 
in a depressed area of the city ,  the second school was in the East . 
Harlem section of whi ch in both schools 60 percent of the children 
c me fr m homP::- :i !l  wh · ch on e p?.rent we.s absi::'!n t  The 'third srhoo "'.·rc:.s 
in an old an d  established center in the heart of New York City ' s  
" silk stocki.ng" district. These children were all white and came 
predominantly from upper-middle family backgrounds , as determined 
from education and occupational levels of the main support in each 
family. Almost all of these children came from families of Jewish 
religious b ackground. There were no instances of family instability 
in this sample . Results showed that the two groups of lower socio­
economic Negro children did not differ from each other. N.egro sub j e cts 
tended to perceive themselves ( self as subject s core ) in less positive 
ways than did whi te sub jects . Negro subj ects also saw the teacher 
as seeing ·them less positively than did white children . However , the 
means for both groups were rather high and the distributions tended 
to be negatively skewed.  A significantly larger proportion of Negro 
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than white subj e cts perceived themselves as : 1.  sad r ather than happy ; 
2 .  st upid rather than smart ; 3.  si ckly rather than healthy ; and 
4. not liking the appearance of their faces , as opposed to perceiving 
their faces favorably .  There were n o  differences between Negro and 
white sub j e cts on such dimensions as clean- dirty , good looking-�ugly , 
or on s ociab ility items . After a pilot st udy , Brown discovered that 
children at this early age generally have a greater facility for 
responding to questions whi ch are simply stated in "e1ther-or" fashion. 
Sin ce limited attention span is a real problem of measurement among 
yoWlg· children , an important criterion to be met in the design of 
meas urement procedures for this age group should be overall. task and 
. t . i · . l. .em s :tm!'·�. :vaty . 
Later , Shipman ( 19 72 )  used the Brown IDS Self-Con cept Referents 
Test for a Head Start Longitudinal study over a two year period. 
Testing 1 , 440 disadvantaged s ub je cts , she fo\llld that the di stribution 
of the self-concept score was markedly skewed indicating
.
the strong 
tendency for the chi ld to select positive attrib utes. Findings showed 
that low s ocioeconomic status children ( as determined by educat ion of 
mother) obtained the lowest mean se lf-concept scores and high socio-
economic stat us children , the highest scores. Among low and middle 
socioe conomic status children , the younger chi ldren s cored lower , where-
as among the high socioeconomic status subjects the younger ones 
scored slightly higher. No significant sex differences o ccurred .  An 
omission of item s core was also computed. Data showed that low socio­
economi c stat us chi ldren omitted the most items and high socioeconomic 
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s tatus children , the least .  Also , low socioeconomic status subjects 
had the largest difference in number of o�its fran year-to-year ,  and 
high s ocioe conomic s tatus subjects had the smallest difference . In 
year one , younger children omitted more items . Item intercorrelations 
were generally qui te low and did not reveal any patterning either 
within or across years . Moderate corre lations were found for the 
followi:ng two i tern pairs : scared of_ a lot of people/things--not s cared 
and like the way clothes /face looks--doesn ' t  like . Tile analyses of 
variance revealed no s.ignificant sex difference for the total s core ; 
however,  on most items girls tended to choose the positive attribute 
more often than did boys . The most notable exception was the strong­
weak category which is cons istent with expectation con�ernlng sex roJ e 
identifi cation . Smiling in the photograph did not correlate highly 
with the happy-s ad response . It seemed children did not respond 
primarily on the basis of immediate s timulus cues . Correlation of the 
Bl'Own Self-Concept Test ( adj usted total score ) with other tasks 
( vocabulary , embedded figures , and form board) were generally quite . 
low. The data sh ows that among preschool chi ldren a test of this 
nature re fle cts verbal faci lity as well as self-concept . However , 
there wa.s evidence that the importance of verbal comprehension was 
X'educed among older children . 
The Relationship Between Birth Order and · Self-Concept 
Asbury ( 19 7 3 )  in one of the mos t recent studies th at has used 
young children ,  tes ted the re lationship of several sociological factors 
with four types of achievement. Two hundred twenty-five students, 
9 8  black and 12 7  white, were approximately equally divided by sex 
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with ages ranging from five years eleven months t o  six . years eight 
months. Each child was first given the primary battery of the Met­
ropolitan Achievement Test then retested with the Metropolitan Achieve­
ment Test. Achievement was studied for association with socioeconomic 
stat us, family size, and ordinal position ( birth order) of white and 
black first graders. Findings revealed no significant association in 
areas of word knowledge, word discrimination, and reading achievement .  
One significant result was obtained for ordinal position in the area 
of arithmetic achievement. Overachievement in arithmetic was related 
to earlier position in the birth order sequence. Unaerachievers in 
arithmetic were more likely to be later born children. 
Unruh, Grosse, and Zigler ( 1971) , Adams and Phillips ( 19 72 ) ,  and 
Bragg, Ostrowski, and Finley ( 19 7 3 )  conducted birth order studies 
using elementary school children. Unruh, Grosse, and Zigler tested 
144 middle class children of which 48 were first-borns, 48 were later­
borns, and 48 were only-horns. In each group half were boys and half 
were girls . One-third of the first-born and later-born groups had 
either one, two, or three siblings. Each child participated in an 
experimental game called the Marble-in-the�Hole tmder two conditions, 
a nons upport condition and a support condition. After the game the 
s ub j ects were given the Goodenough Harris Draw-a-Man Test. The 
findings showed no relationship between number of siblings and playin� 
time. The pe rformance qf the only-horns resembled that of the later 
borns . A s ignificant interaction was found with later-horns p laying 
for· a short er t ime in the non-support th� in the s uppor t  condition , 
and first-borns play ing longer in the nonsupport than in the s upport 
condition .  First horns seemed more fearful of the s tranger experi­
menter than later-horns . 
Adams and Phillips spent two ye ars studying 370 elementary 
students consistin g  of approximately equal number of Mexican , Anglo 
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an d  black Ameri can s tudents . The children were tested in four sessions 
with a s chool-motivation scale designed by Phillips , the California 
Test of Mental Mat urity , and the Metropolitan Achievement Tes t .  The 
first-born students were significant ly higher than later-born on four 
measures of int lle ctu�l an d aca.demi c funct5-oning . an d  on on e meas ure 
of school motivation . When differences in level of motivati on between 
the two groups. were controlle d ,  all of the previous ly found differences 
between first-born and later-born disappeared. There was no s ignifi­
cant differen ce in birth order and socioeconomi c and racial-ethnic 
groups . 
Bragg , Ostrowski and Finley tested 2 7  first-born and 2 7  las t-
born ten ye ar old boys from families with two or three all male · 
siblings.. In all cases the brother nearest in age was within four 
years of the s ub j e ct ' s age . All sub j e cts were white , native-born 
Canadians living in a middle- class urban sett ing . The s tudy was con­
ducted in the middle of the academic year. The first and last born 
males were tested with three target persons : one older than , one s ame 
age as ,  an d  one yO\lllger than the s ub j ect. The test was a salesmanship-
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type game of persuasion . The data s uggest that when power of target 
and birth order are not confotmde d ,  then the major determinant of 
differences in the us e  of persuasive appeals is the power ( age )  of the 
target rather than the birth order of the subj ect .  · 
Two studies ( Ring , Lipinski and �raginsky , 196 5 ; an d  Palmer , 19 66 ) 
correlated personality traits of college students with hirth order. 
Ring , Lipinski and Braginsky interv�ewed 96 women undergraduates who 
were first , on ly and later-borns . The authors found the first-born 
and only young women to be much alike , and when compared with girls who 
came later , were les s  confident about their self-r�tings , more Wlre­
liable in rating thems elves , an d  ·more likely to be "stimulus bound" ; 
that is , if thei.r current situation i f:;  a happy on e � the ir overall 
rating of themselves is bad . Firs t-borns are more likely to be 
anxious in ambiguous and possibly dangerous situations than later-horns 
and they seek more often to fit themselves into the group s ituation 
in which they find themselves at any given moment. 
Palmer used 5 5  Harvard undergraduate males . Statistics showed no 
meaningful differences between first and "only" children . The first 
born sub je cts did show . a tendency toward greater similarity in parental 
and self�des criptions , with respect to inhibitory-dis ciplinarian 
behaviors . This would seem to indicate a greater internalization of 
parental norms . The firs t born would appear , then , to be identifying 
most particularly with authority , dis cipline , and parental prohibi
tions 
and moral values . Also the first-born individual seems to have 
. greater affiliative needs .  
· · s umnary 
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The importance of self-concept development in pres chool-aged 
children has been shown throughout this collection of- re lated research . 
Westman , et. al. collaborated .. the importance of the preschool 
ye ars . Their findings showed that the children who had behavior and 
adj us tment problems in nursery school tended to have s imilar problems 
later in school. 
Hargrove found after tes ting black and white. kindergarten 
ch ildren that race an d  nursery school P.xperienc� as factors · had more 
signifi cant correlations with self-concept than sex ( gender ) had as 
a factor. 
Ettline and Braden used experimental environments and control 
environments as factors in relation to self-concept . Ettline found 
that the experimental environment had superior results for higher 
girls '  self- con cepts and the control environment was s uperior for 
higher boys ' s elf-concept. Braden found that the treatment class­
rooms where the teachers had been taught self-con cept enhancing 
techniques had a signifi cant effect on se lf-concept scores . 
Meir , Nemnicht and McAfee found that the experimental New Nursery 
School children scored significantly different in favor of the New 
Nursery School than the matched deprived youngsters without New Nursery 
S chool experience .  
S oares and Soare s , Flammer, Horowitz , Ozehosky and Clark studied 
the relationship between sex and self-concept . Soares and Soares 
found that ·advantage d girls tended to have higher self-concepts than 
�dvantage d  boys and disadvantaged boys had higher self-concepts than 
dis advantaged girls . In contrast ,  Flammer tested middle class chi ld­
ren . He found that sex role development in pres chool ye ars · seeme d 
less intensive and important in personality development for girls 
than boy s .  
The ch ild ' s  awareness o f  his sex was found by Horowitz to b e  one 
of the most generally copre ctly identified aspects of the self on a 
pictorial tes t  for self-identification . 
Ozehcsky c:md Cl�k c.is ccvercd that celf= con cept s coreo of the 
low rated boys were signifi cant ly higher than those of the low rated 
. girls .  Also the non-verbal self-concept s cores of both the high boys 
and girls were signifi cantly superior to those for the low boys and 
girls .  The s elf- con cept s cores from .the sentence completion test 
showe d  the high girls were higher than the low girls . 
The importance of significant others ,especially the mother and 
the teacher , was fotmd by Combs and Soper , Taub , Purkey , Tocco , Davis , 
Fran co , and Kagan , Hosken , and Watson. 
Deuts ch and Whiteman found in their research that poverty and 
deprivation could impair the child' s  self-confidence ; whereas , Soares 
and S oares and Trowbridge dis covered. ·that low socioeconomic children 
show more posit ive s elf-concepts as compared with the les s  deprived 
child. 
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Wattenberg and Clifford found that s ocioeconomic status was not 
important for s chool achievement. Self- �ncept was more predictive 
of re ading achievement than was intelligence score s .  
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Brown devise d  the Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Tes t  using 
disadvantaged Negro and white childre� from three types and districts 
of preschools in order to compare the results of self-concept s cores 
with dis advantaged and middle-class children . Negro children tended 
to perceive themselves in less positive ways than did white children . 
Als o ,  Negro subj e cts perceived the ir teacher as seeing them less 
positive ly than did white subj ects . 
Shipman used the Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Test in a two 
year Head Start l on�i t iM nal study e Corre lations of the. test with 
other tasks were low . Data showed that among pre school children , this 
test can reflect verbal facility as well as self- concept .  Data also 
showed that low s ocioeconomic status and younger children omitted the 
most items and the high socioeconomic children the least . 
Long and Henderson and Egbert , Balif and Hendrix , all found th at 
· the �igher socioe conomic status children showed more positive trends 
in self- concept correlation studies .  
Asbury ,  Unruh , Grosse an d  Zigler ; Adams and Phillips ; and Bragg , 
Os°b'owski and Finley st udied the relationship of birth order with 
many di fferent types of variables. Significance in the relationship 
was found in only a few cases . 
Both the s tudies by Ring , Lipinski and Braginsky , and Palmer used 
lllldergraduate lev�l sub jects to correlate birth order wit
h pers onality 
traits .  The variable of birth order related to s elf-concept has not 
been studied to any great extent using pres chool children . 
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Even though age an d  family size are separate factors i n  this 
research , they have not been used as factors alone in correlation with 
se lf-concept in any of the preceeding studies . Because the preschool 
age is critical for the formation and establishment . of se1f-concept , 
it is a factor well worth analyzing . 
CHAPTER THREE 
PROCEDURES AND DATA ANALYSIS 
Proce dures 
Four and five-year-old children were tested in t he months of 
February, March , and Ap�il , 19 75 . The subj ects were enrolled in 
either a day care, Head S tart, private nursery school or a family. day 
care home ( all are outside-of-the-home pre school experience ) .  A 
contro� group consisted of four-and five--year old children who had 
home experience only (Sunday school was not considered as a preschool 
experience). 
Th .... Head St?..'.!'."t chiJ_dren lived in or close to the commun ity of 
Bristol , 40 miles from Aberdeen, and the rest of the children lived 
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in the city of Aberdeen. The Head Start at Bristol was chosen because 
Aberdeen did not have a nine-month Head Start program, and also 
Bristol was the nearest town to Aberdeen that had a nine-month Head 
Start program. 
B efore visiting any of the centers or homes, directors of the 
preschools and parents of the home group were telephoned. The identity 
of the experimenter and an explanation of the study was given. 
Permission to visit the pres chool center before questioning the child­
ren was asked. At the time of the visit to the preschool center, the 
parent letter (see Appendix A )  was shown to the direc�or and/or 
teacher. The experimenter spent a minimwn of one and a half hours to 
a maximum of two an d  a half hours at each center before coming back 
the following day( s) to begin the testing. The exception to this 
procedure was at Bristol. In this instance , the experimenter visited 
and tested the same day. However , time was spent vis iting and part­
icipating in the Head Start breakfast in order for the children to 
- become acquainted with the writer in a relaxing situation of eating. 
This involved 30 minutes of acquaintance time. 
Approximately 100 children were given parent letters at the 
centers and 35 fami lies for the home sample were contacte� by tele­
phone . The home group was limited to those parents who had a tele­
phone. The children ' s  families were selected at random from a list 
of last year ' s  three-and foUX'-year olds in Aberdeen taken from the 
public school cens us .  Permission had t o  b e  given to the wr·i-i.t:=X' ·i.o 
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come to the home and question the child. Once at the home , the parent 
letter was given to _ the parents to read and the parents were encour­
aged to ask any questions they might have. 
Tes ting Procedures 
The materials needed to test the subjects were a Polaroid camera 
(Hod�l 320 ) with a flash llllit , #10 8 Polaroid color film ,  batteries , 
bipolar adj e ctive items (the Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Test , 
see Appendix B ) , envelopes in which to put each child ' s  picture , a 
trash sack to dispose the phot o�ernulsio� chemical paper , an o�f-white 
background made from poster board , and a watch with a sweep hand. 
The Brown IDS Self-Con cept Referents Test is bas ed on Mead ' s 
( 19 56 ) idea of "s�lP' as rooted in social experience and interaction , 
of "se lf- concept" as formed by an individual ' s  own percep tions of how 
others p erceive him .  Looking at his photograph , the chi ld responds 
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to questions in terms of his own feelings about himse lf and then in 
terms of what his mother and tea�her think . Test-retes t reliability · 
for the self-referent responses was . 71 for b lacks and . 76 for whites .  
Even though this test was fotmd to be reliable for dis advantaged and 
advantaged children , the me asure was us ed in the present s tudy in 
order to determine the test ' s  us efulness for tes ting primarily non­
dis advantaged chi ldren . 
A full- length color Polaroid photograph is taken of the chi ld , . 
with no instructions t o  "smile" so that a spontaneous facia1 e xpres s ion 
hims e lf in the picture , the chi ld is asked to respond to 15 b ipolar 
items ( e . g. , I s  ( child' s name ) happy or is he sad ? ; I s  ( chi ld ' s  name ) 
afraid of a lot of th ings or is he not afraid of a lot o f  things ? ) , 
·each t ime with reference to the photograph . All items are presented 
in an "either-or" format , and pos itive socially desirable choices are 
randomly assigned first and se cond position . Subj ects are induced to 
characterize thems elves on these 15 des criptive dimensions from 3 
different perspe ctives ( referents ) :  1 .  S ,  as he saw hims e lf ; 2 .  s ,  
as he perceive d  his mother as seeing him ; and 3.  s ,  as he p erceived 
his teacher as seeing him .  The last referent , t eacher , was administered 
to only tho·se children in the outside-of-the-home preschool environ­
ments . Sixt�en items are used for this form , the extra que stion being 
" Does ( chi ld ' s  name ) like /doesn ' t  like to go to school?" 'rhis quest ion 
was not given to the home day care chi ldren . Since the procedure 
outlined is a repe titive one , and due to limitations on the attention 
span typi cal of four an d  five-year-old children , only three referent 
scales were given . The "peer" referent scale whi ch Brown used i.n his 
original study was left out. Appendix C has the instruction rn�ual 
for giving the test . Administration of the Brown IDS S elf-Concept 
Referents Tes t  takes only about 10 minutes . This is generally an 
enj oyable task for the children since they look forward to having 
their picture taken. 
S coring Procedures 
I f  the c.i.'"iild answered ld th the c :::�ct s a."110 1:o:"'d( ::;. )  �:;; ed in 
questions , a check mark was placed after the word( s )  he used and the 
next ques �ions were continue d ,  example : 
E . Is ( chi ld ' s name ) happy or is he( she ) sad? 
s. Happy 
I f  the answer was an exact equivalent of the word used in the 
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questions ,  they were written in the space provided for "Other" and the 
next questions were continued,  example : 
E. I s  ( chi ld ' s  name ) happy or is he( she ) s ad? 
S .  Not sad. 
If the answer was not an exact equivalent of the words used in 
the question ,  the answer was recorded under " Other" and the quest�on 
was repeated emphasizing the "Or" and poss ibly the question was broken 
into a two-part q uestion , example : 
E. I s  ( child ' s · name ) happy or is he ( she )  sad? 
s. Yes . 
E .  I s  ( child' s · name ) happy? 
s .  Yes . 
E .  I s  ( chi ld ' s · name ) sad? . 
S . No. 
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A s core of " l" was given to every positive question-related 
answer. A s core of "O" was given to a negative response _to the 
questi on-related answer. Q ues tions in which the child gave an unre­
lated,  or indeterminate ( e . g. , multiple answers ) ,  refused to answer or 
"don ' t know" was s cored as a blank . Smi ling or not was not scored 
since Shipn1an ( 19 7 L. )  foun <l  i i:  UHL"E:da:i.:ed to -�lit:: fh·st question riespons.;: . 
The following two items were scored j us t  opposite from Brown ' s  s cores :  
Is afrai d/not · afrai.d of people/things . See Table 36 , Appendix F .  
Two s cores were used. The number of positive s cores from total 
possible ( each item ) and an adj usted self-concept s core were the two 
s cores use d  in the present analysis . The s elf-con cept s core was 
adj us ted in order to account for omitted items and was computed as the 
per�entage of positive responses for those items clearly answered in 
either a pos itive or negative way. ( Maximum self-referent s core is 
10 0% based on the first 15 items ) . 
of Environment Cri teriia and S corin 
For the purposes of statisti cal analysis , the eight different 
outside-of-the-h�e environments were divided into two categories on 
the bas is of the following criteria adapted from "Some Ways of Dis­
tinguishing a Good Early Childhood Program" (National Association for 
the Education of Young Children , 1974 ) . A full description of these 
criteria is included in Appendix D.  1. There is ample indoor and 
outdoor space ; 2 .  Safe and sanitary , an d  healthy conditions must be 
maintained ;  3. The child ' s  ·health is protected and promoted ; 4. A 
good center provides appropriate and sufficient equipment and play 
materials and makes them readily available for each chi ld ' s  enj oyment 
and development ;  s .  Children are he lped to increase their use of 
language and to expand their con cepts ; 6 .  Opportunities for the 
child ' s soci al an d  emotional development are provided ; 7 .  There are 
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enoug�1 acl.ul ts both tv -wcrk w-i th the group a,,d tc car& . f c;,r thG nee.ds of. 
individual children ; a. Staff members have a pos itive outl9ok on 
life ; they realize that human feelings are most important ; 9 .  The 
adults in a good center enj oy  and tmders tand children and the process 
by whi ch children learn . 
The centers were divided into good and satisfactory categories 
of environments . Category "l" was defined as good by meeting all nine 
of the maj or headings of criteria plus at least 50 percent or more · 
of all the dimensions \lllder each criteria . Category " 2 "  was defined 
as s atisfactoi--y by meeting at least seven or more of the nine maj or 
c�iteria plus up to so percent or less of the dimensions for each 
criterion . 
Two nUX'S"ery schools , one day care center , and the H ead
 Start were 
included in Category n l" , the good environment.  One day care , one 
nursery school , and both home day care centers comprise Category " 2 "  . . , 
the satis factory environment. 
All the criteria and subdimension s  are observable without the 
experimenter being obvious about j udging the program. Most centers 
were visite d  three times ,  the exception being the Head S tart in 
Bristol.  I t  was decided not to mention this evaluation to any of the 
s upervisors or teachers so that they would not act or plan any 
differently for this experimenter ' s  visit . 
Head of Household Occupation Categories and Scoring 
Kahl and Davis ( 195S ) devised a comparison of indexes of socio-
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e conomi c  s tatus from wh .i ch they foUTld that the head of t:he hottsehol d '  � 
occupation showed the highest correlation with socioeconomic status . 
The occup ation s cale ( Appendix E) was scored with "l" being the 
highest s ocioe conomi c status to a score of "11" as the lowes t  socio-
economic status . 
Data Analysis 
Sin ce most of the variables ,  both sociological and biographical ,  
were nominal or ordinal with only a few ( for example , age )  attaining 
interval level measurement and sin ce the distribution characteristics 
of the samples were known t� be skewed , analys is was limited to non­
parametric tests and meas ures , such as chi-square and Kendall ' s  cor-
?'elation coeffi cient . 
When data were in a normal distribution ( as for sex , s ocioeconomic 
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status and the adj uste d scores ) parametric tests could be use d . 
Using the S tatist i cal Package for the . Social S ciences , ( Nie , Bent 
and H ull , 19 70 ) the computer provided " canned" statis tical programs 
for the calculation of chi-square , Kendall ' s  Tau , contingen cy co-
. effi cient and S omer ' s  D. The contingency coefficient ( C )  was not cal­
culated for data tables in this study , since its s igni fi cance is the 
same as the signi ficance of its related chi-square ( Downie and Heath , 
19 6 5 t p .  2 12 ) • 
The null form of the hypotheses stated in Ch?p ter One was tested 
as follows us ing a = • 05 as the level of significan .ce . For Hypothesis 1 
comparisons between home group scores and outside-of-the-home group 
z cc:'�c c:i fc·..::."" d::p!:;:;��nt r.:�� �res were testc j using a chi-square test . 
of significan ce . The dependent measures were : adj us ted an d  unadj usted 
self s cores an d the adj us ted and unadj usted motlier scores . To ·test 
Hypothes is 2 ,months in p reschool were compared with adj
.
usted self s cores , 
adj usted se lf and mother scores , and adj usted self and m�ther and 
teacher s cores . A chi-square test was used. Hypothesis 3 was tested 
by computing Kendall ' s correlation coefficients and testing the null 
hypothes is that p = o .  Addi�ionally , a multiple regression analysis 
was performe d. 
Summary 
Nearly all the ch ildre.n except those children �t the Head Start 
in Bristol were from the city of Aberdeen. Each child had to have 
Pa?'ental and/or teacher permiss ion before being tested. A �olaroid 
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photograph was taken of each child to which the experimenter referred 
the child · a� · a means of looking at himself as an object apart from 
himself. No directions for smiling were given so that the child would 
give a spontaneous expression . After ascertaining that �he child 
recognized himself as the person in the picture t the test was admin­
istered consisting of three parts. The first part used 15 bipolar 
questions in an either-or format asking the child to respond to what he 
thought about himsel f. The second part was given to all the children . 
This involved asking the child what he thought his mother t hought about 
himself. The third part was us ed for those chi ldren enrolled in some 
type of preschool outside-of-the-home experience. This section of 
ques ti on.� rep� eited the first set exc�pt the.t the ch i ld Nas asked Hh�t 
he thought his teacher thought. The extra question in this section . 
was " Does ( child's n ame )  l ike to go to school or doesn't he( she ) like 
to go to s chool ?" Administering the tes t took approximately 10 
minutes .  
Each outside-of-the-home preschool environment was rated in a 
category of either good or satisfactory based on 9 criteria adapted 
from the National Association for Early Childhood Education suggestions. 
Assessing the socioeconomic status for each child ' s  family was 
determined by an occupation al code devised by Kahl and Davis. 
CHAPTER FOUR 
RESULTS 
Before presenting the statistical comparisons of self- concept 
scores , the typical chi ld in each of the types of environments will 
be briefly described using median value s of the demographic data. 
This may provide insight into the backgrounds from which thes e  child­
ren begin their self-concept deve lopment .  Data re lating to each of 
the h�otheses wi ll then be  presented. 
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Eighty-nine four-and five-year old chi ldren , 42 b oys and 47 girls , 
particip ated in this study . Twenty-nin e children had home experience 
only and 60 chi ldren had outs ide-of- thP,-home experie� ce � Eve� though . 
race was not a factor studied , two of the 89 children tested were 
Native Ameri can and one was a se cond generation immigrant from India. 
Table l shows the distribution of children by sex for each envi­
ronment.  Approximately the same number of girls as boys were in each 
group ,  the �xception being for the home day care group in which five 
girls and one b oy participated . 
Tab le 2 shows for the quality of pres chool experience sample that 
58. 3 percent of the s ub j e cts were in a good quality environment .  
Nineteen girls and 16 boys were in the good quali ty  programs and 13 
girls and 12 b oys were in the satisfa ctory programs . 
TABLE l 
N umber and · Percent of Chi ldren in Environments by Sex 
Nursery Day Head Home 
Sex Home S chool Care Start Day Care 
Female · 15 16 7 4 5 
Male 14 16 -8 3 1 
Total 29 32 15 7 6 
Percent 32 . 6  36 . 0  16 . 0  7 . 9  6 . 7 
TABLE 2 
Number and �ercent of Children in Quali ty of Environment 
outs ide-of-the-home only by Sex 
Total 
47 
42 
89 
10 0 
Sex Group 1 - Good Group 2 - Satis factory Total 
Fe!Jlale 19 
Male 16 
Total 35 
Percent 5 8 . 3  
13 
12 
2 5  
41. 7 
. .  ' . . . . .  
32 
2 8  
6 0  
100 
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Des cription of Chi ldren by Environment 
The des cript ions of the typical chfld in each type of environment 
are based upon the data presented in Table 3 .  
The typical child in the home group was the se cond of 3 children ; 
had one older brothel:'. ; had both parents at home ; had no other adults 
living- at home ; was in the low half of the s cale for socioeconomic 
status ; was 59 months old ; and had the mother present at the time of 
testing . 
The typi cal nursery s chool child was the second of 2 chi ldren ; had 
an eque3:1 chance of having either an older brother or an - older sis ter ; 
-had 6 months of preschool experience ; had the father and mother at home 
with no other nd ults a.t home ; was in the highest aociceconomic status ; 
was 57  months old ; and did n ot hav� mother present at the t ime of testing . 
The
.
· typi cal He ad S tart child was the third of 4 children ; had at 
least one older sister ; had 9 months in pres chool experience ; had both 
parents at home with no other adults ; was in the second h ighes t ·  socio-
economic status ;  was 55 months old ; and did not have the mother present 
at the time of tes ting.  
The typical fami ly day c are child was the secon d  of 2 children ; 
had spent 8 months in a pres chool e xperien ce ;  had both parents at home ; 
was in the second highest socioeconomic s tatus ; was 5 2  months old ; and 
did not have the mother prePent at the time of testing . 
When comparing the type �f pres chool environment groups , socio­
economic status and age showe d the mos t differences . The ·home group 
ch-t ld h d th 1 · · status of all the group and was - a e owes t  socioe conomic 
the oldest . The home day care child was the youngest . 
TABLE 3 
Demographic Description of Population 
by Environments using Medians 
Day Head Home 
Home Nursery Care Start Day Care 
Months in Preschool 0 
Birth Order 2 
S ocioe conomi c Status 4 
Age in Months 59 
Famil; Size 3 
Number of Older 
Brothers 1 
Number o
.
f Younger 
Brothers 0 
Number of Older 
Sisters 0 
Number of Younger 
Sisters · 0 
Mother at Home 1 
Father at Home l 
Other Adults at 
Home O ·  
Mother Present at 
time of testing l 
6 6 
2 l 
1 2 
57  55  
'> l ... 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
1 1 
1 l 
0 0 
0 0 
9 
3 
2 
57 / 
•:. 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
. . . .  , . 
8 
2 
2 
52 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
l 
l 
0 
0 
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Des cript ion of the Typical Chi ld in the Two · Qualities of Pres chool 
Programs . 
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Tab le 4 shows that the child in the good quality pre school envi-
ronmen t  h ad spent six months in preschool ; was the second child of 
two children ; had an older sister ; ha.d both parents at home with no 
other adults at home ; was in the second highest socioeconomic status ; 
was 5 7  months old ; and did not have the mother present at the time of 
testing . 
The typi cal chi ld in the satisfactory quality preschool environ-
ment had spent seven months in pres chool , was the second chi ld of two 
children ; ·,had an equal chance of having either an older b rother or an 
old�r r i��e� ; had both par�nte �t home with n o  other adalts at hoitte ; was 
in the second highest s ocioe conomic status , was 56 months old ; and did 
not have the mother present at testing . 
The · child in the good quality program had one less month pre-
schoo� experience than the child in the satisfactory pres chool programs . 
The child . in the later group was slightly older . The other demographi c  
variables were simi lar between the tw o  groupings . 
Test ·  S cores 
' The data in this st udy were found to be negatively skewed . The 
same finding occurred in studies by Brown and Shipman . Shipman 
attempte d to account for th.is bias by adjusting the s cores ; Brown did 
not. Consequently two measures were computed in this study ;  an unad­
j us ted s core ( t otal number of posit ive responses ) and an adj usted 
TABLE 4 
Dem�graphic Description of Population by 
Quality of Pres chool Programs Using Medians 
· Group i· - Good Group 2 - . Sat isfactory 
Months in Pres chool 
Birth Order 
Socioeconomic Stat us  
Age in Months 
Family Size 
Number of Older 
Brothers 
Number of Y Olmger 
Brothers 
Number of Older 
Sisters 
Number of Younger 
Sisters 
Mother at Home 
Father at Home 
Other Adults at 
Home 
Mother Present at 
time of testing 
6 7 
2 2 
2 2 
57 56 
2 2 
0 0 
0 0 
l 0 
-0 0 
l l 
l l 
0 0 
0 0 
:·s core ( percentage of total answered responses which wer
e pos itive ) .  
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This linear �dj ustment on ( adj usted score ) does not really account for 
the skew ,  there fore , nonparametric measures were used • . 
The correlation matrix comprised of Kendall ' s  correlation coef­
ficien ts appears in Table s .  
Unadj usted 
Scores 
Self 
Mother 
Teacher 
TABLE 5 
*Kendall ' s  Correlation Coefficients for 
Adj usted Self , Mother and Te acher S cores by 
Unadj usted Self , Mother and Teacher Scores . 
Self 
. . .  ' . . . 
. 9 1 
. 49 
. 52 
. . . . . . 
Adj usted Scores 
Mother 
. 52 
. 89 
• 56 
. .. . . � . - . 
Teacher 
. s a 
. s a 
. 89 
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*All Kenda ll ' s  Correlation Coefficients given are s ignifi cant p < . 001 
The adj usted and unadj usted scores for the same referent h ad cor-
?'elation coe fficients of close to . 90 .  Adj usted and unadj usted s cores 
among the other referents had corre lation coefficients from . 49 to 
. sa . All of the corre lation coefficients were s ignificant ( p  < . 001) . 
The adj usted and unadj usted self s cores will be used interchange­
ably in the rest of the results since they correlate s o  highly . 
Analysis of Hypotheses 
The res ults of the stati stical analysis for e
ach of the independent 
Variab les :  age , sex , months in preschool , birth order ; s ocioec
onomic 
s tatus , type of pres chool environment , percept ion of what 
the teacher 
and/or mother think , and quality of the pres chool environment , i
n cor-
. so 
relation with the dependent variable of self-concept will be presented 
by hypotheses . 
Hypothesis . l states that e xperiences outside-of-the-home wi ll 
have a signifi cant correlation with self-concept s cores . 
a.  Those who had experiences outside-of-the-home will have 
significant ly higher self-concept scores than the median of the total 
sample .  
b .  Conversely , those who did not have outside-of-the-home exper­
ience wi ll have signifi cantly lower self-concept s cores than the median 
of the total s amp le .  
A chi-square test indicates no significant differences between 
self re ferent s cores or mother referent s cores for home and outside­
of-the-home. groups ( X� = . 0 2 1 , NS ; X� = . 105 , NS ) .  Frequencies pre­
sented in Tables 6 and 7 show that a higher per�entage of outside-of­
the-home s ubj e cts s cored above the median for the total s ample .  
Because of the small sample s ize though , this higher percentage involves 
three s ub j e cts in Table 6 and seven subjects in Table 7 .  
Chi-square te sts of adj usted scores for both the self and the 
mother referen ts { Tables a and 9 )  give the same results for the home 
and the .outside-of-the-home groups . 
Using unadj usted self referent s cores ,  both the home and outs ide-
of-the-home groups had equal percentages of subj ects with s cores of 14 
or more . on the self s core the home group had the lowest s core of 
eight positive out of 15 possible and the outside-of-the-home had a 
low s core of 9 .  For the mother referent score the lowest s core for the 
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TABLE 6 
Unadj usted Self S core by Home and Outside-of-Home 
Unadj usted 
Self S core NlllJlber 
,a-13 14 
( Below Median ) 
4-15 15 
( Above Median ) 
Home 
. . . . . 
Percent 
48 
52 
TABLE 7 
Outs ide-of-Home 
Number Percent 
27 47 
30 53 
Chi-square = . 021 
Unadj usted Mother S core by Home and Outside-of-Home 
Unadj usted 
Self S core 
. . . . .  
8-13 
( Below Medi an )  
14-15 
( Above Median ) 
Home 
Number 
13 
16 
. . . . . 
Outside-of-Home 
Percent Number Percent 
45 22 39 
55 35 61  
Chi-square = .10 s 
52 
TABLE 8 
Adj usted Self S core by Home and Outside-of-Home 
Adj us te d  
Self S core 
5 3 . 3 3-92 . 86 
( Below Median ) 
9 3 .  3 3-100 . 0 0 
( Above Median ) 
Number 
14 
15 
Home 
Percent 
48. 3 
51. 7 . 
TABLE 9 
Outside-of-Home 
Numbe:r Percent 
2 6  4 8 . 3 
31 51 . 7  
Oli-square = . ooo 
Adj us ted Mother S core by Home and Outside-of-Home 
Adj usted 
Self S core 
46 . 6 7-9 1. 6 7  
( Below Median ) 
9 3 . 33-10 0 . 0 0  
( Above Median ) 
N umber 
13 
16 
Home 
Percent 
44. 9  
55 . 1  
Outside-of-Home 
Number Percent 
21 - 40 . 0  
36 6 0 . 0 
· chi-square = . 2 33  
. 5 3  
home group was eight out of 15 an d  for the outside-of-the-home , a 
s core of seven out of 15 . 
When looking at the mean s cores for both the adj usted self and 
mother , and the unadj usted self and mother s cores ( Tables 10 and 11) , 
the outside-of-the-home subj ects consistently had higher means than 
the home group • . However , the difference is negligible . Statistical 
tests of means would be inappropriate due to negatively skewed data. 
TABLE 10 
Distribution of Self S core by Horne and Outside-of-Home 
Unadj usted Adj usted 
Standard Standard 
Group Number Mean Deviation Number Mean Deviation 
Home 29 13. l 1. 9 29 8 7 . 52 12 . 9  
Outside -of-Home 57  13. 5 1. 4 57 9 0 . 94  8 . 9 
TABLE 11 
Dis.tribution of Mother S core by Horne and Outside-of-Home 
Unadj usted Adj usted 
Standard S tandard , 
Group Number Mean Deviation Number Mean Deviation 
Home 29 13. 2 2 . 1  29 8 8 . 0l 14 . l  
Outside..-of-Home 5 7  13. 4 1. 8 57  
90 . 76 16 . l  
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Hypothesis 2 states that there will be a significant pos itive 
corre lation between total self-concept scores and length of preschool 
outside-of-the-home experience .  Kendall ' s  correlation analysis 
( Table 15 ) shows that months in preschool are significantly co�elated 
with adj usted self s core {p < . 0 5 ) and adj usted self plus mother plus 
teache.,r s core ( p  < . O S ) .  
However , in Table 12 which shows months in preschool with the total 
s core ( adj us ted self plus adj �ted mother scores ) ,  the chi -square test 
yielded a value of ; 19 which is not significant . Table 13 , illustrates 
that 7-2 4 months in preschool is not associated with increased ·self-
concept s cores ( X� = . 0 15 ,NS ) .  In these tables the same proportion of 
children with 2-6  months experience an d those with 7-2 4 months experi-:-
ence s cored ab ove the median for the sample . 
TABLE 12 
Adj usted Self and Mother S core by Months 
Months 
in 
Pres chool 
2-6 mo . 
7-24 mo . 
Below 
Number 
15 
13 
Median of 184. l 
Row Column Total 
% % % Nwnber 
so . o  5 3 . 6  2 3. 0 15 
4 3 . 3 46 . 4  2 1. 7 17 
in Preschool 
Above Median 
Row Column Total 
% t % 
so . o  46 . 9  2 5 . 0  
5 6 . 7 5 3 . l  2 8 . 3 
Chi-square = . 790 
TABLE 13 
Adj usted S e lf ,  Mother and Teacher Scores by Months in Pres chool 
Months 
in 
Preschool 
2-6 mo . 
7-24 mo . 
Below Median of 2 80 
N\.Dl\her 
. . . . . . 
1 3  
14 
Row 
% 
Colwnn 
% 
. . . . . . . . .  
46 . 4  4 8 . l 
4 8 . 3 51. 9 
Total 
% 
22 . 8  
24. 6 
Above Median 
Row Column Total 
Number % % % 
. . . . . .  , . . . .  " . . .  
15 5 3 . 6 so . o  2 6 . 3  
15 5 1 . 7 so . o 2 6 . 3  
Chi-square = . 015 
Comparing months in - pres chool with only the adj usted self score , 
Table 14 shows the same trend as above < x� = . 01s , NS ) but indicates 
tha a slight increase in s core is ass ociated with longer pres chool 
expel"ience . 
TABLE 14 
Adj usted Self S core by Months in Preschool 
Below Median of 93. 3 
Months 
in 
Pl"es chool Number 
2-6 mo . 
7-24 mo. 
. . . . , 
14 
13 
Row Column Total 
% % % ' 
so . o  51. 8 24. 5 
44. 8 48. 2  2 3 . 0 
Above �dian 
Row Column Total 
Number % % % 
14 
16 
so . o  
5 5 . 2  
. .  , , . .  
4 3 . 3 
56 . 7  
Chi-square 
24. 5 
2 8 . 0 
= . 0 15 
Hypothesis 3 states that there will be a significant po
sitive 
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correlation between self- concept scores and age , sex , birth order , 
s ocioeconomi c  stat us , type of preschool e�vironment , perception of 
what the teacher and/or the mother think , and quality of the pres chool 
environment. 
Table 15 shows that using Kendal� ' s  correlation coefficients ,  
the unadj uste d  self score . is significantly correlated negatively to 
quality of environment ( p  < . O S ) , and the adj usted self score is 
significantly corre lated to months in preschool ( p  < . os ) .  Both the 
unadj � te d  and adj usted teacher scores are significantly correlate d 
with birth order ( p  < . 01 ) . The adj us ted mother s core significantly 
correlated with sex ( p  < . O S ) .  Total l ( adj usted self plus adj us ted 
mother s co:r.es ) signi fi can tly corr'e. lated with s ex ( p < . 001)  a11d with 
types of environment ( p  < . o l) . Total 2 ( adjusted self plus adj usted 
teacher p lus adj usted mother scores)  significantly correlated with 
months in pres chool (. p < . OS )  and with sex ( p  < . 01 ) . The unadj uste d  
total s core ( self plus teacher plus mother scores )  significantly 
correlated with birth order ( p < . os ) .  
The above correlations can be verbally summarized as follows . The 
high unadj usted s e lf score is related to the good environment . The 
high adj usted self s core is related to more months in preschool. A 
high teacher s core ( both adj us ted and unadj usted) is related to being 
later-born . Boys tend to have higher adj usted mother scores . To 
properly interpret these f�ndings , it should be understood how the 
variables were coded. The coding used gave the following numerals
 
whi ch did not rank : girls _ o ,  boys _ 1 ,  home - o ,  n ursery .s chool - 1 ,  
TABT..E 15 
All Test S cores by Months in Preschcol , Age , Sex , Quality , Birth Order , 
Socioeconomic Status , Environment ,  using Kendall ' s  Correlation Coefficient 
Cl> Q) 
a a 
"'d � 
Cl> 
M Q) 
"'d : (l) Q) "'d 0 0 0 � <l> M 
"'d a  
Q) Cl) Cl) Q) 0 0 
Q) � 0 � "'d � Cl) "'d Cl) 0 ,; 
'§ ' � 
Q) 0 Cll M Q) H Cll Q) r-1 CN Cl) 
� � Cl)  ::s Q) � Q) ::S M  � H •n Cll .,-, .c: Cll .c: •ri Q) Cll a> r-1 r-1 ,; 
•ri "'d 4-t ::s 'H "'d 0 ::s 0 "'d .c: ;3 .c: . ru ru ru M ru ,..... •ri r-i "' "' •n ru ru � •ri � � � � ru 
§ �  
"'d Q) 
§ �  
"'d Q) :§ � "'d 0 0 0 0 > < Cl) < �  < ::ri:: E-t E-t � 
Months 
in Preschool . 09 . 16* - . oo . oa . 02 . o a . 12 . 15* . o s  
Age - . 11 - . o a - . 10 - . 11 - . 06 . oo - . o s  - . 0 7 - . 10 
Sex - . 02 . 07 . 11 . 12 . 10 . 1a1c • 27'1:* . 22;';** . 09 
Quality of 
Environment - . 15* - . 11 - . 07 - . o s . 06 . 06 - . 01 - . 04 - . OS* 
Birth Order . 12 . 06 . 22** • • 20** . 14 . o s  . 09 . 13 . 18* 
Socioe conomic 
Status . 02 - . 01 . 0 3 . . 06 . 01 . oo - . 01 . 01 . • 01 
Environment 
Type . os . o s  - . 12 - . 09 - . OB - . 10 - . 21** - . 06 - . 07 
***P < . 00 1  
**P < . 01 
*p < . os (/1 '-l 
day care - 2 ,  Head Start - 3 ,  and family day care - 4 .  
All the high adj usted . s cores together s.
ignifi cantly correlated 
with more months in preschool , and with boys . The high unadj usted 
s cores together s ignificantly correlated with children h aving older 
sib lings or who are later horns . 
Age and s ocioeconomic status did not signi ficant ly correlate 
with the self s core s or with any of the other s core s .  
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A multiple regress ion analysis using Kendall ' s  correlation coef­
ficients and the adj us ted s cores ( Tables 16 and 17 ) shows that for the 
self s core , months in preschool had the highest percent of total 
varian ce ( r2 = . 02 )  but this is not significant. Birth order made up 
the highest total variance { r2 = . 04 )  of the teacher score , but aga�� , 
it was not signifi cant . Sex had an r2 = . 0 3 whi ch was not a s ignifi­
cant percent of the total variance for the mother s core . 
For s e lf plus mother s cores , sex had the highest ( r2 _ = . 07) per­
cent of the total variance . This was significant ( p  < . OS ) . Sex with 
environment had an r2 = . ll whi ch was significant ( p  < . os ) . Boys and 
outsi de-of-the-home environments had a significant percent of the total 
variance for self plus mother scores . 
Sex was the highest ( r2 = . OS )  percent of total varian ce for self 
plus mother p lus teacher scores . However , this was not s i gnifi cant.  
Other · rindings 
This study found that the low socioeconomi c children perceived 
themse lves as l )  sad ;  2 )  s cared of a lot of things ; 3 )  mother thinks 
TABLE 16 
_ Step-wise 
_. Multiple Regres sion Analysis 
Adj usted Self Score 
Dependent Variable Multiple R � Square F S igni ficance 
Months in Pre school . 15 . 02 1 . 3 1  NS 
Age . 19 . 0 3 . 9 8  NS 
Sex . 21 . 04 . 82 NS 
Environment . 22 . os . 6 6 NS 
Birth Order . 22 . o s  . 54 NS 
Socioe conomic S tatus . 2 3  . o s  . 45 NS 
Adj usted Mother S core 
Dependent Variable Multiple R R Square F Significance 
Sex . 18 . 0 3  l. 82 NS 
Months in Pres chool . 20 . 04 1 . 19 NS 
Environment . 22 . • o s  . 9 3  NS 
Age . 2 3  . os . 76 NS 
Birth Order . 24 . 06 . 6 2  NS 
Socioeconomi c Status . 2 4 . 06 . 62 NS 
Adj usted Teacher Score 
Dependent Variable Multiple R R Square F Significance 
Birth Order . 20 . 04 2 . 31 NS 
Age . 2 4 . 06 1. 6 4  NS 
Environment . 2 7  . 0 1  1. 38 NS 
�onths in Pres chool . 29 . o a 1 . 2 0  - NS 
Sex • 31 . 09 1. 0 5  NS 
· socioeconomi c S tatus . 31 � 09 . 9 0 NS 
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TABLE 17 
Step-wise Multiple Regression Analys is 
Adj usted S cores for Self and Mother 
Dependent Variable Multiple R .  R Square F Signi fi can ce 
Sex . 2 7 . 0 7  4 . 39 • p < . os 
Environment . 33 . 11 3 . 2 3  p < . o s 
Months in Pres chool • 35 . 12 2 . 45 NS 
Age • 36 . 13 l.. 99 NS 
S ocioecon omic Status . 37 . 13 l.. 59 NS 
Birth Order • 37 . 14 1 . 31 NS 
Adj usted S co1�s for Self , Ho-Cher and Teacher 
Dependen t Variable Multiple R R Square F Significance 
Sex . 22 . os 2 . 86 NS 
Months in Preschool . 2 7 . 01 2 . 0 8 NS 
Age . 32 . 10 l . 99 NS 
Birth Order . 32 . 10 1 . 5 1 NS 
Environment . 32 . 11 1 . 20 NS 
Socioeconomic Status • 33 . 11 . 99 NS 
/ 
him s i ck and 4 ) mother thinks him sad , ( Table 18 ) .  Fi�een percent 
of the high s ocioeconomic children perceived themselves as sad , com­
pared with 2 4  percent of the low socioeconomic children . Seventeen 
percent of the low socioeconomi c children and 15 percent of the high 
socioe conomic children in this study had 15 percent answering nega­
tively to item 5 ( doesn ' t  like to talk a lot ) . 
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This study found that the means o f  self as s ubj ect ( self referent 
s cores ) to be very similar with the means of perceptions of others 
( se lf as obj e ct s cores ) , (Table 19 ) . In Table 20 , means for both unad­
j usted and adj usted self scores are similar for all ages and s exes in 
both this study an d in Shipman ' s  study. 
The study also found ( Table 21) , that of the 15 s ub j e cts who had 
items omitted ( any or all ) , 11 were in the high socioeconomic level 
( 1-2 ) , and 9 of the 15 were older children ( 5 5 months and older) . Of 
the three children who refused the test , two were 5 5  months and older . 
A 60-month-old child omitted the mos t items . 
The following items most o�en omitted were : 
2 0  ( teacher thinks ) - likes /doesn ' t  like to p lay with other kids 
12 ( chi ld thinks ) - strong-weak 
32 ( mother thinks ) - happy-sad 
3 8  ( mother thinks ) - bad-good. 
The items for which every sub ject responded positively were the 
following : 
2 3  ( teacher thinks ) � good-bad 
2 6  ( teacher thinks ) - likes /doesn ' t  like the way his clothes look 
TABLJ; 18 
Percen t of Negative Responses by Socioeconomic Status 
High Soci oeconomi c Status ( 60 ) 
1- 3 on Oc cupational S cale 
Low Socioe conomi c Status ( 29 ) 
4-11 on Occupational S cale 
*I tem No. N umber Percent i:Item No . Number Percent 
6 14 2 3  l 
13· 12 20 9 
36 12 20 44 
1 9 15 32 
5 9 15 
22 9 15 
44 9 15 
*I tem Number l = thinks self is happy or s ad 
5 = likes I doesn ' t  like· to talk a lot 
6 = likes to have other kid ' s  things or own things 
9 = s cared/not s cared of a lot of things 
13 = thinks self is s i ck /healthy 
22 = teacher thinks likes t o  have other kid ' s  things or own things 
32 = mother thinks happy/sad 
36 = mother thinks likes /doesn ' t  like to talk a lot 
44 = mother thinks s i ck /healthy 
7 24 
6 21  
5 17 
s ·  17 
· .  
en 
I\) 
Environment 
Home 
Nursery 
Day Care 
Head Start 
Home Day Care 
Total Population 
TABLE 19 
Means for Self as Subject and 
Self as Ob ject by Environment 
Self S core 
Self as Subj e ct 
Teacher and Mother 
S e lf as Obj ect 
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Standard 
Numbe� Mean Deviation 
S tandard 
Number Mean Deviation 
29 13. l 1. 9 
31 13. 5  1. 3 31 2 8 . 2  3 . 2 
14 12 . 8  1. 5 14 26 . 4  4. 4 
6 14. 7 . s  6 2 8 . 8 2 . 6  
6 13. 8 . 9  6 2 7  .. 3 2 . 8 
86 13. 4 1. 6 5 7  2 7 . 7 3 . 5 
Self s core Chi-square = . 831 
Self as obj ect _Chi-square = . 842 
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TADL& 20 
Distribution �f Sco-r-�s t·y Self Rdct'ent 
Unadj-ust�d Adjusted Totill. C?ni 1.-s 
Standard Stao�ard Standard 
Group Hu.wt$r Mean · De\•iation llvmber H�an Deviation ?lumber Hean Da· ... iation 
118-50 1110. , 8 12.6  1. 3 8 ss. sa 10 .J. 8 .25 . .116 
• 51-5 3  mo. 15 14. 0  l'. 2 15 . 9 4 .  f.O 7 . 72 iG 1.13 .3. 72 
�li-56 mo. 16 13. l 1. 7 16 . 87. 50 ll.G'f 17 . 88 3 . 6 3  
-
57-59 ito. l.7 l.3. 5 1. 9 l.7 . 90. 11 · 12 .13 17 .06 . 2  .. 
60-62 mo. 17 . 13. 6 1. 3 17 I 90. 95 �. 79 17 . ._06 .211 
63-65 mo. 12 l.3. 0  1. 8 12 89 . 33 12. 43 13 J.. 38 � . 17 
66-68 JCOe 1 12.0 1 . eo. oo 1. 1 
1 
Boys Ill. 13. l 1. 8 4J. ea.110 12 . 49 IJ2 .s�: 2.3S 
Cir ls 'lS l.3. 6  ··1. 3 If 5 · 91. o s 8 . 2 7  ·�1 .10 �.cs 
Total 86 l.3. 4 1. 6 . 86 89. 79 10 . 3 8 89 .6� 2 . 73 
Shipman' s  Distribution of Sco�es by Self Referent 
Vnndj \1$ ted Adju�ted Ton! Omits 
Standard Standard Standa:-d 
�up lhnber Mean Deviation Number Mean Deviation Number Mean Deviation 
118-50 mo. 327 10 . 7  2 . iis 327· 82 . l 111. 4  339 1.4 . 2.12 
Sl-S3 mo. 357 10 . 8  2 .2s 357 82 . l  lll. 2 373 1. 3 2 . 72 
Slf-SS mo. 261 11. 1 2 . 35 261 84. l.  llf. l  2 73 1.4 2 . 91' 
57-59 mo. ·ss 10. 4  - 2 . 16 58 18 . 8  111.9 59 L O  2.16 
Boys 717 10. 6 2 . 11s 117 - 81. 8 14. 7  756 1. 6  3.0S 
Cl.1'13 654 l0. 7  2 . 11� 65� 02 . 2  111 . 4  6 81f 1. 5 2 . ss 
Total 1 , 371 10 . 7 2 . 45. l� S71 82 . 0  llf.6  1 , 440 1. 5 2 . 97 
Sub j ect ' s  
I Q  
Number 
5 
17 
29 
31 
3 3  
35 
3 7  
40 
41 
44 
47 
5 4  
5 7  
75  
83  
TABLE 21 
Comparison of I tems Omitted · by Subj ects 
with Age and Socioeconomi c Status 
Number 
of Omits Age 
l 6 0  mo .  
1 49 mo . 
3 5 7  mo . 
14 60 mo. 
2 6 7  mo .  
All 55 mo . · 
8 6 3  mo. 
1 5 3  mo . 
\ 
3 6 2  mo. 
2 5 3  mo . 
9 52  mo . 
All 51 mo. 
l 57 mo . 
All 64 mo. 
l 50  mo. ·  
Socioeconomic Status 
S cale Values 
4 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
6 
2 
2 
1 
-
. �: · · .. 
t ·. : ...  ·,.__ · 
. 65 
66  
38  (mother thinks ) - good-bad. 
The correlation matrix in Table 22 showed that several demographi c 
variables were interrelated. Months in pres chool significantly corre­
lated with age ( p  < . OS ) ; age significantly correlated with sex ( p  < . Ol ) , 
socioe conomic s tatus ( p  < . O S )  and negatively correlated · with type of 
environment ( p  < . 0 1) . Birth order significantly correlated with sex 
( p  < . 0 1 ) ; and sex signifi cant ly correlated with type of environment 
( p  < . 01 ) . 
S ummary 
Chapter Four compared the typical child in each environment and 
in the quality of environment . Basi c differences seemed to occut' in. 
socioe conomic status , age , and family size .  The home group child had 
the lowes t socioeconomic s tatus of all the groups an d was the oldest. 
The . home day care chi ld was the youngest and the He ad Start child came 
from the larges t family with. four ·children . 
Two me asures were computed in th is study , an unadj us te d  score 
( total number of positive responses ) and an adj usted score ( percentage 
of positively answered responses ) .  Kendall ' s  correlation analysis 
showed high correlation between each score for the same re ferent . 
The null form of Hypothesis 1 can not be re j ected for either 
the adj usted. self s core or the unadj usted self referent s core .  
The n ull form of Hypothesis 2 can be rejected using the statisti­
cal test that Kendall ' s  correlation coefficient is different from zero . 
However , this correlation is small . 
Months 
in Preschool 
Age 
Birth Order 
Sex 
Type of 
Environment · 
Months 
TABLE 2 2  
Demographic Variables by Demographi c  Variables 
using Kendall ' s  Correlation Coeffi cients 
in Pres chool Age 
Birth 
Order Sex 
S ocioeconomic 
Status 
. 16* . 03  . 01 - . 09 . 
. oa • 22;'cic - . 17* 
• 21.f.i,;': , . 04 
. 02 
Type of 
Environment 
. 06 
- . 2o;Hc 
. 0 3 
- . 13 
• 2 3;'dc 
*;':p. < . • 0 1  
*P < . os 
en 
-..J 
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The null form of Hypothesis 3 can be re jected for nearly all 
variables e xcept age , and socioeconomic status . Quality and environ-
ment were significant ly correlated but in a negative relation .  
I t  was found that the items which had the highest percentage of 
negative responses and were in common for both the high and low socio-
economi c status children were items l) happy-sad ; and 44)  mother 
--
thinks sick-healthy . The low socioeconomic children did have the 
highest percentage of negative responses for a single item. However , 
the high socioeconomi c children had more items with 15 percent or 
h.igher negative responses than had the low socioec�nomic children . 
This s tudy found that the older and high socioeconomic status 
children omitted the most items . 
Many demographic variables were correlate d with each other • . 
Months in pres chool related with age an d age related with sex , with 
socioeconomi c status and inverse ly with type of environment .  Birth 
order re lated with s ex and sex related with type of environment . 
CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION AND I MPLICATIONS 
Discussion of · con clusions 
Even though t he Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Tes t  was first 
used wit h and later replicated wit h disadvantaged as well as middle 
class s ubjects , one of the purposes of this study was to determine if 
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it could be used successfully with nearly all middle class children . 
Some determinants of success were thought to be significant correlations 
of specified s ociological and biographical variables with s elf-concept ; 
scores .  The hypotheses were stated positively to reflect positive 
possible S UC CC � 3 0 S . 
Hypothesis 1 predicted a significant positive correlation between 
preschool outside-of-t he- home experience and high self-concept scores . 
However, the results did not show significance since both the home and 
the outside- of-t he- home groups had equally · high s cores and almost 
equally low s cores . Analysis of correlation coefficients showed that 
good quality of out�ide-of-the-home experience did significantly corre­
late wit h higher self scores ( unadj usted) . This might indicate t hat in 
a good quality pres chool environment self-concept development techniques 
for enhan cement might be used. When combining the good and satisfac­
tory preschools in order t� compare home with outside-of-the-home , there 
is not a significant difference in scores between home and preschools . 
Hypothesis 2 predicted that there would b e  a significant positive 
correlation between length of pres chool outside-of- the-home experience . 
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. and high self- concept s cores . 
Although chi-square tes ts did not allow rej ection of the null form 
of this hypothesis , analysis of correlation coe fficients did allow 
re j e ction . The small cell frequencies might account for the discrepant 
chi-square results . However , data did show a tendency for those child­
ren who had been in preschool longer than the others to s core high 
on the referents . This finding ·- agrees with findings by Hargrove who 
found preschool experience a factor correlated with high self-concept 
s cores . 
Hypothesis 3 predicted that the sociologi cal and biographical 
variables s tudied would be significantly correlated w ith high self­
concept . s cores . The null form of this hypothesis was rej ected for all 
the variab les excep t age Ch! d socioeconomic status . 
Results are generally consistent with previous research ( Brown , 
1966 ; Shipman , 19 72') in that data were negatively skewed showing that 
most children tend t o  sele ct the socially desirable attribute . Also , 
similar means for all the 'referents suggest that children at this age 
were not clearly differentiating among the self-mother-and-teacher­
re ferents . 
· In comparing this study with comparable variables in Brown ' s and 
Shipman ' s  s tudies , Brown found that the . low socioeconomic status 
children perceived themselves as 1 )  sad ; 2 )  stupid ; 3 )  silly ; and 
4) not iiking the appearance of their face . He found no differences 
on clean- dirty , good looking-ugly , or on socialability items ( 4 ,  5 , 7 , 
10 ) . This study ' � findings showed that the low socioe conomic status 
children perceive d themselves as l )  sad ,· 2 )  scared of a lot of th • ings ; 
3 )  mother thinks him s.ick ; and 4)  mother thinks him sad. High socio­
e conomic stat us children had the highest percent of negative responses 
to item 5 ) likes to have other ki d ' s things - likes to have his own 
things . 
The s ocioeconomic status may not be comparable to the socioeconomic 
s tatus that Brown defined. Even the Head Start children in this sample 
were not in the bottom of the socioeconomic status scale . In this 
study soci oe conomic status was not significantly correlated with any 
of the re ferents , and was approximately the same for all of the socio-
economic s tatus s ubj e cts .  
Brown also found that self as subject ( self referen t. s co!"es ) and 
self as obj e ct ( mother plus teacher referent scores ) are significantly 
re lated. Thi·s was found to be true for this study als o .  By this  age , 
children may be adept at choosing the most desirable ans wers despite a 
change in referent. 
The fact that this study did not find significant correlations bet-
ween age and se lf-concept scores and between socioe conomi c status and 
self-con cept s cores may indi cate that either there was not enough of 
an age span and not enough . variance in socioeconomic status among the 
children or that there was not a difference in response to the questions 
among the s ub j e cts . All ages could have had s ane degree of difficulty 
in comprehending the task . Shipman noted in her findings that younger 
children tende d to have more diffi culty underst anding the questions 
be cause they omitted more items than did the older children . 
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This
. 
e xperimenter did not notice the older children h aving problems 
of comprehension even though they omitted the most items . The difference 
in this paper ' s  findings could indicate that older children are more 
discriminate o f  the question ' s  choice . · I t  was noted by this author that 
the older ch ildren hesit ated much longer than the younger children 
before responding. 
·-
This may indi cate that the older children made careful consider-
ations of the answers . Brown found that the high socioeconomic 
status children hesitated longer than the low socioeconomic status 
children . He did not compare ages since he tested all four-year-old 
children. 
In this s tudy age was found to be related with many of the other 
s ociological-biographical variables .  Older children had more months 
in preschool , tended to be boys , tended to come from the lower half of 
the socioeconomic s cale t and were in the home and nurs_ery s chool groups . 
Shipman found no significant differences in self-concept scores of 
girls and boys . This study found a significant correlation between boys 
and mother re ferent scores . However , girls showed a tenden cy to s core 
higher than the boys on self and teacher referents . Girls may be more 
aware of the s ocially desirable choice than boys . This conclus ion 
concurs with Shipman who also foWld the tendency for girls t o  s core 
slightly higher th an b oys . 
S uggestions for Further Study 
Results might be improved if equal numbers of subj e cts - were tested 
in each type of environment .  The unequal distribut ion and p ercentage 
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o f  children at home and nursery s chool environments required the use of 
less powerful statistical procedures . 
Testing and retesting would be advisable when s tudying the process 
of change and development of se lf-concept.  Adding the peer referent 
form and observing peer interactions might add another dimension to 
self-con cept .  
The home group was limited to those families i n  whi ch the mother 
was home at the time the experimenter called . Findi.ng more children 
who have b oth parents working , but who do n·ot send their children to a 
pres chool situation , may add an intere sting variable ;. Also finding . 
a sample of one parent families might offer valuable comparisons . 
The Head Start sample used in this study were nearly all farmers 
who are not considered to be disadvantaged according to the socio-
e conomic status occupational s cale . So in order to compare results 
with Brown and Shipman , a larger sample of disadvantaged children 
should be used.  
A s.tudy using Brown ' s  test and another ' s  self-concept measurement 
tes t  may show more conclusively the effe ctiveness of the Brown I DS 
. . Self-Concept Referents Test .  
S ummary 
The findings in this research indicates that relationships do 
exist between s ociological-biographi cal variables and attendance at a 
p?'es chool program with self- concept scores . However , 
.
thes e  variables 
are not comple te . There can be no one single factor( s )  that can pre-
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diet or le ad to pos iti ve s elf-concep t.  Purkey ( 1970 ) and McCan dles s 
( 196 7 )  emphasized that self- concep t is the culmination of all previous 
experience s , th ought s and feelings . No me as urement can ascertain all 
of thes e .  
This st udy did show that us ing the Brown I DS Se lf-Con cept Refer­
ents Test was success ful in finding s igni fi cant pos it ive correlations 
between le ngth of pre s chool experience , birth order , sex , type of 
pres chool environment ,  an d  quality of pre s chool programs with s elf­
con cept s cores . 
The fin dings , however ,do not dis criminat� whe�her the home or 
outs i de-of-the-home programs correlate with high s elf-concept s cores . 
Perhaps more pres chool programs need to s tress self- con cept development 
beyon d what the child learns in the home environment . 
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CHAPTER SIX 
S UMMARY 
Twenty-nine four and five-year-old children with home experience _ 
on ly an d  6 0  chi ldren of the same ages were given the Brown I DS Self­
Co!>- cep t  Re ferents Test whi ch was based on Mead ' s ( 1956 ) _the ory of self­
awarenes s : l �  Concepts o f  self are largely determined b y  social 
perceptual processes ; and 2 .  One ' s  self-con cepts are formed not only 
from his perception s  of self ( self as subj ect )  but are als o refle ctions 
of his percept i ons of " s i gnificant other" percept ions o f  him ( s elf as 
ob j e ct ) , ( Brown , 196 6 ) .  
S ub j e cts were que stioned on 15 dimensions from thre e  different 
perspe ct i ves or referents : 1. S ,  as he s aw himself; 2 .  S ,  as he 
perceived his mother as seeing him ; and 3. S ,  as he p erce ived his 
teacher as s e eing him. 
Each sub j e ct had a Polaroi d pbotograph of hims e lf 
-
( against a 
standardi ze d  background and with stan dard instruct ions for pos ing )  
which h e  could look at when given the descriptive pairs within each of 
the referent categories . The sub j ects were induced to perceive them­
selves as soci al " ob j e cts" . 
Des criptive pairs were identical for each referent e xcept the 
added q uestion on the teacher referent ( does ( ch i ld ' s  name ) like/ doesn ' t  
like to go to s chool ) .  Responses were scored " l" .i f  . pos i tive , _ "O" i f  
negative and b lank i f  indeterminate , refused , mult iple , o r  " I  don ' t  
know" . The s cores obtaine d for each s ub j ect derived two ways--by 
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summing the number of positive responses an d  calculating the percentage 
of of answered items which were positive . In all cases ,  the higher the 
sco� of pos itive answer obtained , the more favorable were the subj ect ' s  
self pe rceptions and other ' s  pe rceptions . 
The test was given only once . Each s ub ject re ceived his photo­
graph after completing the test questions or in three cases , the child 
received his photograph right away because he would not identify him­
self in the pi cture . 
The following maj or �sults were obtained : 
Hypothesis 1) - Experience outside-of-the-home w ill have a sigri­
if icant correlation with· self-concept scores . 
a.  Thos e who had preschool program experience outside-of-
the-home will have significantly higher self- concept scores than 
the median of the total sample . 
b .  Thos e who did not have outs ide-of-the-home e xperien ce 
will have self- concept scores significantly lower than the median 
of . the t otal s ample .  
The null form o f  Hypothesis 1 was not re jected . ·  
Hypothesis 2 )  � There will be a significant posit ive correlation · 
between total s elf-concept scores and length of preschool outs ide-of-
the-home exp erience .  
The n ull form of Hypothesis 2 was rejected. 
Hypothesis 3) - There will be a significant positive correlation 
between self- concept s cores and age , sex , b irth order ·, socioeconomic 
status , type o f  pres chool environment , perception of what .the teacher 
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and/or mother thinks , and quality of the pres chool environment . 
The null form for Hypothesis 3 was rejected for all the variables 
except age an d  quality of environment . 
There were significant positive corre lation s betwe en e ither the 
adj u$ ted or unadj usted self s cores and signifi cant other ' s  percept ions . 
The items mos t frequently answered in the negative were the 
following : 
1) h appy- sad 
6 )  like s t o  have other kid ' s  things - own things . 
The i tems most often omitted were : 
2 0 )  ( teacher thinks ) likes/doesn ' t  like to play wi th other kids 
12 ) ( chi ld thinks ) strong-weak 
The items for whi ch every subj ect responded pos itively were the 
following : 
2 3 )  ( teacher thinks ) good-bad 
26 ) ( teacher thinks ) likes /doesn ' t  like the way his clothes look 
38 ) ( mother think s ) good-bad. 
S ome of S hipman ' s  results that younger and lower s o cioeconomic 
status children omitted the most items was not s upported by this 
study--oider an d  high socioeconomic status children omit ted the mos t 
items .  
This s tudy did show that for a relatively small sample , the Brown 
I DS S elf- Con cept Referents 
.
Tes t can be used to compare the relat ionship 
be tween se lf-concept s cores �d sociological-biographi ca l variab les . · 
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APPENDI X A 
PARENT LETTER 
Dear Parents , 
For my master ' s  thesis in child development-family relations at 
South Dakota State University ,  I will be meas uring four and five year 
old' s self-concept ( self perception or s elf-es teem ) .  Self-concept 
development is concerned with how a child feels about himse lf. I 
wish to find- out if preschool outside-of-the-home experiences such as : 
day care , Head Start , nursery school or preschool have any effect on 
the child' s development of a pos itive self-concept.  
Through my reading of others ' research I have dis covered that a 
child ' s  self-con cept can be very important not only for emotional 
reasons , but also for academic achievement . The questionaire that I 
give your child will in no way measure your child ' s  academic abilities 
or readiness for kindergarten . It will only measure the child ' s  
attitudes toward himself. I will not ask for your child ' s  last name , 
nor will I write his first name in my thesis . All information will be 
coded and processed on computer cards and kept confidential . 
Be fore I ask the child questions , I will take a polaroi d color 
picture of the chi ld wh i ch I use during my questions . After I finish 
asking the self- concept questions , I will give the child his picture 
to take home e The q estion ing will l?.st about .10 t o  J.5 minutP.s . 
I will be meas uring as many four and five year olds as possible 
from all types of pres chool experiences including those with home 
experience only . I t  might take me one or two days to complete my 
meas urements at each center. 
Along with this le tter , I am sending a permiss ion s lip and back­
ground information form which will· also be coded and kept confidential. 
Please return the permission slip and background information form 
tomorrow. 
I really need your he lp and participation in order t o  complete my 
masters .  Thank you for your cooperation .  
Sincere ly , 
( Mrs . ) Linda Derscheid 
P . s . 
I f  you are in tere s ted in your chi ld ' s  res ults I should have all 
my 
data analyzed by June . Fee l free to call me then . I shall be happy to 
discuss the r-es ults with you. 
---------------------------------
( Your child ' s  first name ) has my 
permis sion t o  participate in this study on or ---------------------
----------------------' 19 75 . 
In order to understand better the many dimensions that influence 
a chi ld ' s  self- concept ,  I need to have some backgro\ll'ld informati on . 
The informati on will all be coded an d  kept confidential. 
Thank you for your help and participation . 
Ple ase circle or fill-in the following background questions . 
Date of birth 
Age 4 years 5 years 
S ex Female Male 
Months in Preschool l 2 3 other 
Birth Order l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 other 
Number of older brothers 1 2 3 4 5 other 
Number of younger brothers l 2 3 4 5 other 
Number of older s isters 1 2 3 4 5 other 
N umber of younger sisters l 2 3 4 5 other 
Father or guardian living at home yes no 
Mother or guardian living at home yes no 
Others living at home 
Head of household ' s  occupation 
8 4  
APPENDI X B 
BROWN . IDS SELF-CONCEPT REFERENTS TEST 
- --.�: 
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Name I .  D. # Date · · · 
__________ ,_..;..___________ --------- ---------------
Place Time of day : 
Time Begun :  Time Ended : · 
a . rn. p .m .  
-----------------
Take picture . Can you tell me who that is in the picture? 
Recognized self without help . 
Did not recognize �elf without help . 
1. I s  ( Child ' s name ) ( point to picture ) Happy · ? or is he( she) 
Sad · ? Other · 
2 .  I s  ( Child ' s  name ) ( point to picture ) Clean ? or is he( she ) 
3. 
4. 
Dirty ? Other 
Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t . p . ) Ugly ? or is he( she ) Good looking 
Other 
Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like to play with other kids ·1 or 
doesn ' t  he( she ) like to p.lay with other kids --?-. --
Other 
----
----------------------
s .  Does ( C . N . ) ( p . t . p . ) like to talk a lot ? or doesn ' t  
hc ( sh � )  li}:a to talk a lot ? Ot�he_r __ _ 
------------------
6 .  Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like to have other kid ' s  things ? 
or doesn ' t  he( she ) like to have his ( her ) own things -----? 
Other 
_....._ __ 
-----------------------
7.  I s  ( C . N. ) . ( p. t. p . ) Bad ? or is he( she ) Good - ? 
------- -------
0th er 
-----------------------
8 . Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) Smart ____ ? or is he( she ) Stupid ____ ? 
Other 
----------------------
9 .  I s  ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) s cared of a lot of things ? or is 
he ( she ) not s cared of a lot of things ? Other -----
10 . Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like the way his ( her) clothes look ? 
or doesn ' t  he ( she ) like the way his ( her) clothes look ? 
Other ·-----------------------
11.- Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t . p . ) s cared of a lot of people ? or is 
he( she ) not s cared of a lot of people ? Other · 
12 .  Is ( C� N . ) ( p . t. p . ) Strong ? or is he( she ) Weak · ? 
Other 
13. Is ( C. N. ) ( p . t. p . ) Sick ? or is he ( she)  Healthy ? .  
Other 
· ? 
14. Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like the way his ( her ) face looks ? 
or doesn ' t  he( she ) like the way his ( her ) face looks · · .-.-. ----?� 
Other 
----------------------
15 . Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) have a lot of friends · · · · · · · ? or doesn ' t  
he( she ) have a lot of friends ? Other · 
16 . Does ( C. N. ) ( p . t. p . ) like to go to school · · · · ? or doesn ' t  
he ( she ) like to go to s chool ? Other 
.,._ ______________ _ 
Now that was very good ( chi_ld ' s name ) • I would like to ask you 
a few more questions . This time I ' d  like to ask you a few questions 
about ( child ' s )  teacher. 
17. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) is happy ? or 
that he ( she ) is s ad ? Other 
18. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) is clean ? or 
that he( she ) is dirty ? Other 
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19 . Does ( chi ld ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) is ugly ? or that 
he( she )  is good looking ? Other-
20 . Does { child ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) likes to p lay with other 
kids ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like to play with other 
kids · ? Other ----------------------
21. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) likes to taik a lot 
? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like to talk a lot ? 
_O_t_h_e_r __ 
-----------------------
22.  Does ( chi ld ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) likes t o  h ave other 
kid ' s  things ? or that he( she ) likes to h ave his ( her) own 
2 3. 
24 . 
things ? ? Other 
--------------
Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) is bad 
he( she ) is good ? Other 
Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) is smart 
that he ( she ) is s tupid . ? Other 
? or that 
? or 
25.  D oe s  ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) i s  scared of a lot of 
things ? or that he( she ) is not scared of a lot of things 
________ ? Other 
---------------------
26 . Does ( child' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) likes the way his ( her) 
clothes look ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like the way his ( her) 
c lothes look ? Other 
-----------------------
40 . 
41. 
. 42 . 
43 .  
44. 
Does· ( chi ld ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is scared of a lot of 
things ? or that he ( she ) is not scared of a lot of 
thi�gs ? Other · · · · · · · 
Does ( child' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) likes the way his ( her ) 
clothes look ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like the way his 
{ he r )  clothes look · ? Other · · · 
-----------------------
Does ( chi ld ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is s cared of a lot of 
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people ? or that he( she ) is not s cared of a lot of people 
? Other 
-------- ----------------------
Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is strong ? or 
that he ( she ) is weak ? Other 
-----
-----------------------
Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is s ick ? or that ----
he ( she ) is healthy ? Other ---------------------
45 . Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) likes the way his ( her )  
46 . 
face looks ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like _ the way his (her) 
face looks ? Other 
----------------------
Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) has a lot of friends 
? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  have a lot of friends ? 
-------- -----...,_..,� Other 
--------------------
APPENDI X C 
CRITERIA FOR DISTINGUISHING A GOOD EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM 
1. Ample indoor and outdoor space 
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a. 35 square feet of free space per child indoors and 100 square 
fee t  of space per child outdoors , 
b .  
c .  
d. 
e .  
space for active play , an d  still enough other space where 
quiet p lay may go undisturbed , both indoors an d out , 
space for children to work alone· as well as in groups 
f .  . 
t 
s uf i cient floor area £or a co t for · each chi ld · during rest 
periods with space between cots for adults to move , 
place for each child' s personal belongings . 
2 .  S afe , sanitary an d  healthy _ conditions must b e  maintained 
a. there is a known and tested practical plan for evacuating 
chi ldren i f  there is an emergency , 
b .  emergen cy numbers are pos ted close to the phone and fire 
extin guishers are in e vidence , 
c.  he at ing facilities keep the floor and the res t o f  the room 
comfortab ly warm in cold weather , 
d.  there is s ufficient . ventilation , 
e .  there i s  protection against drafts , dampness , steep flights 
of stairs , hot obj ects and other possible dangers to child­
ren , 
f. playgrounds are enclos ed . to protect children s 
g .  p laygrounds free o f  hazardous ob j ects , 
h .  rooms are well-lighted without glare , 
i .  rooms are clean - no lumps o f  lint , dirt or food , no dirt on 
walls , 
' 
j .  food preparati on area is clean and free of inse cts and rodents , 
k.  there are at least two bathrooms with t oilets and sinks that 
are s anitary. 
3 .  Chi ld ' s health i s  pI'Otected an d  promoted 
a. there is a place provi ded in case a child who is ill or 
upset needs to rest with an adult away from the group , 
b .  program is planned s o  that children have the benefits of sun­
shine , daily outdoor play , with a balance between quiet and 
vigorous activity , 
c. n utritious mid-morning and mid-afternoon snacks are provided , 
d .  the importance of continuity i n  the lives o f  young children 
is re cognized without over-stressing routines or rigid 
programming ,  for example , the staff has a bas i c  s chedule in . 
the day center while maintaining flexibility . 
4. A good center provides appropriate and s ufficient equipment and 
p lay materi als and makes · them readi ly available for each chi ld ' s 
enj oyment and development 
a. there are large p ieces of apparatus to climb on such as 
9 2  
balancing boards , boxes and ladders 9 
b .  there is an ample supply o f  b locks o f  all sizes , wheel toys , 
balls , shovels , carts and dramatic play props to foster 
physical and motor development as well as imaginative play , 
c. there is  amp le natural materials , sand, s oi l ,  clay ,  water , 
wood , etc . to stimulate the child 1 s exp loration and self­
expression . 
d. there is a variety of wooden puzzles , pegboards , construction 
s ets and other small manipulative equipment available for 
children ' s  selection and which promote prob lem-solving 
activities , 
e .  the books of poems , pictures , and s tories that the child can 
understand and enj oy are accessible . These b ooks are age 
appropriate , attractive and of good literary quality , 
f. there are plants and/or animals for children to learn about 
their care and growth , 
g . these p lants and/or animals are maintained in a sanitary 
manner and are safe for young children , 
h.  there are opporttmities for musical experiences through s ongs , 
rhythm , and simple tone instruments � 
i .  teachers encourage chi ldren to make their own products from 
p aints , clay , blocks and other manipulative materials , 
recogni zing that providing models usually hampers CT-0atlY� 
expression . 
s .  Chi ldren are helped to increase their use of language and to 
e xp an d  their concepts . 
a .  the children can freely converse with each other and adults , 
b .  th e  teachers are alert to offer labels for ob j ects , feelings 
an d  experiences , 
c .  the children are encouraged to solve their own problems and 
develop independent thinking . 
6 .  Opportunities for the child 1 s social an d  emotional development are 
provided 
a.  the s taff members help children learn gradually how to con­
s ider other ' s  rights and feelings , to take turns and share , 
yet also to stand up for personal rights when neces sary , 
b.  when children feel anger and fear ,  they are helped to work 
their feelings through without harming themselves or others , 
c. the teachers create an environment which reduces the natural 
complications of young chi ldren working and playing together. 
7. There are enough adults both to work with the group and to care 
for the needs of indivi dual chi ldren 
a. there are at least one teacher and an ass is tant with every 
group of ch ildren , regardless of size , so that if one has to 
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be busy with a particular child the . other may be responsible 
for the rest of the group, 
b .  there are no more than 15-20 c hildren i n  a group and 
younger groups are even smaller .; 
a . Staff members have a positive outlook on life. They realize that 
human feelings are mos t important. 
a. the staff members show warmth and friendliness without 
sentimentality or favoritism, 
b. the adults show firm as well as gentle, consistent as well 
as flexible behavior �oward the children, according to the 
child ' s  needs, 
c. the adults help the children feel good about themselves and 
their a ctivities (as observed on the child ' s  face and his 
actions) , 
d. the children ' s  true feelings are accepted and each child ' s  
individualism is observed an d  respected , 
e .  the adults listen to the children and talk with them . 
9 . The adults in a good center enj oy and understand c hildren and the 
process by which children learn 
a. the s taff exhibits a positive attitude about their respon­
sibilities 
b. the s taff members adj ust the daily program to meet the child­
ren's special needs and interes ts as ( observed by materials 
being changed everyday or often ) .  
APPENDI X  D 
MANUAL FOR TEST ADMINISTRATION 
M AN U A L  F O R  T E S T A DM i N I S T R A T I O N . 
BROWN ID S S ELF - CO N C EPT R EFERENTS TE S T  
D ev e l o p e d  by B .  R �  B row n ,  Co r n e l l  Univers i ty ,  I th ac a ,  N .  Y .  P e rm i s s i o n 
t o pr e pa r e  th i s  f o rma t g iv e n  by th e a u th o r . Fo r u s e i n  o th er th .:rn th e Long i t u d i n a l S t u d y , p l ea s e c o n t a c t th e au thor . 
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Ma t er i a l s : 
BROWN I D S  S ELF CO�C EJ>T REFERENTS TEST 
Mo d el 3 20 Po l a r o i d  camera wi th "w i nk " f la s h  uni t 
( any o th e r mod e l  is a l l owab l e ,  h ow ever ) 
0 10 7  P o l a r o i d  b la ck and wh i t e  f i lm ( fo r  p ra c t i c e )  
· H 1 o s  Pola roi d col o r  f i lm · 
(iM3 fl ash b u lb s  
Procedur e :  
1 6  b i p o l a r  a dj ec t ive i t ems 
S to pwa t ch 
96  
Take a full-l eng th c olor p i c t u r e  o f  e a ch ch i l d  a g a i n s t a s ta n d a r d  
b a ckground , p r e f erab ly of a neu tra l ligh t �c o l�r . S tand a r d i zed i ns t r u c t ions f o r  
pos i ng . a r e  g i v en . 
S i n c e  th e p i c t u r e  mus t b e  avail ab l e immed i a t el y , a Pola ro id 
camera is us ed , eq u i p p e d  wi th a ' 'w i nk" f lash u ni t wh i ch p r oduc es compl e t el y  
d �·.;d:opcJ ·� "  x 4 "  col o r  p r i n ts w i th i n  l mi n u t e  n f t � r  C.."::po::; ur e .  P ra c t i c e  i s  
r eq u i red i n  o r d er t o  ge t a c e n ter ed ,  f u l l - f i gu r e  p r i n t un d er p r o p er l i �1 t ing 
c on d i ti..ons . 
B efor e taking th e child ' s p i c t u r e  say : 
WELL , NOW ' WE ' RE G O ING TO TAKE A P ICTURE OF ·you . 
. GET READY . • • • W H EN I COUNT TO THREE I ' LL S NAP YOUR P I CTURE . 
J.RE YOU READY ? 1 ,  2 ,  3 • •  
No t i c e  tha t no ins t r u c t io n  t o  "smi l e " , e t c . ,  has b ee n  i n c l u d ed . Th is 
is p u r pos e f u l ly l ef t  mnb iguous i n  o r d e ;r  to ob t a i n  a s po n t a n eous f a c i a l  exp r es s i on ,  
and i s  es p ec i a l ly impor t an t , s i n c e  g iving th i s  i ns t r u e  t i  o n  wo u l d  c l ea r ly b i. a s  
r espons es t o  th e h a ppy - s a d  i t ein .  
Af t er th e p i e  t u  r e  h as b ee n  t:i k en , wa i t  o n e  m i nu t e ,  pu l l  t h e  d ev e l o p ed 
pr i n t  f r om th e c am e ra , a f f i x  p r i n t  to b :i c k i ng , a nd i mm ed i a t e l y  d is ca rd th e 
ch emi cal l y  t r ea t ed ma t e r i a ls i n t o  a was t eb as k e t .  D u r i ng th i s  t i m e , · y o u  s h o u l d  
9 7  
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co ri t i n u e  ch a t t i ng i n f o rma l ly w i th th e ch i ld to ma in t a i n  r a p po r t  . .  th i l d ren " of t cn 
enj oy wa t ch i ng th.e minu t es p ass on th e s to p  wa t ch . A f t er o ne m i nu t e  s a y  to th e 
ch i l d :  
WELL , LOOK A T  THAT (poi n t  a n d  l ook a t  pi c ture) . · THAT ' S  A 
PI CTURE OF ( ch i ld ' s  name) . ·  I S N ' T  THI S A N I C E  PICTURE OF 
(ch i ld ' s  n a m e) . TH I S  I S  R EALLY YOU B ECAU SE Y OU ARE ( ch i l d ' s  
name) A ND  Tll ER E  YOU ARE J N  THE P I CTURE . 
( Po i n t to and look -a t  p i c t u r e . )  
CAN YOU TELL HE WHO THAT I S  IN THE P I CTURE? 
Y o u  mus t ob tai n a r es pons e from th e ch i ld i nd i c a t i ng th a t  he knows 
th a t  i t  is h e  i n th e p i c t u r e ;  ei ther "Tha t ' s  m e " ,  or ch i l d  s t a t es h is own name 
o r  s im p l y  po i n ts t o  h im s e l f . I f  th e ch i l d  d o es no t r ecog n i z e  h ims el f in th e 
pi c t u r e , repea t t h e  ins t r u
.
c ti ons •. Do no t g o  on wi th th e. t es t unti l . th e ch i l d  
ind i ca t cs  th a t h e  r ecogni z es h ims el f  i n  t� e pi c t u r e . 
Th e n  s ea t t h e  ch i l d a t  a t.:ib l e  s tt i  tab l e i n  h eigh t and s i z e  for a 
y ou ng ch i l d , a nd p l a c e  the p i c ture o n  th e t ab l e  t op , d i r e c t ly forward of th e 
c h i l d  a n d  b e nea th h is h ea d  i n  ab o u t th e s am e pos i t i o n  as a d i nn er p l a t e  i s  
·us u a ll y  p lac ed . S i t op pos i t e  the ch i l d  a t  t h e  t ab l e  and th e n  s ay to h im :  
NOW I ' D L I KE TO A S K  YOU A F EW QU ESTIONS ABOUT . .  � ch i l d ' s name) . 
Poi n t  to th e p i e  tur e  a nd pr o c ee d  to a s k  th e s e t  af 16 qu es t ions o n  
th e "s e l f  r e f e r en t "  a n s w e r  sh e e t . All i t erns a r e  pres e n t ed a s  "e i th er-o r " · 
q u es. t i ons a nd a r e  s t a ted i n  th e vocab u l a ry o"f y ou ng ch i ld r en . You Jnus t 
1 )  b eg i n  ea ch q u es t io n as i t  is wri t t en on the answ e r  sh e e t  a nd 2)  po i n t t o  
a np l ook a t  th e pi c t ur e each t ime y o u  a s k a ques t ion·. 
NOW , CAN Y OU TELL M E ,  l S  ( c h il d ' s  na me) HAPPY OR I S  HE SAD ?  
It  i s  i mpo r t a n t th a t  y o u  exp U  c i  t l )'  p o i n t  to t h e  p i c t u r e  b e f o r e  
as � i ng each q u c>s t i o n ,  th er eb y  r cpc>a t ed l y  d i r cc U ng th e ch i l d ' s ga ze nnd 
a t t c>n t l on to i t .  By us i ng th e b egi nn i ng of t h e  q u es t i on ,  " I s " ,  o r  1 1Doc-s " ,  
o r  "Wh c"n " , t h e  ch i 1 d  w i l l  b e  ab l e  t o  "s t a nd h a c k  f rom h i ms c! l f " ,  a n<l :.1 s s ur n e  
·9 g  
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th e r o l e  of ano th er t ow a r cl  h ims elf . 
I f  th.e ch i l d  a nswers w i.th th e exa c t  s am e  wo r d s  us ed i n  th e ques t i on5 , 
p la ce a ch e ck ma rk a f t er th e wor d s  h e  us ed a n d  c:o n ti nu e  t o  th e n ex t q u es t i on .  
A ll o th er res po ns e s  a r c  t o  b e  r e c or d ed und er · ''o th er " . 
A f ter th e t es t i s  oyer , t ake a n o t h e r  f u l l-leng th c o l o r  ph o t og ra ph of 
th e ch i ld , a f f ix prin t to b a ck i ng ,  and immed i a tely d is c a r d  the ch emi ca l ly trea t ed · . 
ma t erials i n to a wa s t eb a s k e t .  To h el p ens u r e  a pl eas i ng p r i n �  f or p a r en t s , 
s t ra igh t e n . th e child ' s  cl o th es and s moo th h i s  h a i r . If n e c ess a ry ,  u r g e  h im t o  
smi l e .  S ay :  
NOW I ' LL TAKE ANOTHER P I CTURE OF YOU ONE THAT YOU CAN 
TAKE HOHE . YOUR FAHILY WILL BE GLAD TO HAVE SUCH A N IC E  P I CTURE 
OF ( ch i ld ' s  name ) . 
If th e ch i ld a nswers "Yes " or "No " ,  r e c o r d  it u nd er· "o th e r "  a nd 
r ep ea t t h e. q u es t ?_on emph as i z i ng o r . I f  th e ch i l d  con ti nues th i s  r es pons e ,  s pl i t  
th e q u es t i o n i n t o  two s e n t en c es a n d  r ecord a nm'1 er s  t o  ea ch s _ec t i on . I f  h e  
does n ' t  r es pond , go on t o  th e nex t i t em . 
Do no t ch ang e a ny \\1o rd oi ez pl a i n  the mea ning o f  a pa r t i c u l a r  wor d to 
the chi l d . 
Any r es pons e d i f f e ren t f rom the \,,.o r. d s  us ed in t h e  ques t i on is r �c o r d ed 
u n d e r  "o th er " ( e . g . , to i t em 1 3 , . "no t s i ck "  wou l d  b e  r e c or d ed u nd er "o th er 1 1  
a l th ough s c ored th e s am e  as "h e a l thy " ) . I f . th e ch i l d ' s  r es pons e s e ems c omp l e t e ly 
i rr e l eva n t  o r  s ugges t s  tha t h e  mi s i n t er p r e t ed wh a l  was s a i d ,  r ep ea t th e i t em .  
I f  th e ch i l d nam es a par t i c u l a r  p e r s o n  or th i n g  h e i s  s c a r ed o f  o r  
no t - s c a r ed o f  fo r i t ems 9 and /or 11 , record u nd er "o t h e r "  n nd r epe a t t h e  q u es t i o!1 ,  
cmph ;1s i. z i nr, :l l o t . 
r • 
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if th e ch i l d  g i v es an a nsw e r  b e f o r e  y ou a s k  th e comp l e t e  q u es t io n  
say ·: WA I T ,  ( c h i1 d ' s  name ) , UNT I L  I F IN I SH T H E  WHOLE QU ESTION . ( Th en r ep ea t  
th e q u es t i o n . )  
I f  th e ch i ld a nswers a q u es t ion w i th "Som e times I ' m • .  � • 
r e co r d  th i s  und er "o th er " a nd r ep ea-t the ques t io n  b y  b eg i n n i n g  w i th : 
OF TH E TIM E 
I I  
. , 
MOS T 
I t  is ex t r cm e ly imper t a u t  th a t  no ch i l d com es i n  con ta c t  w i th t h e  
ch emical l y  tr ea t ed p a p er wh i ch ro la r o id w a r ns i s  c a us t i c .  As i n s tr u c t ed ,  
th row the pa p er immed ia tely in to a wa s t eb a s ke t . Hake s u r e tha t t h e c h i l d  
. s ta y s  away f r om t h e was t eb a� ke t  a nd tha t i t  i s  emp t i ed frequen t ly . 
Inun e d i a t el y  f o l lowing th e t es t ·, r ecor d th e ch i ld ' s  nam e ,  T .D .  numb er , 
a nd d a t e  o f  t e s t i ng o n  th e ba ck o f  t h e  t es t pho tog r a ph . 
· -·- · 
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SUPPLEMENT 
(To be u s ed only w i th those ch i ld r en a t t e nd i ng a p r es ci 1 o o l  o r  
s choo l prog ram) 
A f t er compl e ti ng i tern 1 6 ,  say : 
NOW Tl!AT WAS V ERY GOOD { ch il d ' s  nam e ) . I ' D L IKE TO A SK YOU A FEW 
MORE QUESTIONS . THI S  -T.IME I ' D L I KE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT 
( ch i ld ' s  name) TEACHER , MRS . (MR . )  (Name of c h i l d ' s  t ea ch e r) . (Pau s e )  
DOES ( ch i ld ' s  name )  TEACHER TH INK THAT (ch i ld ' s  name) IS HAP PY O R  I S  H E  
SAD ? 
100 
Proceed through th e s e t o f  s ix t een i t ems u s i ng t h e " t ea ch er '' r e f er'en t .  
Aea i n , p o i n t to th e pho togr a ph and repea t th e a pprol=·r i .J te s tcf.1 b efo re c a c: n  
<i u �s t i u u . Bt.: s u r e  to r e u:i r d  th e ch i l d ' s  r c s y o H s e o n  th t: a 11swer s h e e t  
mar ked "Tea ch er R ef er en t . " 
APPENDI X E 
OCCUPATI ONAL CODING 
OCCUPATI ONAL CODING 
1. PROFESSI ONAL AND TECHNICAL 
Engineers 
Physicians , dentists , and related practitioners 
Health workers , except practitioners 
Teachers , elementary and se condary schools 
Te chni cians , except health 
Other professional workers 
2 . FARMERS /RANCHERS /MANAGERS/OFFICIALS AND PROPRIETORS 
Manufacturing 
Retail trade 
Other industries 
3 . CLERI CAL AND KINDRED WORKERS 
Bookkeepers 
S ecre taries , stenographers , and typists 
Other clerical workers 
4.  CRAFTS MEN , FOREMEN AND KINDRED 
Automobile mechanics t including body repairmen 
Me chan5-cs and repairmen � except auto 
Machinis ts 
Metal craftsmen , except mechanics 
Carpenters 
· Cons truction craftsmen 
Others 
5 .  SALES WORKERS 
Manufacturing and wholesale. trade 
Retai l trade 
Other industries 
6 . OPERATI VES AND KINDRED WORKERS · 
Durable goods manufacturing 
Non durable goods manufacturing 
Nonman ufacturing industries 
Transport equipment operatives 
Truck drivers 
Others 
7 .  SERVI CE WORKERS 
Cle aning service workers 
Food service workers 
Health service workers 
Personal service workers 
Protective service workers 
Private household workers 
102 
a.  FARM LABORERS AND FARM FOREMEN 
9 .  LABORERS 
Cons truction laborers 
Freight , stock , and material handlers 
Other laborers , except farm 
10. RETI RED AND UNE MPLOYED 
·ll . HOMEMAKER OR HOUSEWIFE 
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TABLES 
J TABLE 2 3  
Self Score by Type of Environmen t by 
Mother Present at Time of Testing 
·Environment 
Home 
Not presen t 
Present but occupied 
Present and involved 
·in listening 
.Nursery 
Not present 
Day Care 
Not present 
Head S tart 
Not present 
Present but . occupied 
Horne Day Care 
Not present 
Total Population 
Number 
2 9  
1 8  
4 
7 
31 
31 
14 
14 
6 
5 
1 
6 
6 
86 
Mean 
13 . 1  
12 . 9  
13 . 5  
13.  1 
�3. 5 
13. S 
12 . 8  
12 . 8  
14. 7  
14 . 8 
14 . 0  
13.  8 
13. 8 
13. 4 
Standard 
Deviation 
l. '9 
2 .  1 
1. 3 
2 . 0  
1. 3 
1. 3 
1 . 5 
1 . 5  
. s  
. 4 . 
. o  
. 9  
. 9  
1. 6 
10 5 
TABLE 24 
Self and Mother S cores by Type of Environment by 
Mother Present at Time of Testing 
Environment 
Home 
Not present 
Present but occupied 
Present and involved 
in lis tening 
Nursery 
Not present 
Day Care 
Not present 
Head Start 
Not present 
Present but occupie d  
Home Day Care 
Not present 
Total Population 
Number 
29 
18 
4 
7 
31  
31  
14 
14 
6 
5 
1 
6 
6 
86 
Mean 
2 6 . 2 
2 5 . 9  
2 7 . 5 
2 6 . 3 
27 . 2  
2·1 . 2  
2 5 . 5 
2 5 . 5  
2.8 . 3 
2 8 . 6 
27. 0 
2 7 . 3 
2 7 . 3 
26 . 7  
Standard 
Deviation 
3 . 8 
4 . 1 
2 . 4  
4 . 1 
2 . 7  
2 . 7 
3 . 6  
3 . 6  
1 . 6  
1 . 7 
. o  
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
3. 2 
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Sex 
Dem
.
ographic 
Variable 
. " . . . .  -
Female 
Male 
Months in Preschool 
0 mo. 
2 - 5  mo. 
6-9 mo. 
11-1 3 mo. 
15-24 mo. 
Birth Order 
First 
Second 
Third-Eighth 
Ninth or more 
Number Older 
Brothers 
0 
1 
2 
3 
7 
Number Younger 
Brothers 
0 
1 
2 
-
Number Older 
S isters 
o. 
TABLE 2 5  
Des cription 
Number 
47 
42 
2 9  
1 5  
3 1  
2 
12 
36 
24 
2 8  
l 
56 
22 
9 
1 
1 
6 5  
2 3  
1 
47 
of Subjects 
. . . . .  ' 
Percent 
0 I • 0 0 o 
Cumulative 
Adj usted 
Percent 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
52 . 8  5 2 . 8  
47 . 2  100 . 0  
32 . 6  32 . 6  
16 . 9  49 . 4  
34. 8 ' . . 8 4 . 3 
2 . 2  8 6 . 5  
13. 5  100 . 0  
40 . 4  40 . 4  
2 7 . 0 6 7 . 4  
31. 5 9 8 . 9  
1. 1  100 . 0  
6 2 . 9  6 2 . 9  
2 4 . 7 8 7 . 6  
10 . l 9 7 . 8 
1. 1 9 8 . 9  
1. 1 100 . 0  
7 3 . 0 7 3 . 0 
2 5 . 8 9 8 . 9  
1 . 1 10 0 . 0  
5 2 . 8 5 2 . 8 
10 7  
10 8 
Table 2 5  ( continued) 
' ' I • • '  
Variable 
Type of Environment 
Day Care 
Head Start 
Home Day Care 
_Age 
in Months 
49- 5 4  mo. 
55-60 mo. 
61-6 7 mo. 
Mother Present at 
Test ing 
Not Present 
Present but 
9ccupied 
Present and 
Involved 
Quality 
Home 
Group J. 
Group 2 
. Family S i ze 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
11 
. . . . . .  " .  
Number 
15 
7 
6 
33 
32 
2 4  
77 
5 
7 
29 
35 
25  
17 
31 
18 
12 
6 
3 
1 
1 
. . , . . . .  ' 
Percent 
J.6 . 9  
7 . 9  
6 . 7  
37. l 
35 . 9  
2 1; 0 
86 . 5  
5 . 6  
7. 9 
32 . 6  
39 . 3  
2 8 . 1  
J.9 . 1  
34. 8 
2 0 . 2  
13 . S  
6 . 7  
3 . 4  
1. 1 
1. 1 
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. . . . . . 
Curnul.ative 
Adj usted 
Percent 
85 . 4  
9 3 . 3 
100 . 0  
37 . l  
7 3 . 0 
100. 0  
86 . 5  
9 2 . l  
l.O O . O  
32 . 6  
7J.. 9 
100 . 0  
J.9 . 1  
5 3 . 9 
74. l 
86 . 6  
9 4 . 4 
9 7 . 8 
9 8 . 9  
100 . 0  
TABLE 26 
· Demographic Description of Subjects by Program Quality 
Group 1 - Good Group 2 - Satisfactory 
dP d? . � dP M 
§ 
M 
� � dP .... Q) dP .... 
� 
"' 
§ 
rtS 
� 
r-f ..... � .... ..... bO 0 0 0 0 .,... z CJ � z � CJ � Cl.I 
Months in Preschool I .  
2-6 months 19 63. 3 54. 3 31. 7  11 36 . 7 44. 0 18 . 3 
7-27 months 16 . 53 . 3 45 . 7  26 . 7  14 46 . 7  5 6 . 0  . 2 3 .  3 NS 
· Birth Order 
· · First 15 60 . 0  42 . 9  2 5 . 0 10 40 . 0  40 . 0  16 . 7  
Second 11 s s . o  31. 4 18. 3 9 45 . 0  36 . 0  15 . 0  NS 
Third • • •  · 9 60. 0 2 5 . 7  15 . 0  6 40 . 0  2 4 . 0 10 . 0  
Sex 
Female 19 59 . 4  54 . 3  31. 7  13 40 . 6  52 . 0  21. 7 
Male 16 5 7 . 1 45 . 7  26 . 7  12 42 . 9  48. 0 20 . 0  NS 
Number Older Brothers 
None 2 7  64 . 3  77 . 1  45 . 0  15 35 . 7  60 . 0  2 5 . o  
One or more 8 44. 4 22 . 9  13. 3 . 10 5 5 . 6  40 . 0  16 . 7  NS 
Number Younger Brothers 
None 2 5  56 . 8  71. 4  Pfl. 7  19 43 . 2  76 . 0  31. 7 
One or more 10 62 . S  2 8 . 6  16 . 7 6 37 . 5  24 . 0  10 . 0  NS f-' 
� 0 
Table 26 ( continued) 
Group l - Good Group 2 - Satisfactory . 
oP dP � oP 
H 
� 
H 
g roof Q) ctf) roof Q) ctf) 
� 
"' 
§ 
rd 
� ,.... � :i r-f 1) bO 0 0 � 0 •ri = � CJ c� == CJ E-1 en 
Number Older Sisters 
None 17 5 3 . l  48 . 6  28 . 3  15 46 . 9  60 . 0  2 5 . 0  
On e  or more 18 64 . 3 51. 4 30 . 0  10 35. 7 40 . 0  16 . 7  NS 
Number Younger Sisters 
None 31 5 7 . 4 8 8 . 6  51 . 7  2 3  42 . 6  92 . 0  38 . 3  
One or more 4 66 . 7  11. 4 6 . 7  2 33. 3 s . o  3 . 3 NS 
Father at Home . 32 56 . l  91. 4 5 3 . 3 25  43. 9 10 0 . 0 41. 7 
not at Home 3 100 . 0  8 . 6 s . o .  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  NS 
Mother at Home 35 5 8 . 3  100 . 0  5:3 . 3 . 25 41. 7 100 . 0  41 . 7  
not at Home 0 o . o  o . o  o . o  0 o . o o . o o . o NS 
Others not Home 35 59 . 3  100 . 0  sn . 3  24 40 . 7  96 . 0  40 . 0  
at Home I 0 o . o  o . o  o . o. 1 10 0 . 0 4 . 0  1 . 7  NS 
Socioeconomic Status 
High 25  5 8 . 1 71. 4 41. 7  18 41. 9 72 . 0  30 . 0  
Lower 10 58 . 8  28 . 6  16 . 7  7 41. 2  28 . 0  11. 7 NS 
. Age in months · � 
49-54 15 60 . 0  42 . 9  25 . 0  . 10 40 . 0  40 . 0  16 . 7  
55-60 13 61. 9 37 . 1  21. 7 8 38 . 1  32 . 0  13 . 3  NS .... ...... 
61-67 7 s o . o 2 0 . 0 . 11. 7 7 s o . o 2 8 . 0 11. 7 ...... 
Table 26 ( continued) 
Group 1 - Good ' 
dP dP 
M 
g Q) dP r-t 
§ 
"' 
� 
r-t .... 0 0 :z; 0 E-4 
Mother Present at Testing 
Not 34 57 . 6  9 7 . l  56. 7 
Present but Occupied 
and Involved l 100. 0  2 . 9  1. 7 
Group 2 - Satisfactory 
df> . 
dP 
M m r-t Q) dP 
§ � 
"' 
� b 0 :z; � 0 � 
25 42 . 4  100 . 0  41. 7 
0 o . o  o . o  o . o  
bO •rf Ul 
NS 
NS 
........ 
...... t\) 
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TABLE 27 
Unadj us ted Self Score by Program Quality 
· Standard 
Gro�p Number . Mean Deviation 
1 Good 33 1 3 . 7 1 . 4 
2 S atisfactory 24· 13. 3 1. 3 
Total S ubj ects · 5 7  13. 5 l. lf. 
TABLE 2 8  
Unadj usted Self and Mother Scores by Program Quality 
Standard 
Group Number Mean+2 Deviation 
l Good 33 2 6. 9 -13 . 4  3 . 0  
2 Satisfactory 24 2 6 . 8-13. 4  2 . 7  
Total Subjects 5 7  26 . 9 -13 . 4  2 . 9  
TAB LE 29 
Means and Medians of Unadj usted Scores 
Mean 
Unadj us ted 
Self S core 13. 4 
Unadj usted 
Teacher S core 14. 3 
Unadj usted 
Mother S core 13. 3 
Unadj us ted 
Self and Mother S cores 26 . 7  
Unadj usted 
Self an d· Mother an d  
Teacher· S cor�s 36 . 2  
for the 
. . . .  ' .  
Median 
13. 6  
14. 9 
13. 9 
27 . 4  
38 . 5  
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Total Sample 
Standard· 
Deviation 
i.·s 
1 . 8 
1 . 9  
3 . 2  
8 . 3 
TABLE 30 
Means and Medians of Adj usted Scores for the Total S ample 
Adj usted 
Self S core 
Adj usted 
Teacher S core 
Adj usted 
Mother S core . 
Adj usted 
�elf and Mother S cores 
Mean and Median + 2 
Adj usted 
Self ,  Mother and 
Teacher S core 
Kean and Median + 3 
Mean 
89 . 8  
91. 5 
89 . 8  
179 . 6  
89 . 8  
2 7 3. 3 
91. 1 
Median 
9 3 . 7 
9 5 . 3  
94·. 4 
184. l 
92 . 0  
2 80 . 8  
9 3 . 6  
Standard 
Deviation 
10 . 5  
9 . 8  
12 . 2  
20 . 9  
2 6 . 7 
115 · 
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TABLE 31 
Distribution of Subjects 
By Unadj usted Self Score 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
8 l 1. 2 1. 2 
9 2 2 . 3 3 . 5 
10 3 3. 5 7. 0 
11 4 4. 7  11. 6 
12 8 9 . 3 20 . 9  
1 3  2 3  26 . 7 47. 7 
14 2 1  2 4 . 4 7 2 . 1  
15 2 4  2 7 . 9  100 . 0  
lTI 
-· 
TABLE 32 
Distribution of Subj ects 
by Unadj usted Mother S core 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent 
7 1 1. 2 1 . 2 
8 l 1. 2 2 o 3 
9 3 3. 5 s . a  
10 5 s . a  11. 6 
ll 4 4. 7 16 . 3  
12 8 9 . 3  2 5 . 6  
1 3  13 15 . 1  40 . 7  
14 20 2 3. 3  64. 0 
15 31 36 . 0  100 . 0  
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TABLE 33 
Distribution of Subjects 
by Unadj usted Teacher Score 
Adj usted Cumul.ative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
8 l 1. 8 1 . 8 
10 2 3. 5 5 . 3 
11 . 2 3. 5 a . a 
12 4 7• 0 15 . a 
13 6 10 . 5  26 . 3 
14 6 10 . 5  36 . 8  
15 18 31. 6 6 8 . 4 
16 18 31. 6 100 . 0 
119. 
TABLE 34 
Distribution of Subj ects 
by Unadj usted Self and Mother S cores 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
17 l' 1 . 2  1. 2 
1 8  3 3.; 5 4 . 7 
19 2 2 . 3  7 . 0  
21 2 2 . 3  9 . 3  
2 3  5 s . a  15 . 1  
24 2 2 . 3 17 . 4  
2 5  8 9 . 3 26 . 7  
26 8 9 . 3 36 . 0  
27 . 13 15 . 1  51. 2 
2 8  16 18. 6 69 . 8  
2 9  6 7 . 0 76 . 7  
30 20 23. 3 100 . 0  
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TABLE 35 
Distribution of Subj ects 
for Unadj usted Self and Mother and Teacher Scores 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Pe�cent Percent 
17 l 1 . 2  1 . 2 
18 2 2 . 3  3. 5 
19 1 1. 2 4 . 7  
2 3  1 1. 2 . s . a  
2 5  3 3. 5 9 . 3 
2 6  4 4. 7. 14 . 0  
21 · 5 s . s 19 . 8  
2 8  4 4. 7 24. 4 
29 3 3. 5 27 . 9  
30 7 a. 1 36 . 0  
31 1 1. 2 37 . 2  
3 3  l 1. 2 38 . 4  
34 l 1. 2 39 . 5  
35 2 2 . 3  41 . 9  
36 2 2 . 3  44. 2  
37 2 2 . 3  46 . 5  
3 8  3 3. 5 �:) . O  
39 2 2 . 3 52 . 3  
40 · 3 3 . 5 5 5 . a 
Table 35 ( continued) 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
41 2 2 . 3  5 8 . l 
42 6 1 . 0  6 5 . 1  
43 10 ll. 6 7 6 . 7  
44 6 1. 0  8 3 . 7  
45 3 3.-5 87 . 2  
46 11 12 . 8  ioo . o  
TABLE 36 
Items and Corresponding Score Values 
For Fi�een Des criptive Pairs Given Under Each Referent 
1. Happy sad 
2 .  Cle an - dirty 
Item 
3 .  Ugly - good lookit:ig 
4. Likes to play with other kids -
doesn ' t  like to play with other kids . 
5 .  Likes to talk a lot -
doesn ' t like to talk a lot 
6 .  Likes t o  have other kid ' s  things -
likes to have his own things 
7 .  Bad - good 
8. Smart - stupid 
9 .  Scared o f  a lot of things -
not s cared of a lot of things 
10 . Likes the way his clothes look -
doesn ' t  like the way his clothes look 
11. S cared of a lot of people -
not scared of a lot of people 
12 . S trong - weak 
13 . S ick - healthy 
14 . Likes the way face looks -
doesn ' t  like the way the face looks 
15 . Have a lot of friends -
d0esn ' t  have a lot of friends 
16 . ( Teachers only ) Likes to go to s chool -
doesn ' t  like to go to school 
· · score* 
1 , 0  
0 ,1 
l ·, O  
1 , 0  
0 , 1  
0 , 1  
0 , 1 
l , O  
0 , 1  
l , O  
1 ,0 
1 , 0  
1 22 
*NOTE : S core values parallel order in which adj ectives are presented. 
TABLE 37 
Item Analysis 
Home Nursery Day Care Head Start Home Day Care 
Items N1': = 29 N* = 31 N* = 14 N* = 6 N* = 6 
+ - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits 
1 2 5  4 0 2 5  6 0 8 5 1 6 0 0 5 1 0 
2 26 3 0 29 2 0 13 1 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
3 . 29 0 0 29 2 0 1 3  0 1 6 0 0 6 0 0 
4 2 7  2 0 31 0 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
5 2 5  4 0 2 7  4 0 10 4 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 i I 6 2 5  4 0 20 11 0 12 1 l 5 1 0 5 l 0 
7 2 7  2 0 2 9  0 2 13 0 l 6 o · 0 6 0 0 
8 2 8  1 0 30 l 0 12 l l 6 0 0 s · o 0 
9 22 7 0 2 9  2 0 9 5 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
10 25 4 0 31 0 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 ·l  0 
11 2 8  1 0 30 l 0 11 3 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
l2 26 l 2 2 8  2 l 14 0 0 5 l 0 5 1 · o 
13 2 1  8 0 2 6  5 0 11 3 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
14 2 3  6 0 2 8  3 0 13 0 1 6 0 0 6 0 0 
15 2 2  7 0 29 2 0 12 2 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
16 29 2 0 11 3 0 5 1 0 0 0 6 
17 2 8  3 0 12 l l 6 0 0 5 1 0 
18 30 1 0 13 1 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
19 30 1 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
20 25 3 3 l'+ 0 0 6 0 0 5 . l 0 
2 1  2 7  4 0 10 4 0 5 1 0 5 1 0 
22 2 1  9 l 13 l 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 
2 3  30 0 l 13 0 1 6 0 0 6 0 . 0 
2 4  2 8  2 1 13 0 l 6 0 0 5 l 0 
. .... I\) 
(.ii) 
Table 3 7  ( continued) 
Home Nursery Day Care Head Start Home Day Care 
Items N* = 29 N* = 31 N* = 14 N* = 6 N* = 6 
+ - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits 
2 5  31 0 0 10 4 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
2 6  30 0 l 14 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
2 7 30 1 0 11 3 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
2 8  2 8  2 1 13 l 0 6 o · 0 5 1 0 
29 25 5 1 12 2 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
30 2 7  3 1 1 3  l 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
I 
31 I 29 2 0 11 3 0 4 2 0 5 l ·  0 
32 2 3  6 0 2 7  2 2 11 2 1 3 3 0 5 1 0 
33 2 3  6 0 2 8  2 1 11 3 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
34 2 6  3 0 31 0 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 ·1 0 
35 2 6  3 0 30 1 0 12 2 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 
36 2 5  4 0 2 6  5 0 9 5 0 5 1 0 5 1 0 
37 28 l 0 2 3  7 1 13 0 1 5 1 0 6 0 0 
38 29 0 0 29 0 2 13 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 
39 2 7  2 0 2 8  3 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
40 2 4  ·4 l 30 1 0 10 3 l 6 0 0 6 0 0 
41 2 7  2 0 30 l 0 1 3  l 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
42 2 8  1 0 31 0 0 9 4 l 6 0 0 6 0 .  0 J 
4 3  2 5  4 0 2 6  5 . 0 14 0 0 5 1 0 5 l 0 
44 2 2  7 0 2 7  4 0 10 3 l 6 0 0 5 l 0 
45 2 5  4 0 2 7  3 l 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
46 2 4  5 0 2 8  3 0 13 1 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 
* N = Number of subj ects who responded ...., "' 
� 
... . 
TABLE 16 
_ Step-wise 
_. Multiple Regres sion Analysis 
Adj usted Self S core 
Dependent Variable Multiple R � Square F S igni fi cance 
Months in Pre school . 15 . 02 1 . 3 1  NS 
Age . 19 . 0 3 . 9 8 NS 
Sex . 21 . 04 . 82 NS 
Environment . 22 . os . 6 6 NS 
Birth Order . 2 2 . o s  . 5 4 NS 
Socioe conomic S tatus . 2 3  . o s  . 45 NS 
Adj usted Mother S core 
Dependent Variable Multiple R R Square F Significance 
Sex . 18 . 0 3  l. 82 NS 
Months in Pre s chool . 20 . 04 1 . 19 NS 
Environment . 22 . • o s  . 9 3  NS 
Age . 2 3  . os . 76 NS 
Birth Order . 2 4 . 06 . 6 2  NS 
Socioeconomi c Status . 2 4 . 06 . 62 NS 
Adj usted Teacher S core 
Dependent Variable Multiple R R Square F Significance 
Birth Order . 2 0 . 04 2 . 31 NS 
Age . 2 4 . 06 1 . 6 4  NS 
Environment . 2 7 . 0 1  1. 3 8  NS 
�onths in Pres chool . 2 9 . o a 1 . 2 0  - NS 
Sex • 31 . 0 9 1. 0 5  N S  
· socioeconomi c S tatus . 31 � 09 . 9 0 NS 
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TABLE 1 7  
Step-wise Multiple Regression Analys is 
Adj usted S cores for Self and Mother 
Dependent Variable Multiple R .  R Square F Sign i ficance 
Sex . 2 7 . 0 7  4 . 39 • p < . os 
Environment . 33 . 11 3 . 2 3 p < . o s 
Months in Pre s chool • 35 . 12 2 . 45 NS 
Age • 36 . 13 l.. 99 NS 
S ocioeconomic Status . 37 . 13 l.. 59 NS 
Birth Order • 37 . 14 1 . 31 NS 
Adj usted S co1�s for Self ,  Ho-Cher and Teacher 
Dependen t Variable Multiple R R Square F S ignificance 
Sex . 22 . os 2 . 86 NS 
Months in Preschool . 2 7 . 01 2 . 0 8 NS 
Age . 32 . 10 l . 99 NS 
Birth Order . 32 . 10 1 . 5 1 NS 
Environment . 32 . 11 1 . 20 NS 
Socioeconomic Status • 33 . 11 . 99 NS 

/ 
him s i ck and 4 )  mother thinks him sad , ( Table 18 ) .  Fi�een percent 
of the high s ocioeconomic children perceived themselves as sad , com­
pared with 2 4  percent of the low socioeconomic children . Seventeen 
percent of the low socioeconomi c children and 15 percent of the high 
socioe conomic children in this study had 15 percent answering nega­
tively to item 5 ( doesn ' t  like to talk a lot) . 
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This study found that the means of self as s ubj ect ( self referent 
s cores ) t o  be very similar with the means of perceptions of others 
( self as obj e ct s cores ) , (Table 19 ) .  In Table 20 , means for both unad­
j usted and adj usted self scores are similar for all ages and sexes in 
both this study an d in Shipman ' s  study. 
The study also found ( Table 21) , that of the 15 subj ects who had 
items omitted ( any or all ) , 11 were in the high socioeconomic level 
( 1-2 ) , and 9 of the 15 were older children ( 5 5 months and older) . Of 
the three ch ildren who refused the test , two were 5 5  months and older . 
A 60-month-old child omitted the mos t items . 
The following items most o�en omitted were : 
2 0  ( teacher thinks ) - likes /doesn ' t  like to p lay with other kids 
12 ( chi ld thinks ) - strong-weak 
32 ( mother thinks ) - happy-sad 
38  ( mother thinks ) - bad-good. 
The items for which every sub ject responded positively were the 
following : 
2 3  ( teacher thinks ) � good-bad 
2 6  ( teacher thinks ) - likes /doesn ' t  like the way his clothes look 

TABLJ; 18 
Percen t of Negative Responses by Socioeconomic Status 
High Soci oeconomi c Status ( 60 )  
1- 3 on Oc cupational S cale 
Low Socioe conomi c Status ( 29 )  
4-11 on Occupational S cale 
*I tem No. N umber Percent i:Item No . Number Percent 
6 14 2 3 l 
13· 12 20 9 
36 12 20 44 
1 9 15 32 
5 9 15 
2 2  9 15 
44 9 15 
*I tem Number l = thinks self is happy or s ad 
5 = likes I doesn ' t  like· to talk a lot 
6 = likes to have other kid ' s  things or own things 
9 = s cared/not s cared of a lot of things 
13 = thinks self is s i ck /healthy 
22 = teacher thinks likes t o  have other kid ' s  things or own things 
32 = mother thinks happy/sad 
36 = mother thinks likes /doesn ' t  like to talk a lot 
44 = mother thinks s i ck /healthy 
7 24 
6 2 1  
5 17 
s ·  17 
· .  
en 
I\) 
I I 
Environment 
Home 
Nursery 
Day Care 
Head Start 
Home Day Care 
Total Population 
TABLE 19 
Means for Self as Subject and 
Self as Ob ject by Environment 
Self S core 
Self as Subj e ct 
Teacher and Mother 
Self as Obj ect 
6 3  
Standard 
Numbe� Mean Deviation 
S tandard 
Number Mean Deviation 
29 13. l 1. 9 
31 13. 5 1. 3 31 2 8 . 2  3 . 2 
14 12 . 8  1. 5 14 26 . 4  4. 4 
6 14. 7 . s  6 2 8 . 8 2 . 6  
6 13. 8 . 9  6 2 7  .. 3 2 . 8 
86 13. 4 1. 6 5 7  2 7 . 7 3 . 5 
Self s core Chi-square = . 831 
Self as obj ect _Chi-square = . 842 
... 
I 
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TADL& 20 
Distribution �f Sco-r-�s t·y Self Rdct'ent 
Unadj-ust�d Adjusted Totill. C?ni 1.-s 
Standard Stao�ard Standard 
Group Hu.wt$r Mean · De\•iation llvmber H�an Deviation ?lumber Hean Da· ... iation 
118-50 1110. , 8 12.6  1. 3 8 ss. sa 10 .J. 8 .25 . .116 
• 51-5 3  mo. 15 14. 0  l'. 2 15 . 9 4 .  f.O 7 . 72 iG 1.13 .3. 72 
�li-56 mo. 16 13. l 1. 7 16 . 87. 50 ll.G'f 17 . 88 3 . 6 3  
-
57-59 ito. l.7 l.3. 5 1. 9 l.7 . 90. 11 · 12 .13 17 .06 . 2  .. 
60-62 mo. 17 . 13. 6 1. 3 17 I 90. 95 �. 79 17 . ._06 .211 
63-65 mo. 12 l.3. 0  1. 8 12 89 . 33 12. 43 13 J.. 38 � . 17 
66-68 JCOe 1 12.0 1 . eo. oo 1. 1 
1 
Boys Ill. 13. l 1. 8 4J. ea.110 12 . 49 IJ2 .s�: 2.3S 
Cir ls 'lS l.3. 6  ··1. 3 If 5 · 91. o s 8 . 2 7  ·�1 .10 �.cs 
Total 86 l.3. 4 1. 6 . 86 89. 79 10 . 3 8 89 .6� 2 . 73 
Shipman' s  Distribution of Sco�es by Self Referent 
Vnndj \1$ ted Adju�ted Ton! Omits 
Standard Standard Standa:-d 
�up lhnber Mean Deviation Number Mean Deviation Number Mean Deviation 
118-50 mo. 327 10 . 7  2 . iis 327· 82 . l 111. 4  339 1.4 . 2.12 
Sl-S3 mo. 357 10 . 8  2 .2s 357 82 . l  lll. 2 373 1. 3 2 . 72 
Slf-SS mo. 261 11. 1 2 . 35 261 84. l.  llf. l  2 73 1.4 2 . 91' 
57-59 mo. ·ss 10. 4  - 2 . 16 58 18 . 8  111.9 59 L O  2.16 
Boys 717 10. 6 2 . 11s 117 - 81. 8 14. 7  756 1. 6  3.0S 
Cl.1'13 654 l0. 7  2 . 11� 65� 02 . 2  111 . 4  6 81f 1. 5 2 . ss 
Total 1 , 371 10 . 7 2 . 45. l� S71 82 . 0  llf.6  1 , 440 1. 5 2 . 97 

Sub j ect ' s  
I Q  
Number 
5 
17 
29 
31 
3 3  
35 
3 7  
40 
41 
44 
47 
54  
57  
75 
8 3  
TABLE 21 
Comparison of I tems Omitted · by Subj ects 
with Age and Socioeconomi c Status 
Number 
of Omits Age 
l 60  mo .  
1 49 mo . 
3 5 7  mo . 
14 60 mo. 
2 6 7  mo .  
All 55 mo . · 
8 6 3  mo. 
1 5 3  mo . 
\ 
3 6 2  mo. 
2 5 3  mo . 
9 52 mo . 
All 51 mo. 
l 57 mo . 
All 64 mo. 
l 50 mo. ·  
Socioeconomic S tatus 
S cale Values 
4 
2 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
3 
4 
6 
2 
2 
1 
-
. �: · · .. 
t ·. : ...  ·,.__ · 
. 65 
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38  (mother thinks ) - good-bad. 
The correlation matrix in Table 22 showed that several demographi c 
variables were interrelated. Months in pres chool significantly corre­
lated with age ( p  < . OS ) ; age significantly correlated with sex ( p  < . Ol ) , 
socioe conomic s tatus ( p  < . O S )  and negatively correlated · with type of 
environment ( p  < . 0 1) . Birth order significantly correlated with sex 
( p  < . 0 1 ) ; and sex signifi cant ly correlated with type of environment 
( p  < . 01 ) . 
S ummary 
Chapter Four compared the typical child in each environment and 
in the quality of environment . Basi c differences seemed to occut' in. 
socioe conomic status , age , and family size .  The home group child had 
the lowes t socioeconomic s tatus of all the groups an d was the oldest. 
The . home day care chi ld was the youngest and the He ad Start child came 
from the larges t family with. four ·children . 
Two me asures were computed in th is study , an unadj us te d  score 
( total number of positive responses ) and an adj usted score ( percentage 
of positively answered responses ) .  Kendall ' s  correlation analysis 
showed high correlation between each score for the same re ferent . 
The null form of Hypothesis 1 can not be re j ected for either 
the adj usted. self s core or the unadj usted self referent s core .  
The n ull form of Hypothesis 2 can be rejected using the statisti­
cal test that Kendall ' s  correlation coefficient is different from zero . 
However , this correlation is small . 

Months 
in Preschool 
Age 
Birth Order 
Sex 
Type of 
Environment · 
Months 
TABLE 2 2  
Demographic Variables by Demographi c  Variables 
using Kendall ' s  Correlation Coeffi cients 
in Pres chool Age 
Birth 
Order Sex 
S ocioeconomic 
Status 
. 16* . 0 3 . 01 - . 09 . 
. o a • 22;'cic - . 17* 
• 2 1.f.i,;': , . 04  
. 02 
Type of 
Environment 
. 06  
- . 2 o;Hc 
. 0 3  
- . 13 
• 2 3;'dc 
*;':p. < . • 01 
*P < . o s  
en 
-..J 
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The null form of Hypothesis 3 can be re jected for nearly all 
variables e xcept age , and socioeconomic status . Quality and environ-
ment were significant ly correlated but in a negative relation .  
I t  was found that the items which had the highest percentage of 
negative responses and were in common for both the high and low socio-
economi c status children were items l) happy-sad ; and 44)  mother 
--
thinks sick-healthy . The low socioeconomic children did have the 
highest percentage of negative responses for a single item. However , 
the high socioeconomi c children had more items with 15 percent or 
h.igher negative responses than had the low socioec�nomic children . 
This s tudy found that the older and high socioeconomic status 
children omitted the most items . 
Many demographic variables were correlate d with each other • . 
Months in pres chool related with age an d age related with sex , with 
socioeconomi c status and inverse ly with type of environment .  Birth 
order re lated with s ex and sex related with type of environment . 

CHAPTER FIVE 
DISCUSSION AND I MPLICATIONS 
Discussion of · con clusions 
Even though t he Brown IDS Self-Concept Referents Tes t  was first 
used wit h and later replicated wit h disadvantaged as well as middle 
class s ubjects , one of the purposes of this study was to determine if 
6 9  
it could be used successfully with nearly all middle class children . 
Some determinants of success were thought to be significant correlations 
of specified s ociological and biographical variables with s elf-concept ; 
scores .  The hypotheses were stated positively to reflect positive 
possible S UC CC � 3 0 S . 
Hypothesis 1 predicted a significant positive correlation between 
preschool outside-of-t he- home experience and high self-concept scores . 
However, the results did not show significance since both the home and 
the outside- of-t he- home groups had equally · high s cores and almost 
equally low s cores . Analysis of correlation coefficients showed that 
good quality of out�ide-of-the-home experience did significantly corre­
late wit h higher self scores ( unadj usted) . This might indicate t hat in 
a good quality pres chool environment self-concept development techniques 
for enhan cement might be used. When combining the good and satisfac­
tory preschools in order t� compare home with outside-of-the-home , there 
is not a significant difference in scores between home and preschools . 
Hypothesis 2 predicted that there would b e  a significant positive 
correlation between length of pres chool outside-of- the-home experience . 
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. and high self- concept s cores . 
Although chi-square tests did not allow rej ection of the null form 
of this hypothesis , analysis of correlati on  coe fficients did allow 
re j e ction . The small cell frequencies might account for the discrepant 
chi-square results . Howeve r ,  data did show a tendency for those child­
ren who had been in preschool longer than the others to s core high 
on the referents . This finding ·- agrees with findings by Hargrove who 
found preschool experience a factor correlated with high self-con cept 
s cores . 
Hypothesis 3 predicted that the sociologi cal an d  biographical 
variables s tudied would be significantly correlated with high self­
concept . s cores . The null form of this hypothesis was rej ected for all 
the variab les excep t age Ch! d socioeconomic status . 
Results are generally consistent with previous research ( Brown , 
1966 ; Shipman , 19 72') in that data were negatively skewed showing th at 
most children tend t o  select the socially desirable attribute . Also , 
similar means for all the 'referents suggest that children at this age 
were not clearly differentiating among the self-mother-and-teacher­
referents . 
· In comparing this study with comparable variables in Brown ' s and 
Shipman ' s  s tudies ,  Brown found that the . low socioeconomic status 
children perceived thems elves as 1) sad ; 2 )  stupid ; 3 )  silly ; and 
4) not iiking the appearance of their face . He found no differences 
on clean- dirty , good looking-ugly ,  or on socialability items ( 4 , 5 ,  7 , 
10 ) . This study ' � findings showed that the low socioe conomic status 

children perceive d themselves as l )  sad ,· 2 )  scared of a lot of th • ings ; 
3 )  mother thinks him s.ick ; and 4 )  mother thinks him sad. High socio­
e conomic stat us children had the highest percent of negative responses 
to item 5 )  likes to have other ki d ' s things - likes to have his own 
things . 
The s ocioeconomic status may not be comparable to the socioeconomic 
s tatus that Brown defined. Even the Head Start children in this sample 
were not in the bottom of the socioeconomic status scale . In this 
study soci oe conomic status was not significantly correlated with any 
of the re ferents , and was approximately the same for all of the socio-
economic s tatus s ubj e cts .  
Brown also found that self as subject ( self referen t. s co!"es ) and 
self as obj e ct ( mother plus teacher referent scores ) are significantly 
re lated. Thi·s was found to be true for this study als o .  By this  age , 
children may be adept at choosing the most desirable ans wers despite a 
change in referent. 
The fact that this study did not find significant correlations bet-
ween age and se lf-concept scores and between socioe conomi c status and 
self-con cept s cores may indi cate that either there was not enough of 
an age span and not enough . variance in socioeconomic status among the 
children or that there was not a difference in response to the questions 
among the s ub j e cts . All ages could have had s ane degree of difficulty 
in comprehending the task . Shipman noted in her findings that younger 
children tende d to have more diffi culty underst anding the questions 
be cause they omitted more items than did the older children . 
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This
. 
e xperimenter did not notice the older children h aving problems 
of comprehension even though they omitted the most items . The difference 
in this paper ' s  findings could indicate that older children are more 
discriminate o f  the question ' s  choice . · It was noted by this author that 
the older ch ildren hesit ated much longer than the younger children 
before respon ding. 
·-
This may indi cate that the older children made careful consider-
ations of the answers . Brown found that the high socioeconomic 
status ch ildren hesitated longer than the low socioeconomic status 
children . He did not compare ages since he tested all four-year-old 
children. 
In this s tudy age was found to be related with many of the other 
s ociological-biographi cal variables .  Older children had more months 
in pres chool , tended to be boys , tended to come from the lower half of 
the socioeconomic s cale t and were in the home and nurs_ery s chool groups . 
Shipman found no significant differences in self-concept scores of 
girls and boys . This study found a significant correlation between boys 
and mother re ferent scores . However , girls showed a tenden cy to s core 
higher than the boys on self and teacher referents . Girls may be more 
aware of the s ocially desirable choice than boys . This conclusion 
concurs with Shipman who also foWld the tendency for girls to s core 
slightly higher th an b oys . 
Suggestions for Further Study 
Results might be improved if equal numbers of subj e cts - were tested 
in each type of environment .  The unequal distribution an d  percentage 
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o f  children a t  home and nursery s chool environments required the use of 
less powerful statistical procedures . 
Testing and retesting would be advisable when s tudying the process 
of change and development of se lf-con cept.  Adding the peer referent 
form and observing peer interactions might add another dimension to 
self-concept .  
The home group was limited to those families i n  which the mother 
was home at the time the experimenter called . Findi.
ng more children 
who have both parents working , but who do n·ot send their children to a 
pres chool situation , may add an interesting variable ;.  Also finding
. 
a sample of one parent families might offer valuable comparisons . 
The Head Start sample used in this study were nearly all farmers 
who are not consi dered to be disadvantaged according to the socio-
e conomic status occupational scale . So in order to compare results 
with Brown and Shipman , a larger sample of disadvantaged children 
should be used .  
A s.t udy using Brown ' s  test and another ' s  self-concept measurement 
test may show more conclusively the effectivenes s of the Brown I DS 
. .  Self-Concept Referents Test .  
S ummary 
The findings in this research indicates that relat ionships do 
exist between s ociological-biographi cal variables and attendance at a 
p?'es chool program with self- concept scores . However , 
.
these variables 
are not comp le te .  There can be no one single factor
( s )  that can pre-
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diet or le ad t o  pos iti ve s elf-concep t.  Purkey ( 1970 ) and McCan dles s 
( 19 6 7 )  emphasized that self- concep t is the culmination of all previous 
experience s , th ought s and feelings . No me as urement can ascertain all 
of thes e .  
This st udy did show that us ing the Brown I DS Se lf-Con cept Refer­
ents Test was success ful in finding s igni fi cant pos it ive correlations 
between le ngth of pre s chool experience , birth order , sex , type of 
pre s chool environment ,  an d  quality of pre s chool programs with s elf­
con cept s cores . 
The fin dings , however ,do not dis criminat� whe�her the home or 
outsi de-of-the-home programs correlate with high s elf- concept s cores . 
Perhaps more pres chool programs need to s tress self- con cept development 
beyon d what the child learns in the home environment . 
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CHAPTER SIX 
S UMMARY 
Twenty-nine four and five-year-old children with home experience _ 
only and 6 0  children of the same ages were given the Brown I DS Self­
Co!>-cept Re ferents Test which was based on Mead' s ( 1956 ) _theory of self­
awareness : l�  Concepts of self are largely determined by social 
perceptual processes ; and 2 .  One ' s  self- con cepts are formed not only 
from his perceptions of self ( self as subj ect ) but are also refle ction s  
of his percept i ons o f  "significant other" perceptions of h i m  ( self as 
object ) , ( Brown , 196 6 ) .  
S ub j e cts were questioned on 15 dimensions from three different 
perspe cti ves or referents : 1. S ,  as he saw himself; 2 .  S ,  as he 
perceived his mother as seeing him ; and 3. S ,  as he p erceived his 
teacher as seeing him. 
Each sub j e ct had a Polaroi d pbotograph of himself -( against a 
standardized background and with standard instructions for pos ing ) 
which he could look at when given the descriptive pairs within each of 
the referent categories . The sub j ects were induced to perceive them­
selves as soci al "objects" . 
Des criptive pairs were identical for each referent except the 
added question on the teacher referent ( does ( child ' s  name ) like/doesn ' t  
like to go to s chool ) . Responses were scored " l" .if . pos i tive , _ "O" if 
negative and blank if indeterminate , refused , multiple , or "I  don ' t  
know" . The s cores obtaine d for each s ub j ect derived two ways--by 
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summing the number of positive responses an d  calculating the percentage 
of of answered items which were positive . In all cases , the higher the 
sco� of pos itive answer obtained , the more favorable were the subj ect ' s  
self pe rceptions and other ' s  pe rceptions . 
The test was given only once . Each s ub ject re ceived his photo­
graph after completing the tes t questions or in three cases , the child 
received his photograph right away because he would not identify him­
self in the pi cture .  
The following maj or �sults were obtained : 
Hypothesis 1)  - Experience outside-of-the-home w ill have a s igri­
if i cant correlation with· self-concept scores . 
a.  Thos e who had preschool program experience outs ide-of-
the-home will have significantly higher self- concept scores than 
the medi an  of the total sample . 
b .  Thos e who did not have outs ide-of-the-home e xperien ce 
will have self- concept scores significantly lower than the median 
of . the t otal sample .  
The null form o f  Hypothesis 1 was not re jected . ·  
Hypothesis 2 )  � There will be a significant posit ive correlation · 
between total self- concept scores and length of preschool outs ide-of-
the-home exp erience . 
The n ull form of Hypothesis 2 was rejected. 
Hypothesis 3 )  - There will be a signi ficant positive correlation 
between self- concept s cores and age , sex , b irth order ·, socioeconomic 
status , type o f  pres chool environment , perception of what .the teacher 
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and/or mother thinks , and quality of the pres chool environment . 
The null form for Hypothesis 3 was rejected for all the variables 
except age an d  quality of environment . 
There were significant positive corre lation s betwe en e ither the 
adj u$ ted or unadj usted self s cores and signifi cant other ' s  percept ions . 
The items mos t frequently answered in the negative were the 
following : 
1) h appy- sad 
6 )  like s to have other kid ' s  things - own things . 
The i tems most often omitted were : 
2 0 )  ( teacher thinks ) likes/doesn ' t  like to play wi th other kids 
12 ) ( chi ld thinks ) strong-weak 
The items for whi ch every subj ect responded pos itively were the 
following : 
2 3 )  ( teacher thinks ) good-bad 
26 ) ( teacher thinks ) likes /doesn ' t  like the way his clothes look 
38 ) ( mother think s ) good-bad. 
S ome of S hipman ' s  results that younger and lower s o cioeconomic 
status children omitted the most items was not s upported by this 
study--oider an d  high socioeconomic status children omit ted the mos t 
items .  
This s tudy did show that for a relatively small sample , the Brown 
I DS S elf- Con cept Referents 
.
Tes t can be used to compare the relat ionship 
be tween se lf-concept s cores �d sociological-biographi ca l variab les . · 
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APPENDI X A 
PARENT LETTER 

Dear Parents , 
For my master ' s  thesis in child development-family relations at 
South Dakot a  State University , I will be measuring four and five year 
old' s self-concept ( self perception or s elf-esteem ) .  Self-concept 
development is concerned with how a child feels about himse lf. I 
wish to find- out if preschool outside-of-the-home experiences such as : 
day care , Head Start , nursery school or preschool have any effect on 
the child' s  development of a pos itive self-concept.  
Through my reading of others ' research I have dis covered that a 
child ' s  self-con cept can be very important not only for emotional 
reasons , but also for academic achievement . The questionaire that I 
give your child will in no way measure your child ' s  academic abilities 
or readiness for kindergarten . It will only measure the child ' s  
attitudes toward himself. I will not ask for your child ' s  last name , 
nor will I write his first name in my thesis . All information will be 
coded and processed on computer cards and kept confidential . 
Be fore I ask the child questions , I will take a polaroi d color 
picture of the chi ld wh i ch I use during my questions . After I finish 
asking the self- concept questions , I will give the child his picture 
to take home e The q estion ing will l?.st about .10 t o  J.5 minutP.s . 
I will be measuring as many four and five year olds as possible 
from all types of pres chool experiences including those with home 
experience only . I t  might take me one or two days to complete my 
meas urements at each center. 
Along with this le tter , I am sending a permiss ion s lip and back­
ground information form which will· also be coded and kept confidential. 
Please return the permission slip and background information form 
tomorrow. 
I really need your he lp and participation in order to complete my 
masters .  Thank you for your cooperation .  
Sincere ly ,  
( Mrs . ) Linda Derscheid 
P . s . 
I f  you are in tere s ted in your chi ld ' s  res ults I should have all 
my 
data analyze d  by June . Fee l free to call me then . I shall be happy to 
dis cuss the r-es ults with you. 

---------------------------------
( Your child ' s  first name ) has my 
permis sion t o  participate in this study on or ---------------------
----------------------' 19 75 . 
In order to understand better the many dimensions that influence 
a chi ld ' s  self- concept ,  I need to have some backgro\ll'ld informati on . 
The informati on will all be coded an d  kept confidential. 
Thank you for your help and participation . 
Ple ase circle or fill-in the following background questions . 
Date of birth 
Age 4 years 5 years 
S ex Female Male 
Months in Preschool l 2 3 other 
Birth Order l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 other 
Number of older brothers 1 2 3 4 5 other 
Number of younger brothers l 2 3 4 5 other 
Number of older s isters 1 2 3 4 5 other 
N umber of younger sisters l 2 3 4 5 other 
Father or guardian living at home yes no 
Mother or guardian living at home yes no 
Others living at home 
Head of household ' s  occupation 
84 
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BROWN . IDS SELF-CONCEPT REFERENTS TEST 
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Name I .  D. # Date · · · 
__________ ,_..;..___________ --------- ---------------
Place Time of day : 
Time Begun : Time Ended : · 
a . rn. p .m .  
-----------------
Take picture .  Can you tell me who that i s  in the picture? 
Recognized self without help . 
Did not recognize �elf without help . 
1. Is ( Child ' s name ) ( point to picture ) Happy · ? or is he( she) 
Sad · ? Other · 
2 .  I s  ( Child ' s  name ) ( point to picture ) Clean ? or is he( she ) 
3. 
4. 
Dirty ? Other 
Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t . p . ) Ugly ? or is he( she ) Good looking 
Other 
Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like to play with other kids ·1 or 
doesn ' t  he( she ) like to p.lay with other kids --?-. --
Other 
----
----------------------
s .  Does ( C . N . ) ( p . t . p . ) like to talk a lot ? or doesn ' t  
hc ( sh � )  li}:a to talk a lot ? Ot�he_r __ _ 
------------------
6 .  Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like t o  have other kid ' s  things ? 
or doesn ' t  he( she ) like to have his ( her ) own things -----? 
Other 
_....._ __ 
-----------------------
7. Is ( C . N . ) . ( p. t. p . ) Bad ? or i s  he( she ) Good - ? 
------- -------
0th er 
-----------------------
8.  Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t . p . ) Smart ____ ? or is  he( she ) Stupid ____ ? 
Other 
----------------------
9 .  Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) scared of a lot of things ? or is 
he ( she ) not s cared of a lot of things ? Other -----
10 . Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like the way his ( her) clothes look ? 
or doesn ' t  he ( she ) like the way his ( her) clothes look ? 
Other ·-----------------------
11.- Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t . p . ) scared of a lot of people ? or is 
he( she ) not s cared of a lot of people ? Other · 
12 .  Is ( C� N. ) ( p . t. p . ) Strong ? or is he( she ) Weak · ? 
Other 
13. Is ( C. N . ) ( p . t . p . ) Sick ? or is he ( she ) Healthy ? .  
Other 
· ? 

14. Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) like the way his ( her ) face looks ? 
or doesn ' t  he( she ) like the way his ( her ) face looks · · .-.-. ----?� 
Other 
----------------------
15 . Does ( C. N . ) ( p . t. p . ) have a lot of friends · · · · · · · ? or doesn ' t  
he( she ) have a lot of friends ? Other · 
16 . Does ( C. N. ) ( p . t. p . ) like to go to school · · · · ? or doesn ' t  
he ( she ) like to go to s chool ? Other 
.,._ ______________ _ 
Now that was very good ( chi_ld ' s name ) • I would like to ask you 
a few more questions . This time I ' d  like to ask you a few questions 
about ( child ' s )  teacher. 
17. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) is happy ? or 
that he ( she ) is s ad ? Other 
18. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) is clean ? or 
that he( she ) is dirty ? Other 
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19 . Does ( chi ld ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) is ugly ? or that 
he( she )  is good looking ? Other-
20 . Does { child ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) likes to p lay with other 
kids ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like to play with other 
kids · ? Other ----------------------
21. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) likes to taik a lot 
? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like to talk a lot ? 
_O_t_h_e_r __ 
-----------------------
22 . Does ( chi ld ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) likes t o  h ave other 
kid ' s  things ? or that he( she ) likes to h ave his ( her) own 
23. 
24 . 
things ? ? Other 
--------------
Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C. N . ) is bad 
he( she ) is good ? Other 
Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) is smart 
that he ( she ) is s tupid . ? Other 
? or that 
? or 
25. Does ( child ' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) is scared of a lot of 
things ? or that he( she ) is not scared of a lot of things 
________ ? Other 
---------------------
26 . Does ( child' s )  teacher think that ( C . N . ) likes the way his ( her) 
clothes look ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like the way his ( her) 
c lothes look ? Other 
-----------------------
- � - .. .. • .> ... 
40 . 
41. 
. 42 .  
43. 
44. 
Does· ( chi ld ' s )  mother think that ( C .N . ) is scared of a lot of 
things ? or that he ( she ) is not scared of a lot of 
thi�gs ? Other · · · · · · · 
Does ( child' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) likes the way his ( her ) 
clothes look ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like the way his 
{ he r )  clothes look · ? Other · · · 
-----------------------
Does ( chi ld ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is s cared of a lot of 
89 
people ? or that he( she ) is not s cared of a lot of people 
? Other 
-------- ----------------------
Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is strong ? or 
that he ( she ) is weak ? Other 
-----
-----------------------
Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) is s ick ? or that ----
he ( she ) is healthy ? Other ---------------------
45 . Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) likes the way his ( her) 
46 . 
face looks ? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  like _ the way his (her) 
face looks ? Other 
----------------------
Does ( child ' s )  mother think that ( C . N . ) has a lot of friends 
? or that he ( she ) doesn ' t  have a lot of friends ? 
-------- -----...,_..,� Other 
--------------------

APPENDI X C 
CRITERIA FOR DISTINGUISHING A GOOD EARLY CHILDHOOD PROGRAM 

1. Ample indoor and outdoor space 
. 91 
a. 35 square feet of free space per child indoors and 100 square 
fee t  of space per child outdoors , 
b .  
c .  
d. 
e .  
space for active play , an d  still enough other space where 
quiet p lay may go undisturbed , both indoors an d out , 
space for children to work alone· as well as in groups 
f .  . 
t 
s uf i cient floor area £or a co t for · each chi ld · during rest 
periods with space between cots for adults to move , 
place for each child' s personal belongings . 
2 .  S afe , sanitary an d  healthy _ conditions must b e  maintained 
a. there is a known and tested practical plan for evacuating 
chi ldren i f  there is an emergency , 
b .  emergen cy numbers are pos ted close to the phone and fire 
extin guishers are in e vidence , 
c.  he at ing facilities keep the floor and the res t o f  the room 
comfortab ly warm in cold weather , 
d.  there is s ufficient . ventilation , 
e .  there i s  protection against drafts , dampness , steep flights 
of stairs , hot obj ects and other possible dangers to child­
ren , 
f. playgrounds are enclos ed . to protect children s 
g .  p laygrounds free o f  hazardous ob j ects , 
h .  rooms are well-lighted without glare , 
i .  rooms are clean - no lumps o f  lint , dirt or food , no dirt on 
walls , 
' 
j .  food preparati on area is clean and free of inse cts and rodents , 
k .  there are at least two bathrooms with t oilets and sinks that 
are s anitary. 
3 .  Chi ld ' s health i s  pI'Otected an d  promoted 
a. there is a place provi ded in case a child who is ill or 
upset needs to rest with an adult away from the group , 
b .  program is planned s o  that children have the benefits of sun­
shine , daily outdoor play , with a balance between quiet and 
vigorous activity , 
c. n utritious mid-morning and mid-afternoon snacks are provided , 
d .  the importance of continuity i n  the lives o f  young children 
is re cognized without over-stressing routines or rigid 
programming ,  for example , the staff has a bas i c  s chedule in . 
the day center while maintaining flexibility . 
4.  A good center provides appropriate and s ufficient equipment and 
p lay materi als and makes · them readi ly available for each chi ld ' s 
enj oyment and development 
a. there are large p ieces of apparatus to climb on such as 
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balancing boards , boxes and ladders 9 
b .  there is an ample supply o f  b locks o f  all sizes , wheel toys , 
balls , shovels , carts and dramatic play props to foster 
physical and motor development as well as imaginative play , 
c. there is  amp le natural materials , sand, s oi l ,  clay ,  water , 
wood , etc . to stimulate the child 1 s exp loration and self­
expression . 
d. there is a variety of wooden puzzles , pegboards , construction 
s ets and other small manipulative equipment available for 
children ' s  selection and which promote prob lem-solving 
activities , 
e .  the books of poems , pictures , and s tories that the child can 
understand and enj oy are accessible . These b ooks are age 
appropriate , attractive and of good literary quality , 
f. there are plants and/or animals for children to learn about 
their care and growth , 
g . these p lants and/or animals are maintained in a sanitary 
manner and are safe for young children , 
h.  there are opporttmities for musical experiences through s ongs , 
rhythm , and simple tone instruments � 
i .  teachers encourage chi ldren to make their own products from 
p aints , clay , blocks and other manipulative materials , 
recogni zing that providing models usually hampers CT-0atlY� 
expression . 
s .  Chi ldren are helped t o  increase their use o f  language and to 
e xp an d  their concepts . 
a .  the children can freely converse with each other and adults , 
b .  th e  teachers are alert to offer labels for ob j ects , feelings 
an d  experiences , 
c .  the children are encouraged to solve their own problems and 
develop independent thinking . 
6 .  Opportunities for the child 1 s social an d  emotional development are 
provided 
a.  the s taff members help children learn gradually how to con­
s ider other ' s  rights and feelings , to take turns and share , 
yet also to stand up for personal rights when neces sary , 
b.  when children feel anger and fear ,  they are helped to work 
their feelings through without harming themselves or others , 
c. the teachers create an environment which reduces the natural 
complications of young chi ldren working and playing together. 
7. There are enough adults both to work with the group and to care 
for the needs of indivi dual chi ldren 
a. there are at least one teacher and an ass is tant with every 
group of ch ildren , regardless of size , so that if one has to 
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be busy with a particular child the . other may be responsible 
for the rest of the group, 
b .  there are no more than 15-20 c hildren i n  a group and 
younger groups are even smaller .; 
a .  Staff members have a positive outlook on life. They realize that 
human feelings are mos t important. 
a. the staff members show warmth and friendliness without 
sentimentality or favoritism, 
b. the adults show firm as well as gentle, consistent as well 
as flexible behavior �oward the children, according to the 
child ' s  needs, 
c. the adults help the children feel good about themselves and 
their a ctivities (as observed on the child ' s  face and his 
actions) , 
d. the children ' s  true feelings are accepted and each child ' s  
individualism is observed an d  respected , 
e .  the adults listen to the children and talk with them . 
9 .  The adults in a good center enj oy and understand c hildren and the 
process by which children learn 
a. the s taff exhibits a positive attitude about their respon­
sibilities 
b. the s taff members adj ust the daily program to meet the child­
ren's special needs and interes ts as ( observed by materials 
being changed everyday or often ) .  

APPENDI X  D 
MANUAL FOR TEST ADMINISTRATION 

M AN U A L  F O R  T E S T A DM i N I S T R A T I O N . 
BROWN ID S S ELF - CO N C EPT R EFERENTS TE S T  
D ev e l o p e d  by B .  R �  B row n ,  Co r n e l l  Univers i ty ,  I th ac a ,  N .  Y .  P e rm i s s i o n 
t o pr e pa r e  th i s  f o rma t g iv e n  by th e a u th o r . Fo r u s e i n  o th er th .:rn th e Long i t u d i n a l S t u d y , p l ea s e c o n t a c t th e au thor . 
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Ma t er i a l s : 
BROWN I D S  S ELF CO�C EJ>T REFERENTS TEST 
Mo d el 3 20 Po l a r o i d camera wi th "w i nk " f la s h  uni t 
( any o th e r mod e l  is a l l owab l e ,  h ow ever ) 
0 10 7  P o l a r o i d  b la ck and wh i t e  f i lm ( fo r  p ra c t i c e )  
· H 1 o s  Pola roi d col o r  f i lm · 
(iM3 f l a sh b u lb s 
Procedur e :  
1 6  b i po l a r  a dj ec t ive i t ems 
S to pwa t ch 
96  
Take a full-l eng th c olor p i c tu r e  o f  e a ch ch i l d  a g a i n s t a s ta n d a r d  
b a ckground , p r e f erab ly of a n eu tra l ligh t �c o l�r . S tand a r d i zed i ns t r u c t ions f o r  
pos i ng . a r e  g i v en . 
S i n c e  th e p i c t u r e  mus t b e  a v a i l ab l e  immed i a t e l y , a Pola ro id 
camera is us ed , eq u i p p e d  wi th a ' 'w i nk" f lash u n i t wh i ch p r oduc es compl e t el y  
d �·.;d:opcJ ·� "  x 4 "  col o r  p r i n ts w i th i n  l mi n u t e  n f t � r  C.."::po::; ur e .  P ra c t i c e  i s  
r eq u i red i n  o r d er t o  ge t a c e n t er ed ,  f u l l - f i gu r e  p r i n t un d er p r o p er l i �1 t ing 
c on d i ti..ons . 
B efor e taking th e child ' s p i c t u r e  say : 
WELL , NOW ' WE ' RE G O ING TO TAKE A P ICTURE OF ·you . 
. GET READY . • • • W H EN I COUNT TO THREE I ' LL S NAP YOUR P I CTURE . 
J.RE YOU READY ? 1 ,  2 ,  3 • •  
No t i c e  tha t n o  ins t r u c t io n  t o  "smi l e " , e t c . ,  has b ee n  i n c l u d ed . Th is 
is p u r pos e f u l ly l ef t  mnb iguous i n  o r d e;r to ob t a i n  a s po n t a n eous f a c i a l  exp r es s i on ,  
and i s  es p ec i a l ly impor t an t , s i n c e  g iving th i s  i ns t r u e  t i  o n  wo u l d  c l ea r ly b i. a s  
r espons es t o  th e h a ppy - s a d  i t ein .  
Af t er th e p i e  t u  r e  h as b ee n  t:i k en , wa i t  o n e  m i nu t e ,  pu l l  t h e  d ev e l o p ed 
pr i n t  f r om th e c am e r a , a f f i x  p r i n t  to b :i c k i ng , a nd i mm ed i a t e l y  d is ca rd th e 
ch emi cal l y  t r ea t ed ma t e r i a ls i n t o  a was t eb as k e t . D u r i ng th i s  t i m e , · y o u  s h o u l d  
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co ri t i n u e  ch a t t i ng i n f o rma l ly w i th th e ch i ld to ma in t a i n  r a p po r t  . .  th i l d ren " of t cn 
enj oy wa t ch i ng th.e minu t es p ass on th e s to p  wa t ch . A f ter o ne m i nu t e  s a y  to th e 
ch i l d :  
WELL , LOOK A T  THAT (poi n t  a n d  l ook a t  pi c ture) . · THAT ' S  A 
PI CTURE OF ( ch i ld ' s  name) . ·  I S N ' T  THI S A N I C E  PICTURE OF 
(ch i ld ' s  n a m e) . TH I S  I S  R EALLY YOU B ECAU SE Y OU ARE ( ch i l d ' s  
name) A ND  Tll ER E  YOU ARE J N  THE P I CTURE . 
( Po i n t to and look -a t  p i c t u r e . )  
CAN YOU TELL HE WHO THAT I S  IN THE P I CTURE? 
Y o u  mus t ob tai n a r es pons e from th e ch i ld i nd i c a t i ng th a t  he knows 
th a t  i t  is h e  i n th e p i c t u r e ;  ei ther "Tha t ' s  m e " ,  or ch i l d  s t a t es h is own name 
o r  s im p l y  po i n ts t o  h im s e l f . I f  th e ch i l d  d o es no t r ecog n i z e  h ims el f in th e 
pi c t u r e , repea t t h e  ins t r u
.
c ti ons •. Do no t g o  on wi th the. t es t unti l . th e ch i l d  
ind i ca t cs  th a t h e  r ecogni z es h ims el f  i n  t� e pi c t u r e . 
Th e n  s ea t t h e  ch i l d a t  a t.:ib l e  s tt i  tab l e i n  h eigh t and s i z e  for a 
y ou ng ch i l d , a nd p l a c e  the p i c ture o n  th e t ab l e  t op , d i r e c t ly forward of th e 
c h i l d  a n d  b e nea th h is h ea d  i n  ab o u t th e s am e pos i t i o n  as a d i nn er p l a t e  i s  
·us u a ll y  p lac ed . S i t op pos i t e  the ch i l d  a t  t h e  t ab l e  and th e n  s ay to h im :  
NOW I ' D L I KE TO ASK YOU A F EW QU ESTIONS ABOUT . .  � ch i l d ' s name) . 
Poi n t  to t h e  p i e  t ur e  a nd pr o c ee d  to a s k  th e s e t  af 16 qu es t ions o n  
th e "s e l f  r e f e r en t "  a n s w e r  sh e e t . All i t erns a r e  pres e n t ed as "e i th er-o r " · 
q u es. t i ons a nd a r e  s t a ted i n  th e vocab u l a ry o"f y ou ng ch i ld r en . You Jnus t 
1 )  b eg i n  ea ch q u es t io n as i t  is wri t t en on the answ e r  sh e e t  a nd 2)  po i n t t o  
a np l ook a t  th e pi c t ur e each t ime y o u  a s k a ques t ion·. 
NOW , CAN Y OU TELL M E ,  l S  ( c h il d ' s  na me) HAPPY OR I S  HE SAD ?  
I t  i s  i mpo r t a n t th a t  y o u  exp U  c i  t l )'  p o i n t  to t h e  p i c t u r e  b e f o r e  
as � i ng each q u c>s t i o n ,  th er eb y  r cpc>a t ed l y  d i r cc U ng th e ch i l d ' s ga ze nnd 
a t t c>n t l on to i t .  By us i ng th e b egi nn i ng of t h e  q u es t i on ,  " I s " ,  o r  1 1Doc-s " ,  
o r  "Wh c"n " , t h e  ch i 1 d  w i l l  b e  ab l e  t o  "s t a nd h a c k  f rom h i ms c! l f " ,  a n<l :.1 s s ur n e  
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th e r o l e  of ano th er t ow a r cl  h ims elf . 
I f  th.e ch i l d  a nswers w i.th th e exa c t  s am e  wo r d s  us ed i n  th e ques t i on5 , 
p la ce a ch e ck ma rk a f t er th e wor d s  h e  us ed a n d  c:o n ti nu e  t o  th e n ex t q u es t i on .  
A ll o th er res po ns e s  a r c  t o  b e  r e c or d ed und er · ''o th er " . 
A f ter th e t es t i s  oyer , t ake a n o t h e r  f u l l-leng th c o l o r  ph o t og ra ph of 
th e ch i ld , a f f ix prin t to b a ck i ng ,  and immed i a tely d is c a r d  the ch emi ca l ly trea t ed · . 
ma t erials i n to a wa s t eb a s k e t .  To h el p ens u r e  a pl eas i ng p r i n �  f or p a r en t s , 
s t ra igh t e n . th e child ' s  cl o th es and s moo th h i s  h a i r . If n e c ess a ry ,  u r g e  h im t o  
smi l e .  S ay :  
NOW I ' LL TAKE ANOTHER P I CTURE OF YOU ONE THAT YOU CAN 
TAKE HOHE . YOUR FAHILY WILL BE GLAD TO HAVE SUCH A N IC E  P I CTURE 
OF ( ch i ld ' s  name ) . 
If th e ch i ld a nswers "Yes " or "No " ,  r e c o r d  it u nd er· "o th e r "  a nd 
r ep ea t t h e. q u es t ?_on emph as i z i ng o r . I f  th e ch i l d  con ti nues th i s  r es pons e ,  s pl i t  
th e q u es t i o n i n t o  two s e n t en c es a n d  r ecord a nm'1 er s  t o  ea ch s _ec t i on . I f  h e  
does n ' t  r es pond , go on t o  th e nex t i t em . 
Do no t ch a ng e a ny \\1o rd oi ez pl a i n  the mea ning o f  a pa r t i c u l a r  wor d to 
the chi l d . 
Any r es pons e d i f f e ren t f rom the \,,.o r. d s  us ed in t h e  ques t i on is r �c o r d ed 
u n d e r  "o th er " ( e . g . , to i t em 1 3 , . "no t s i ck "  wou l d  b e  r e c or d ed u nd er "o th er 1 1  
a l th ough s c ored th e s am e  as "h e a l thy " ) . I f . th e ch i l d ' s  r es pons e s e ems c omp l e t e ly 
i rr e l eva n t  o r  s ugges t s  tha t h e  mi s i n t er p r e t ed wh a l  was s a i d ,  r ep ea t th e i t em .  
I f  th e ch i l d nam es a par t i c u l a r  p e r s o n  or th i n g  h e i s  s c a r ed o f  o r  
no t - s c a r ed o f  fo r i t ems 9 and /or 11 , record u nd er "o t h e r "  n nd r epe a t t h e  q u es t i o!1 ,  
cmph ;1s i. z i nr, :l l o t . 
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if th e ch i l d  g i v es a n  a nsw e r  b e f o re y ou ask th e comp l e t e  q u es t io n  
say ·: WA I T ,  ( c h i1 d ' s  name ) , UNT I L  I F IN I SH T H E  WHOLE QU ESTION . ( Th en r ep ea t  
th e q u e s t i o n . )  
I f  th e ch i ld answers a q u es t ion w i th "Som e times I ' m • .  � • 
r e co r d  th i s  und er "o th er " a nd r ep ea-t the q ue s t ion b y  b eg i nning w i th : 
OF TH E TIM E 
I I  
. , 
MOS T 
I t  is ex t r cm e ly imper t a u t  th a t  no ch i l d com es i n  con ta c t  w i th th e 
ch emical l y  tr ea t ed p a p er wh i ch ro la r o id w a r ns i s  c a us t i c .  As i n s tr u c t ed ,  
th row the pa p er immed ia tely in to a wa s t eb a s ke t . Hake s u r e tha t the c h i l d  
. s ta y s  away f r om t h e was t eb a� ke t  a nd tha t i t  i s  emp t i ed frequen t ly . 
Inun e d i a t el y  f o l lowing th e t es t ·, r ecor d th e ch i ld ' s  nam e ,  T .D .  numb er , 
a nd d a t e  o f  t e s t i ng o n  th e ba ck o f  the t es t pho tog r a ph . 
· -·- · 
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SUPPLEMENT 
(To be u s ed only w i th those ch i ld r en a t t e nd i ng a p r es ci 1 o o l  o r  
s choo l prog ram) 
A f t er compl e ti ng i tern 1 6 ,  say : 
NOW Tl!AT WAS V ERY GOOD { ch il d ' s  nam e ) . I ' D L IKE TO A SK YOU A FEW 
MORE QUESTIONS . THI S  -T.IME I ' D L I KE TO ASK YOU A FEW QUESTIONS ABOUT 
( ch i ld ' s  name) TEACHER , MRS . (MR . )  (Name of c h i l d ' s  t ea ch e r) . (Pau s e )  
DOES ( ch i ld ' s  name )  TEACHER TH INK THAT (ch i ld ' s  name) IS HAP PY O R  I S  H E  
SAD ? 
100 
Proceed through th e s e t o f  s ix t een i t ems u s i ng t h e " t ea ch er '' r e f er'en t .  
Aea i n , p o i n t to th e pho togr a ph and repea t th e a pprol=·r i .J te s tcf.1 b efo re c a c: n  
<i u �s t i u u . Bt.: s u r e  to r e u:i r d  th e ch i l d ' s  r c s y o H s e o n  th t: a 11swer s h e e t  
mar ked "Tea ch er R ef er en t . " 

APPENDI X E 
OCCUPATI ONAL CODING 

OCCUPATI ONAL CODING 
1. PROFESSI ONAL AND TECHNICAL 
Engineers 
Physicians , dentists , and related practitioners 
Health workers , except practitioners 
Teachers , elementary and se condary schools 
Te chni cians , except health 
Other professional workers 
2 .  FARMERS /RANCHERS /MANAGERS/OFFICIALS AND PROPRIETORS 
Manufacturing 
Retail trade 
Other industries 
3 .  CLERI CAL AN D  KINDRED WORKERS 
Bookkeepers 
S ecre taries , stenographers , and typists 
Other clerical workers 
4. CRAFTS MEN , FOREMEN AND KINDRED 
Automobile mechanics t including body repairmen 
Me chan5-cs and repairmen � except auto 
Machinis ts 
Metal craftsmen , except mechanics 
Carpenters 
· Cons truction craftsmen 
Others 
5 .  SALES WORKERS 
Manufacturing and wholesale. trade 
Retai l trade 
Other industries 
6 .  OPERATI VES AND KINDRED WORKERS · 
Durable goods manufacturing 
Non durable goods manufacturing 
Nonman ufacturing industries 
Transport equipment operatives 
Truck drivers 
Others 
7 .  SERVI CE WORKERS 
Cle aning service workers 
Food service workers 
Health service workers 
Personal service workers 
Protective service workers 
Private household workers 
102 

a.  FARM LABORERS AND FARM FOREMEN 
9 .  LABORERS 
Cons truction laborers 
Freight , stock , and material handlers 
Other laborers , except farm 
10. RETI RED AND UNE MPLOYED 
·ll . HOMEMAKER OR HOUSEWIFE 
10 3 
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APPENDI X F 
TABLES 
. .  
J TABLE 2 3  
Self Score by Type of Environmen t by 
Mother Present at Time of Testing 
·Environment 
Home 
Not presen t 
Present but occupied 
Present and involved 
·in listening 
.Nursery 
Not present 
Day Care 
Not present 
Head S tart 
Not present 
Present but . occupied 
Horne Day Care 
Not present 
Total Population 
Number 
2 9  
18 
4 
7 
31 
31 
14 
14 
6 
5 
1 
6 
6 
86 
Mean 
13 . 1  
12 . 9  
13 . 5  
13 . 1 
�3. 5 
13. S 
12 . 8  
12 . 8  
14. 7  
14 . 8  
14 . 0 
13.  8 
13.  8 
13. 4 
Standard 
Deviation 
l .'9 
2 .  1 
1. 3 
2 . 0  
1 .  3 
1. 3 
1. 5 
1 . 5  
. s  
. 4 . 
. o  
. 9  
. 9  
1. 6 
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TABLE 24 
Self and Mother Scores by Type of Environment by 
Mother Present at Time of Testing 
Environment 
Home 
Not present 
Present but occupied 
Present and involved 
in lis tening 
Nursery 
Not present 
Day Care 
Not present 
Head Start 
Not present 
Present but occupie d  
Home Day Care 
Not present 
Total Population 
Number 
29 
18 
4 
7 
31 
31 
14 
14 
6 
5 
1 
6 
6 
86 
Mean 
26 . 2  
2 5 . 9  
2 7 . 5 
2 6 . 3  
27 . 2  
2·1 . 2  
2 5 . 5 
2 5 . 5  
2.8 . 3 
2 8 . 6  
27. 0 
2 7 . 3 
2 7 . 3 
26 . 7  
Standard 
Deviation 
3 . 8 
4 . 1  
2 . 4  
4 . 1 
2 . 7  
2 . 7 
3 . 6 
3 . 6  
1 . 6  
1 . 7 
. o  
2 . 6  
2 . 6  
3. 2 
106 

Sex 
Dem
.
ographic 
Variable 
. " . . . .  -
Female 
Male 
Months in Preschool 
0 mo. 
2-5 mo. 
6-9 mo. 
11-13 mo. 
15-24 mo. 
Birth Order 
First 
Second 
Third-Eighth 
Ninth or more 
Number Older 
Brothers 
0 
1 
2 
3 
7 
Number Younger 
Brothers 
0 
1 
2 
-
Number Older 
S isters 
o. 
TABLE 2 5  
Des cription 
Number 
47 
42 
29 
15 
31 
2 
12 
36 
24 
2 8  
l 
56 
22 
9 
1 
1 
65 
2 3  
1 
47 
of Subjects 
. . . . .  ' 
Percent 
0 I • 0 0 o 
Cumulative 
Adj usted 
Percent 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
52 . 8  52 . 8  
47 . 2  100 . 0  
32 . 6  32 . 6  
16 . 9  49 . 4  
34. 8 ' . . 8 4 . 3 
2 . 2 8 6 . 5  
13. 5  100 . 0  
40 . 4  40 . 4  
2 7 . 0 6 7 . 4 
31. 5 9 8 . 9  
1. 1  100 . 0  
62 . 9  62 . 9  
24. 7 8 7 . 6 
10 . l  9 7 . 8 
1. 1 9 8 . 9  
1. 1 100 . 0  
73. 0 7 3 . 0  
25 . 8  9 8 . 9  
1. 1 10 0 . 0  
52 . 8  5 2 . 8  
10 7  

10 8 

Table 2 5  ( continued) 
' ' I • • '  
Variable 
Type of Environment 
Day Care 
Head Start 
Home Day Care 
_Age 
in Months 
49- 5 4  mo. 
55-60 mo. 
61-6 7 mo. 
Mother Present at 
Test ing 
Not Present 
Present but 
9ccupied 
Present and 
Involved 
Quality 
Home 
Group J. 
Group 2 
. Family S i ze 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
11 
. . . . . .  " .  
Number 
15 
7 
6 
33 
32 
24  
77 
5 
7 
29 
35 
25 
17 
31 
18 
12 
6 
3 
1 
1 
. . , . . . .  ' 
Percent 
J.6 . 9  
7 . 9  
6 . 7  
37. l 
35 . 9  
2 1; 0 
86 . 5  
5 . 6  
7 . 9  
32 . 6  
39 . 3  
2 8 . 1  
J.9 . 1  
34. 8 
2 0 . 2  
13 . S  
6 . 7  
3 . 4 
1 . 1  
1. 1 
109 
. . . . . . 
Curnul.ative 
Adj usted 
Percent 
85 . 4  
9 3 . 3 
100 . 0  
37 . l  
7 3 . 0 
100. 0 
86 . 5  
9 2 . l  
l.O O . O  
32 . 6  
7J.. 9 
100 . 0  
J.9 . 1  
5 3 . 9 
74. l 
86 . 6  
9 4 . 4 
9 7 . 8 
9 8 . 9  
100 . 0 

TABLE 26 
· Demographic Description of Subjects by Program Quality 
Group 1 - Good Group 2 - Satisfactory 
dP d? . � dP M 
§ 
M 
� � dP .... Q) dP .... 
� 
"' 
§ 
rtS 
� 
r-f ..... � .... ..... bO 0 0 0 0 .,... z CJ � z � CJ � Cl.I 
Months in Preschool I .  
2-6 months 19 63. 3 54. 3 31. 7  11 36 . 7 44. 0 18 . 3 
7-27 months 16 . 53 . 3 45 . 7  26 . 7  14 46 . 7  5 6 . 0  . 2 3 .  3 NS 
· Birth Order 
· · First 15 60 . 0  42 . 9  2 5 . 0  10 40 . 0  40 . 0  16 . 7  
Second 11 s s . o  31. 4 18. 3 9 45 . 0  36 . 0  15 . 0  NS 
Third • • •  · 9 60. 0 2 5 . 7  15 . 0  6 40 . 0  2 4 . 0 10 . 0  
Sex 
Female 19 59 . 4  54 . 3  31. 7  13 40 . 6  52 . 0  21. 7 
Male 16 5 7 . 1 45 . 7  26 . 7  12 42 . 9  48. 0 20 . 0  NS 
Number Older Brothers 
None 2 7  64 . 3  77 . 1  45 . 0  15 35 . 7  60 . 0  2 5 . o  
One or more 8 44. 4 22 . 9  13. 3 . 10 5 5 . 6  40 . 0  16 . 7  NS 
Number Younger Brothers 
None 2 5  56 . 8  71. 4  Pfl. 7  19 43 . 2  76 . 0  31. 7 
One or more 10 62 . S  2 8 . 6  16 . 7 6 37 . 5  24 . 0  10 . 0  NS f-' 
� 0 

Table 2 6  ( continued) 
Group l - Good Group 2 - Satisfactory . 
oP dP � oP 
H 
� 
H 
g roof Q) ctf) roof Q) ctf) 
� 
"' 
§ 
rd 
� ,.... � :i r-f 1) bO 0 0 � 0 •ri = � CJ c� == CJ E-1 en 
Number Older Sisters 
None 17 5 3 . l  48 . 6  2 8 . 3  15 46 . 9  60 . 0  2 5 . 0  
On e  or more 18 64. 3 51. 4 30 . 0  10 35 . 7  40 . 0  16 . 7  NS 
Number Younger Sisters 
None 3 1  5 7 . 4 8 8 . 6  51 . 7  2 3  42 . 6  9 2 . 0  38 . 3  
One or more 4 66 . 7  11. 4 6 . 7  2 33. 3 s . o  3 . 3 NS 
Father at Home . 32 5 6 . l  91. 4 5 3 . 3 2 5  43 . 9  10 0 . 0  41. 7 
not at Home 3 100 . 0  8 . 6 s . o .  0 o . o  o . o  o . o  NS 
Mother at Home 35 5 8 . 3  10 0 . 0  5:3 . 3 . 2 5  41. 7 100 . 0  41 . 7  
not at Home 0 o . o  o . o  o . o  0 o . o o . o o . o NS 
Others not Home 35 59 . 3  100 . 0  s n . 3  24 40 . 7  9 6 . 0  40 . 0  
at Home I 0 o . o  o . o  o . o. 1 10 0 . 0 4 . 0 1 . 7  NS 
Socioeconomic Status 
High 2 5  5 8 . 1 71. 4 41 . 7  18 41. 9  72 . 0  30 . 0  
Lower 10 5 8 . 8  2 8 . 6  16 . 7  7 41 . 2  2 8 . 0  11. 7 NS 
. Age in months · � 
49-54 15 6 0 . 0 42 . 9  25 . 0  . 10 40 . 0  40 . 0  16 . 7  
55-60 13 61 . 9  37 . 1  21. 7 8 38 . 1  32 . 0  13. 3 NS .... ...... 
61-67 7 s o . o 2 0 . 0 . 11 . 7 7 s o . o 2 8 . 0 11 . 7  ...... 

Table 26 ( continued) 
Group 1 - Good ' 
dP dP 
M 
g Q) dP r-t 
§ 
"' 
� 
r-t .... 0 0 :z; 0 E-4 
Mother Present at Testing 
Not 34 57 . 6  9 7 . l  56. 7 
Present but Occupied 
and Involved l 100. 0  2 . 9  1. 7 
Group 2 - Satisfactory 
df> . 
dP 
M m r-t Q) dP 
§ � 
"' 
� b 0 :z; � 0 � 
25 42 . 4  100 . 0  41. 7 
0 o . o  o . o  o . o  
bO •rf Ul 
NS 
NS 
........ 
...... t\) 
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TABLE 27 
Unadj us ted Self Score by Program Quality 
· Standard 
Gro�p Number . Mean Deviation 
1 Good 33 1 3 . 7 1 . 4 
2 S atisfactory 2 4· 13. 3 1. 3 
Total S ubj ects · 5 7  13. 5 l. lf. 
TABLE 2 8  
Unadj usted Self and Mother Scores by Program Quality 
Standard 
Group Number Mean+2 Deviation 
l Good 33 2 6 . 9 -13 . 4  3 . 0  
2 Satisfactory 24 2 6 . 8-13. 4  2 . 7  
Total Subjects 5 7  26 . 9 -13 . 4  2 . 9  

TAB LE 29 
Means and Medians of Unadj usted Scores 
Mean 
Unadj us ted 
Self S core 13. 4 
Unadj usted 
Teacher S core 14. 3 
Unadj usted 
Mother S core 1 3. 3  
Unadj us ted 
Self and Mother S cores 2 6 . 7  
Unadj usted 
Self an d· Mother an d  
Teacher· S cor�s 36 . 2  
for the 
. . . .  ' .  
Median 
13. 6 
14. 9 
1 3 . 9 
27 . 4  
3 8 . 5 
1 14 
Total Sample 
Standard· 
Deviation 
i .·s 
1 . 8 
1 . 9  
3 . 2  
8 . 3 

TABLE 30 
Means and Medians of Adj usted Scores for the Total S ample 
Adj usted 
Self S core 
Adj usted 
Teacher S core 
Adj usted 
Mother S core . 
Adj usted 
�elf and Mother S cores 
Mean and Median + 2 
Adj usted 
Self , Mother and 
Teacher S core 
Kean and Median + 3 
Mean 
89 . 8  
91. 5 
89 . 8  
179 . 6  
89 . 8  
273. 3 
91. 1 
Median 
9 3 . 7 
9 5 . 3  
94·. 4 
184. l 
92 . 0  
280 . 8  
9 3 . 6  
Standard 
Deviation 
10 . 5  
9 . 8  
12 . 2  
20 . 9  
2 6 . 7 
115 · 

llo 
TABLE 3 1  
Distribution of Subjects 
By Unadj usted Self Score 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
8 l 1. 2 1. 2 
9 2 2 . 3 3 . 5 
10 3 3. 5 7 . 0  
1 1  4 4. 7  11. 6 
12 8 9 . 3 2 0 . 9  
1 3  2 3  26 . 7 47. 7 
14 2 1  2 4 . 4 7 2 . 1  
15 24 2 7 . 9  100 . 0  
. , 
lTI 
-· 
TABLE 32 
Distribution of Subj ects 
by Unadj usted Mother Score 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Val.ue Frequency Percent Percent 
7 1 1. 2 1 . 2 
8 l 1. 2 2 o 3 
9 3 3. 5 s . a  
10 5 s . a  11. 6 
ll 4 4. 7 16 . 3  
12 8 9 . 3  2 5 . 6  
1 3  13 15 . 1  40 . 7  
14 20 2 3. 3  64. 0 
15 31 36 . 0  100 . 0  
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TABLE 33 
Distribution of Subjects 
by Unadj usted Teacher Score 
Adj usted Cumul.ative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
8 l 1. 8 1 . 8 
10 2 3. 5 5 . 3 
11 . 2 3. 5 a . a 
12 4 7• 0 15 . a 
13 6 10 . 5  26 . 3 
14 6 10 . 5  36 . 8  
15 18 31. 6 6 8 . 4 
16 18 31. 6 100 . 0 
' • 
119. 
TABLE 34 
Distribution of Subj ects 
by Unadj usted Self and Mother Scores 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
17 l' 1 . 2  1. 2 
1 8  3 3.; 5 4 . 7 
19 2 2 . 3  7 . 0  
21 2 2 . 3  9 . 3  
2 3  5 s . a  15 . 1  
24 2 2 . 3 17 . 4  
2 5  8 9 . 3 26 . 7  
26 8 9 . 3 36 . 0  
27 . 13 15 . 1  51. 2 
2 8  16 18. 6 69 . 8  
2 9  6 7 . 0 76 . 7  
30 20 23. 3 100 . 0  
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TABLE 35 
Distribution of Subj ects 
for Unadj usted Self and Mother and Teacher Scores 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Pe�cent Percent 
17 l 1 . 2  1 . 2 
18 2 2 . 3  3. 5 
19 1 1. 2 4 . 7  
2 3  1 1. 2 . s . a  
2 5  3 3. 5 9 . 3 
2 6  4 4. 7. 14 . 0  
21 · 5 s . s 19 . 8  
2 8  4 4. 7 24. 4 
29 3 3. 5 27 . 9  
30 7 a. 1 36 . 0  
31 1 1. 2 37 . 2  
3 3  l 1. 2 38 . 4  
34 l 1. 2 39 . 5  
35 2 2 . 3  41 . 9  
36 2 2 . 3  44. 2  
37 2 2 . 3  46 . 5  
3 8  3 3. 5 �:) . O  
39 2 2 . 3 52 . 3  
40 · 3 3 . 5 5 5 . a 
. , 
Table 35 ( continued) 
Adj usted Cumulative 
Frequency Frequency 
Value Frequency Percent Percent 
41 2 2 . 3  5 8 . l 
42 6 1 . 0  6 5 . 1 
43 10 ll. 6 7 6 . 7  
44 6 1. 0 8 3 . 7 
45 3 3.-5 87 . 2  
46 11 12 . 8  ioo . o  

TABLE 36 
Items and Corresponding Score Values 
For Fi�een Des criptive Pairs Given Under Each Referent 
1. Happy sad 
2 .  Cle an - dirty 
Item 
3 .  Ugly - good lookit:ig 
4. Likes to play with other kids -
doesn ' t  like to play with other kids . 
5 .  Likes to talk a lot -
doesn ' t like to talk a lot 
6 .  Likes t o  have other kid ' s  things -
likes to have his own things 
7 .  Bad - good 
8. Smart - stupid 
9 .  Scared o f  a lot of things -
not s cared of a lot of things 
10 . Likes the way his clothes look -
doesn ' t  like the way his clothes look 
11. S cared of a lot of people -
not scared of a lot of people 
12 . S trong - weak 
13 . S ick - healthy 
14 . Likes the way face looks -
doesn ' t  like the way the face looks 
15 . Have a lot of friends -
d0esn ' t  have a lot of friends 
16 . ( Teachers only ) Likes to go to s chool -
doesn ' t  like to go to school 
· · score* 
1 , 0  
0 ,1 
l ·, O  
1 , 0  
0 , 1  
0 , 1  
0 , 1 
l , O  
0 , 1  
l , O  
1 ,0 
1 , 0  
1 22 
*NOTE : S core values parallel order in which adj ectives are presented. 

TABLE 37 
Item Analysis 
Home Nursery Day Care Head Start Home Day Care 
Items N1': = 29 N* = 31 N* = 14 N* = 6 N* = 6 
+ - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits 
1 2 5  4 0 2 5  6 0 8 5 1 6 0 0 5 1 0 
2 26 3 0 29 2 0 13 1 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
3 . 29 0 0 29 2 0 1 3  0 1 6 0 0 6 0 0 
4 2 7  2 0 31 0 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
5 2 5  4 0 2 7  4 0 10 4 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 i I 6 2 5  4 0 20 11 0 12 1 l 5 1 0 5 l 0 
7 2 7  2 0 2 9  0 2 13 0 l 6 o · 0 6 0 0 
8 2 8  1 0 30 l 0 12 l l 6 0 0 s · o 0 
9 22 7 0 2 9  2 0 9 5 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
10 25 4 0 31 0 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 ·l  0 
11 2 8  1 0 30 l 0 11 3 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
l2 26 l 2 2 8  2 l 14 0 0 5 l 0 5 1 · o 
13 2 1  8 0 2 6  5 0 11 3 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
14 2 3  6 0 2 8  3 0 13 0 1 6 0 0 6 0 0 
15 2 2  7 0 29 2 0 12 2 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
16 29 2 0 11 3 0 5 1 0 0 0 6 
17 2 8  3 0 12 l l 6 0 0 5 1 0 
18 30 1 0 13 1 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
19 30 1 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
20 25 3 3 l'+ 0 0 6 0 0 5 . l 0 
2 1  2 7  4 0 10 4 0 5 1 0 5 1 0 
22 2 1  9 l 13 l 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 
2 3  30 0 l 13 0 1 6 0 0 6 0 . 0 
2 4  2 8  2 1 13 0 l 6 0 0 5 l 0 
. .... I\) 
(.ii) 

Table 37 ( continued) 
Home Nursery Day Care Head Start Home Day Care 
Items N* = 29 N* = 31 N* = 14 N* = 6 N* = 6 
+ - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits + - Omits 
2 5  3 1  0 0 10 4 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
26 30 0 l 14 0 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
2 7  30 1 0 11 3 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
2 8  2 8  2 1 13 l 0 6 o · 0 5 1 0 
29 25 5 1 12 2 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
30 2 7  3 1 13 l 0 6 0 0 6 0 0 
I 
31 I 29 2 0 11 3 0 4 2 0 5 l ·  0 
32 2 3  6 0 27 2 2 11 2 1 3 3 0 5 1 0 
33 23 6 0 2 8  2 1 11 3 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
34 26 3 0 31 0 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 ·1 0 
35 26 3 0 30 1 0 12 2 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 
36 2 5  4 0 26 5 0 9 5 0 5 1 0 5 1 0 
37 2 8  l 0 2 3  7 1 13 0 1 5 1 0 6 0 0 
38 29 0 0 29 0 2 13 0 1 0 0 0 6 0 0 
39 2 7  2 0 2 8  3 0 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
40 2 4  ·4 l 30 1 0 10 3 l 6 0 0 6 0 0 
41 2 7  2 0 30 l 0 13 l 0 6 0 0 5 l 0 
42 2 8  1 0 31 0 0 9 4 l 6 0 0 6 0 . 0 J 
43 2 5  4 0 26 5 . 0 14 0 0 5 1 0 5 l 0 
44 22 7 0 2 7 4 0 10 3 l 6 0 0 5 l 0 
45 2 5  4 0 2 7  3 l 14 0 0 6 0 0 5 1 0 
46 24 5 0 2 8  3 0 13 1 0 5 1 0 6 0 0 
* N = Number of subj ects who responded ...., "' 
� 
